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Abstract

This thesis describes a new approach to achieving high quality distributed
garbage collection using the Train Algorithm. This algorithm has been investi-
gated for its ability to provide high quality collection in a variety of contexts,
including persistent object systems and distributed object systems. Prior lit-
erature on the distributed Train Algorithm suggests that safe, complete, asyn-
chronous, and scalable collection can be attained, however an approach that
achieves this combination of behaviour has yet to emerge. The mechanisms and
policies described in this thesis are unique in their ability to exploit the dis-
tributed Train Algorithm in a manner that displays all four desirable qualities.
Further the mechanisms allow any number of mutator and collector threads
to operate concurrently within a site; this is also a unique property amongst
train-based mechanisms (distributed or otherwise).

Con�dence in the quality of the approach promoted in this thesis is obtained
via a top-down approach. Firstly a concise behavioural model is introduced
to capture fundamental requirements for safe and complete behaviour from
train-based collection mechanisms. The model abstracts over the techniques
previously introduced under the banner of the Train Algorithm. It serves as
a self-contained template for correct train-based collection that is independent
of a target object system for deployment of the algorithm. Secondly a means
to instantiate the model in a distributed object system is described. The in-
stantiation includes well-established techniques from prior literature, and via
the model these are correctly re�ned and reorganised with new techniques to
achieve asynchrony, scalability, and support for concurrency. The result is a
exible approach that allows a distributed system to exhibit a variety of local
collection mechanisms and policies, while ensuring their interaction is safe, com-
plete, asynchronous, and scalable regardless of the local choices made by each
site.

Additional con�dence in the properties of the new approach is obtained from
implementation within a distributed object system simulation. The implemen-
tation provides some insight into the practical issues that arise through the
combination of distribution, concurrent execution within sites, and train-based
collection. Executions of the simulation system are used to verify that safe col-
lection is observed at all times, and obtain evidence that asynchrony, scalability,
and concurrency can be observed in practice.
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1. Introduction

Historically the garbage collection problem arose as a requirement for run-time
support of languages that abstract over the storage and use of dynamically allocated
data. Early LISP literature (e.g. [Col60, McC60, Min63, Wei63, FY69]) coined
the term `garbage collection' to describe automatically recycling the storage space
occupied by dynamic data that is no longer useful to a program. This enables the
run-time system to reuse the space for subsequent data allocation. It gives the
application the illusion of in�nite storage capacity provided the amount used at any
one time does not exceed the physical capacity. The term `garbage collection' has
become widely used to describe any situation where a program does not explicitly
deallocate the storage of useless dynamic data, and the run-time system does this
automatically.

Broadly speaking the literature o�ers two arguments to justify the operational
overhead of garbage collection [AR98, JL96, PS95, WJNB95]. A common motiva-
tion is the `Necessary Evil' argument; that the imposition of garbage collection upon
a run-time system is the corollary of theoretically loftier motives. For example or-
thogonal persistence [AM95] involves a complete abstraction of the physical nature
of data storage including its �nite capacity; hence the programmer should have no
perception of the need to deallocate useless storage space. High levels of abstraction
in a programming paradigm typically imply the programmer has no desire or ability
to explicitly address the practical exigencies that arise from dynamic data allocation.
This results in the expectation that the run-time system will solve the exigencies on
behalf of the program, and perform functions such as garbage collection.

Some authors argue more directly that garbage collection is a `Good Thing' in
and of itself. A program developed without the assumption of garbage collection at
run-time is liable to incorporate its own dynamic data management routines, and
e�ectively re-invent garbage collection. If a program performs its own garbage collec-
tion erroneously, this can result in unpredictable run-time failure. From a software
engineering perspective the use of garbage collection reduces development cost by
isolating a known problem and allowing known solutions and their implementations
to be reused. The performance and reliability of programs can be improved while
the programmer's burden is reduced.

Regardless of motivation, adopting garbage collection causes the performance of
a system to be dependent on the qualities of the collection algorithm in use. Hence
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there is a strong motive to develop garbage collection algorithms that can generally
be expected to contribute towards good performance. This thesis addresses issues
that arise when garbage collection is performed in distributed systems using the
Train Algorithm.

The Train Algorithm

The notion of the Train Algorithm as a solution to the garbage collection problem
emerged with the Mature Object Space or MOS algorithm [HM92]. Hudson and
Moss described a set of mechanisms and policies intended for use in a single-site,
main-memory object heap. They used an analogy with a train shunting yard, where
carriages are rearranged over time, as an informal description of the high-level be-
haviour that emerges from the mechanisms. The Train Algorithm has been found to
be an e�ective approach [SG95, MB00]; notably the HotSpot Java Virtual Machine
uses the Train Algorithm to provide an `incremental' collector as an alternative to
the default collector [Mel99, NM02].

The DMOS Algorithm

A number of publications [MMH96, HMMM97, ZBM00, MFLV01, NMMD03, Nor04,
Zig04] have described the adaption of the MOS algorithm for use outside the context
of a main-memory heap by replacing some mechanisms and policies while retaining
others. The DMOS algorithm is an adaption of the MOS algorithm for distributed
systems. Unfortunately DMOS as originally described [HMMM97, MHMM98] is
incorrect; it has the potential to erroneously reclaim useful data and this was not
observed until the algorithm was �rst implemented [Zig99, Zig04]. Despite its fail-
ings, DMOS contains a number of technical advances. For example it contains a
novel distributed reference tracking algorithm that has been examined in isolation
[HMMM98] and found to be correct. The behaviour in DMOS that jeopardises its
potential to provide high quality collection is not inherent to the Train Algorithm,
and this motivates further investigation of the use of the Train Algorithm in dis-
tributed systems.

Lowry and Munro [LM02] describes how the error in DMOS is within a distinct
component of the algorithm that can be replaced to obtain a safe and complete
algorithm. The technique for achieving this was developed as part of the research
presented in this thesis but appears in a more re�ned form in the approach described
here. Zigman's thesis [Zig04] includes a discussion of DMOS within the context of
`hierarchical garbage collection' as a descriptive and constructive paradigm. This
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1.1 The Garbage Collection Problem

facilitates the redescription and reconstruction of the algorithm in a manner that
ensures correctness. Norcross' thesis [Nor04] includes a discussion of DMOS within
the context of deriving distributed garbage collectors using a process that combines
a single-site garbage collection algorithm with a termination detection algorithm.
As an example, Norcross derives a new, correct version of DMOS by combining a
re�nement to the original MOS algorithm with a distributed termination detection
algorithm.

A New Approach to The Train Algorithm

This thesis is the latest contribution to understanding the use of the Train Algorithm
in distributed systems. An approach is described for achieving distributed train-
based collection in a manner that exhibits an attractive combination of behavioural
properties that is not found in the existing approaches to distributed train-based
collection.

It should be noted that this thesis does not treat the term `Train Algorithm' as
synonymous with either the original MOS algorithm or the family of algorithms
descended from it. Rather the term is treated as referring to the common factor
that unites both this family of algorithms and other potential algorithms exhibiting
the characteristic behaviour of train-based collection. Part of the contribution of
this thesis is to introduce a precise de�nition of what this common factor is. Before
proceeding, the manner in which the garbage collection problem will be addressed
is discussed.

1.1. The Garbage Collection Problem

The foundation of any garbage collection solution is the ability for a run-time system
to accurately predict the potential use of data during a program's execution. For
garbage collection to be tractable, programs must display some degree of general
predictability in their behaviour. The common abstract model of program behaviour
in garbage collection literature is the notion of a `graph of objects', depicted in
Figure 1.

The behaviour of a program is represented by the evolution of an object graph
over time. Data allocated by a program is in the form of discrete objects, and these
comprise the nodes of the graph. In general they may be of any physical size and
must be uniquely identi�able. Any instance of a reference, that is a data value
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1.1 The Garbage Collection Problem

references
are directed

edges
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non−object node
(e.g. thread activation stack)

Mutator Space

Program manipulates object space
via references to object data.

of the collector is abstracted as a graph.
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� � �� � �
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� � �
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� � �
� � �

Figure 1: Graph-of-objects model of program state.

interpreted as an object identi�er, is seen as a directed edge of the graph. The edge
extends from the location where the reference is held to the node that represents the
object being referred to. The term `reference' is used here to denote any scheme for
identifying and accessing an object, be it direct heap `pointers' or a scheme involving
indirection.

A basic assumption in this model of program behaviour is that objects are only
manipulated by operation via references. At any given point in time the set of
references that a program possesses will de�ne the particular objects that are im-
mediately accessible to it. These are denoted root objects or simply roots. Given a
reference to any particular object, a program can access data in the object and read
any reference value contained in the object. Thus if any given object O is a root
object and P is reachable (in the graph-theoretic sense) from O, then P is potentially
usable. Conversely if P is not reachable via some path from any root object then
the data it contains is useless; i.e. the object is garbage (see Figure 2).

This conception of the garbage collection problem assumes that an object out-
side of the transitive closure of any root object is permanently useless. In other
words the garbage property must be a stable property of an object. E�ectively
the collector assumes that an application will not arbitrarily synthesise a reference
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Figure 2: Accessibility equated to reachability.

value. A reference is created only by copying an existing value or allocating a new
object. Under this constraint it is impossible for a program to create a new path of
reachability to a given object unless it is already reachable from a root.

Garbage collection can be provided to any program with behaviour that conforms
to the graph-of-objects model. In general, conformance to the model will arise when
programs that are expressed in languages that ensure strong typing (as discussed,
e.g., by Cardelli [Car91]) and referential integrity (as discussed, e.g., by Atkinson et
al [ABD+89]). Java is a currently popular language that exhibits these properties.
Languages that do not strictly conform to this model of behaviour, such as C or
C++, are still amenable to automatic memory management techniques (see Jones
and Lins for a survey [JL96]), but this will not be addressed in this thesis.

1.1.1. Qualities of Garbage Collection Solutions

Given the proposition that a garbage collection solution must be at least as reliable
as manual deallocation, some behavioural properties that an algorithm must exhibit
can be concluded. Erroneous manual deallocation by the program can lead to refer-
ential errors at run-time, so the behaviour of a garbage collection solution must not
introduce this form of error. This would occur if the algorithm has the potential to
reclaim storage space that is usable by the application. The quality of safety in a
collection algorithm is the guarantee that this will not occur. Further, it is feasible
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1.1 The Garbage Collection Problem

for a program to manually deallocate all useless data, so a garbage collection solution
should be able to achieve this as well. The quality of completeness is the guarantee
that a garbage object is reclaimed within a �nite amount of time after the object
becomes garbage.

Safety is universally accepted as necessary for correctness, however a signi�cant
proportion of the literature presents algorithms that are not complete. Algorithms in
which `obscure' forms of garbage may be overlooked tend to be simpler to develop and
implement. It is common for authors to justify a lack of completeness by arguing that
the garbage an algorithm overlooks will not contribute a signi�cant fraction of the
total garbage created by an application in practice. In some contexts (notably with
functional programming languages) it is possible to assert that the forms of garbage
an algorithm overlooks never eventuate. However this thesis adopts the position that
completeness is necessary for an algorithm to o�er generally high quality collection.

Timeliness and non-disruption

A garbage collection solution should e�ciently solve the task of dynamic storage
management. Discerning the potential e�ciency of a particular garbage collection
solution within a particular style of object system is a complex cost-bene�t analysis
inuenced by many factors. However two abstract behavioural characteristics, de-
noted timeliness and non-disruption, have emerged in garbage collection literature
as fundamentally desirable qualities in an algorithm.

Timeliness simply refers to the speed with which garbage objects are reclaimed
after the point in time the object actually becomes garbage. Floating garbage (i.e.
garbage that has yet to be collected) tends to degrade the performance of an object
system [JL96], and reduces the ability of the collector to maintain the illusion of
in�nite storage capacity. The issue of observing and optimising timeliness in the
context of distributed train-based collection is left by this thesis for future work; the
discussion will simply proceed on the principle that timeliness is a good thing.

Non-disruption refers to the manner in which a garbage collector's operation in-
uences the scheduling of program activity. The activity of a garbage collector can
inuence a program's activity in various ways. The most direct inuence is where
a collection algorithm demands exclusive access to the object space and explicitly
prevents program operations from being scheduled. These pause times can lead to
the perception of disruption by the user of an interactive program, or unacceptable
behaviour for a real-time system. Disruption can also occur indirectly. For example
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1.1 The Garbage Collection Problem

modern computing hardware typically features caching between main-memory and
CPU registers, and program performance is heavily dependent on the performance
of this cache. A garbage collection algorithm inuences the locality exhibited in
the access patterns of a program, and so indirectly inuences the disruption or lack
thereof that the program experiences from memory caches [CL98, HBM+04, JL96].

The behavioural patterns that lead to an algorithm qualifying as timely and non-
disruptive are heavily dependent on the context in which the garbage collection prob-
lem is encountered, leading to a large1 body of literature o�ering a variety of opinions.
Divergent veins in the literature body focus on di�erent classes of object system, and
so reach di�erent conclusion over the forms and patterns of collector behaviour that
are required or forbidden if the collector is to qualify as timely and non-disruptive.
The original vein of the literature concerns single-site, main-memory collection and
this is still a fertile area with numerous publications in the last few years alone
(e.g. [BJMM02, BM02, HC02, Hen02, HBM+02, HHDH02, SHB+02, VA02, BCR03,
BM03, HK03, SKB03, BTSR04, BCM04a, BCM04b, BH04, Boe04, HBM+04]). The
automatic memory management book by Jones and Lins [JL96] contains the most
comprehensive survey of the literature; other surveys [Wil92b, WJNB95] o�er ad-
ditional perspective. A distinct vein of garbage collection literature treats the sit-
uation where an object store is backed by stable storage, as with persistent object
systems [AM95] and object-oriented databases [ABD+89]. In this type of system
it is expensive to access regions of the object store that are not cached to volatile
memory. An algorithm that does not recognise this is liable to incur overhead which
might otherwise be avoided. There is a signi�cant body of literature discussing
garbage collection in single-site systems (e.g. [ARS+98, CKWZ96, CWZ98, HC99,
HKWZ00, Mos90, MMH96, MB00, Ng96, YNY94, ZBM00]) and distributed systems
(e.g. [BFS99, EHHH90, FS96, Mah93, ML97b] of this sort.

Incrementality and Concurrency

Another quality that is generally desirable is incrementality. The incrementality of
an algorithm can be seen in two distinct terms [AR98]; the incrementality of iden-
ti�cation versus the incrementality of reclamation. Respectively this refers to the
granularity of the operations performed to identify garbage, and the granularity with
which objects are physically reclaimed and their storage made available for reuse.

1At the time of writing, Jones' online bibliography [Jon04] lists over 2000 works addressing garbage
collection and related issues.
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A closely related issue is the potential for a collector to accommodate concurrency
between its actions and those of the mutator. The most obvious e�ect of concur-
rency between the application and the collector is the potential for pause times to
be amortised. Algorithms with these properties have the freedom to optimise the
scheduling and interleaving of their actions, so exhibiting incrementality underlies
the potential for timely and non-disruptive integration with program activity.

Parallelism

If an application is written in multithreaded form then it may be able to obtain a
speed-up on multiprocessor hardware. However if the collector does not also display
the ability to execute in parallel it may become a bottleneck. In particular if mu-
tators are executing on multiple processors while the collector executes on a single
processor then garbage may be created faster than the collector on a single processor
can handle. This is related to concurrency between collector and mutator to some
extent, as an algorithm may require some of its actions to be executed by mutator
threads. However the fundamental issues for parallel collection is whether collector
actions can execute in parallel upon the collector's data structures in shared-memory
multiprocessor hardware.

1.2. The Distributed Garbage Collection Problem

This thesis addresses the vein of garbage collection concerned with distributed object
systems. In the context of distribution the fundamental goal of garbage collection
is unchanged, however there are technical challenges in achieving high quality dis-
tributed garbage collection that single-site literature does no address. Abdullahi and
Ringwood [AR98], and Jones and Lins [JL96] provide surveys of the literature.

Here distributed is used in the general sense of a computation in which there
are discrete locations; variously denoted process, site, node, etc. by di�erent
authors. The preferred nomenclature used in this thesis is sites to refer to physical
boundaries in a `real' distributed system. The term process will be used in the
context of abstract models of message-passing computation. A process will be treated
as potentially but not necessarily equivalent to a site; i.e. a physical site may contain
multiple logical processes that communicate via message-passing channels and do not
share storage despite their physical collocation. The term node will be used to refer
to the graph-theoretic concept in the context of the notion of a graph-of-objects.
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1.2 The Distributed Garbage Collection Problem

The basic assumption in distributed garbage collection is that each site of a system
performs local activity which only modi�es objects within its physical boundary.
Interaction between sites only occurs when a message is emitted by one site and
received by another. The distribution of an object-based computation is realised
via some form of global naming scheme that provides a basis for creating a remote
reference to an object (see Figure 3).

reference
remote

Program at site BProgram at site A

Site A Site B

sites in messages

channelmessage

Remote references transmitted between

Object storage at site BObject storage at site A
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Figure 3: Distributed object graph

Remote referencing allows the sites of a system to perform a cooperative compu-
tation upon the objects within their combined storage space. The manner in which
this is reected within a programming language is not signi�cant to the garbage
collection problem. It is simply assumed that a message sent between sites may con-
tain a reference value, and the arrival of such a message causes the reference value
to be extant within the physical boundaries of the receiving site. Thus it must be
assumed that an object being referred to by an in-transit message has the potential
to be accessed in the future and must be treated as a root.

The goal of a distributed garbage collection algorithm remains the identi�cation
of garbage objects. The algorithm must use mechanisms that accommodate distri-
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bution; i.e. the algorithm must be described as actions for individual sites to take,
with message-passing protocols for interaction between sites. The inherent concur-
rency that exists between actions of the separate sites in a distributed system and
the manner in which sites order their actions relative to the exchange of messages
must be addressed. The algorithm must be able to accommodate the more complex
circumstances that can arise in terms of paths of reachability from root objects to
other live objects. For example an object may be live but not reachable from any
root object located at the same site as the object itself. An algorithm must ensure
the site containing such an object can recognise that it is potentially useful to other
sites, despite being locally useless.

1.2.1. Qualities of Distributed Garbage Collection Solutions

In a distributed system the collector's interaction with the program at each site
should be timely and non-disruptive. From this perspective the essential quality
for a distributed garbage collection algorithm is the ability to facilitate correct and
e�cient operation of a local collector in each site of the system. The algorithm
should allow each site the autonomy to pursue any local collection activity that
does not inuence the mutator or collector behaviour at other sites. The distributed
algorithm should not enjoin sites to cooperate or synchronise when such interaction
is not necessary to achieve progress in the collection of garbage.

The abstract behavioural qualities that have become widely accepted in the lit-
erature as essential to e�cient distributed garbage collection are asynchrony and
scalability. In a general sense these are properties regarding the ability for progress
to be made by independent actions at separate locations of a distributed computa-
tion [Tel94]. However in distributed garbage collection literature these terms have
been used to describe a somewhat inconsistent variety of behavioural characteristics.

Asynchrony

Abdullahi and Ringwood [AR98] survey the relative quality of distributed algorithms
and consider the factor of `synchronisation overhead' (amongst others). Although
the authors do not explicitly specify what this is, their discussion implies that it
refers to situations where the algorithm mandates sending a message to another
site and activity at the sending site is paused until a reply is received. Similarly Le
Fessant considers an algorithm `completely asynchronous' by virtue of `not requiring
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consensus between sites ' [LF01], in the sense that a site which emits a message does
not await agreement or acknowledgement from other sites before continuing. Hudson
et al [HMMM97] and Norcross [Nor04] use the term `non-blocking' in the same
manner. Shapiro et al [SLFF00] also consider an algorithm asynchronous in the sense
of `Neither a mutator nor a collector is blocked by distributed garbage collection.'
Abdullahi and Ringwood also consider asynchrony in terms of the potential for
autonomous local collection; i.e. whether a site can perform collection activity
regardless of the progress in message transmission to and from the site.

However, if some particular collector action related depends on message arrival
before making progress, then autonomous local activity may still make progress if
there is a potential for concurrency in the site collector's actions. Similarly, the lack
of message acknowledgement or inter-site consensus alone does not imply the ability
for autonomous collection activity by each site. Further, the ability for each site to
autonomously perform collection work does not imply the ability for autonomous
progress by each site. It may be that a distributed algorithm permits an arbitrary
amount of local collection work to occur within a site, but prevents the work from
being useful and actually reclaiming garbage. So an algorithm having generally
asynchronous behaviour is neither necessary nor su�cient to guarantee progress.

By analogy, consider an automobile spinning its wheels without moving: the en-
gine may perform a large amount of work but the the e�ort is useless and there is
no forward movement. An asynchronous algorithm may act this way, so by itself
asynchrony is not a su�cient quality. While an important property of an implemen-
tation, additional qualities are required to capture the more fundamental issue: the
ability for each site to autonomously make progress in reclaiming garbage.

Scalability

Scalability is generally accepted as a desirable behavioural quality in distributed
garbage collection solutions. However authors tend to avoid speci�c de�nitions and
rely on intuitive notions of what scalability is. In general a scalable algorithm must
not exhibit any general dependency between the total number of sites in the system
and the extent of inter-site cooperation. It must be the connectivity of the dis-
tributed object graph that determines the extent to which progress at a site becomes
dependant on the work performed by others. Maheshwari and Liskov [ML97a] use
the term `locality' in this sense. Similarly Le Fessant [LF01] describes an algorithm
as `suitable for large-scale networks' by virtue of maintaining `locality of detection'.
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Strong connectivity (i.e. due to the existence of a referential cycle) across multiple
sites implies that the sites containing the subgraph must cooperate before it can be
established whether the subgraph is garbage. The sites must obtain a consistent
perspective of the distributed object graph shared amongst them before they can
make safe conclusions about the liveness or otherwise of the objects. For each site
reclamation of objects from the subgraph is dependant on the actions of the whole
group. While this dependence cannot be avoided, further dependence on sites outside
the group can be avoided. In this regard, the asynchrony and scalability of an
algorithm will be quali�ed in this thesis according to the distinction of `private'
versus `public' garbage objects.

Upon allocation an object is private. If the object becomes reachable
from another site, then object becomes public. Further, an object is
a public object if it has been public at any time since allocation ( i.e.
being public is a stable property, and a garbage object is a private
garbage object if and only if the object has been continuously private
since allocation).

Note the application could not cause a private garbage object to become reachable
from another site, however automatic caching or some other `background' activity
might cause a private garbage object to become public.

An algorithm quali�es as scalable if it has the ability to (a) reclaim
any private garbage objects independently of progress at other sites,
and (b) reclaim any public garbage objects that are members of a
strongly connected component without requiring activity beyond the
site boundaries that contain the strongly connected component.

If an algorithm guarantees that no unnecessary inter-site dependence is induced,
then it can be considered strictly scalable. However, given the non-determinacy of
distributed systems, and the common use of non-deterministic policies in garbage
collection, an algorithm might in practice induce cooperation which is not strictly
necessary. For example, application behaviour may result in a given site referring to
the objects at another for a period of time without generating any strongly connected
garbage between the sites. In this case an algorithm may suspect the existence of
garbage and cause the sites to cooperate to determine if this is the case. If such
cooperation only occurs between a site that possessed a remote reference to an object
in the past, and the home site that contains the object then it may be considered
scalable in practice (see Figure 4). The fundamental issue is whether the extent
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Figure 4: Public and private garbage objects and scalability

of cooperation depends on the state of the object graph over time, rather than the
number of sites in the system.

The algorithm described by Maheshwari and Liskov [ML97a] is revealing in this
regard. Inter-site cooperation occurs according the decisions of a heuristic that is
based on the presence of inter-site references. Maheshwari and Liskov describe a
heuristic that may accidently suspect live objects as being garbage. The algorithm
safely detects this, never reclaims the live objects, and only induces cooperation
between pairs of sites that are connected by remote references; hence it is scalable
in practice. Maheshwari and Liskov further describe how the heuristic can have
adaptive behaviour in which feedback causes the algorithm to become more conser-
vative without sacri�cing completeness; this causes behaviour to converge over time
towards strictly scalable.

High Quality Distributed Garbage Collection

In summary, the qualities sought in a distributed garbage collection solution can be
seen as a consequence of the qualities sought in non-distributed situations. Each site
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must exhibit safe and complete collection behaviour, which translates to a similar
requirement of safety and completeness in the distributed behaviour. The desire
to achieve timely and non-disruptive behaviour within each site translates into the
desire for asynchronous and scalable properties of the distributed algorithm. A
distributed garbage collection algorithm should be able to generally display these
qualities without impinging upon other components of a distributed object system.

The driving principle in the algorithmic approach of this thesis is to increase the
potential for each site to behave in an e�cient, autonomous fashion while reducing
the extent to which a given site depends on the progress of others for achieving
its own goal. When this is achieved to a su�cient degree the algorithm may be
considered asynchronous and scalable. However the autonomy granted to a site
must not permit the site to reclaim garbage that is locally useless but still useful
to other sites, and sites must guarantee they will cooperate when this is indeed
necessary to completely reclaim garbage. When an algorithm can generally provide
both asynchrony and scalability, without sacri�cing either safety or completeness,
then it may be considered as o�ering high quality collection.

1.3. Contribution and Overview

This thesis describes a new approach for exploiting the Train Algorithm within dis-
tributed object systems such that:

• collection is globally safe,
• collection is globally complete,
• collection is asynchronous at each site
• collection is acts scalably amongst sites,
• collection activity may occur concurrently to application activity at each

site, and
• collection tasks may be executed in parallel by multiple collector threads

within each site.
The ability to display this combination of behaviour is not o�ered by prior litera-
ture describing use of the Train Algorithm in distributed systems. However the
combination is entirely feasible; other collection strategies have yielded distributed
algorithms that can provide the desired qualities (Chapter 2 o�ers a survey). Hence
there is a strong motivation to investigate new approaches for distributed use of the
Train Algorithm that o�er similarly high quality collection. The summary contribu-
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tion of this thesis to describe an approach for achieving this goal. This contribution
is made in three distinct parts, described below.

An Abstract Model of the Train Algorithm

The �rst major contribution of this thesis is to provide a concise and self-contained
description of what the Train Algorithm is. Prior literature inspired by the original
MOS collector has adopted a trend of treating the Train Algorithm as a guiding
principle, rather than a speci�c algorithmic approach. To date, the algorithm has
not been given a formal description and analysed independently of mechanisms that
can facilitate its use within particular forms of object system. Also understanding
has emerged piece-meal; a researcher new to the algorithm must consult numerous
publications to obtain all the details required for safe and complete collection, let
alone high quality collection from a distributed train-based collector.

This thesis �lls the gap by providing a precise yet general description of the be-
haviour of a correct train-based collector without assuming any particular style of
object system. Chapter 3 develops a model within the transition system formalism
to capture the essential behaviour of the Train Algorithm as a correct solution to
the garbage collection problem. The model gives an abstract speci�cation of the
algorithm in the form of basic behavioural patterns and constraints, while details of
conformate mechanisms and policies are ignored. Analysis is given to demonstrate
that any instantiation of the model will be safe and complete. The model and anal-
ysis provide a novel perspective that clearly reveals the Train Algorithm's relation
to other garbage collection strategies, and provides a basis for developing new tech-
niques for deploying the Train Algorithm in distributed systems with con�dence of
high quality behaviour.

Distributed Train-Based Collection

Chapter 4 presents an instantiation of the abstract model from Chapter 3 that is
suitable for deployment in a distributed object system. A set of mechanisms and
associated policy choices that behave in conformance to the model are described,
based on simple assumptions regarding a generic distributed object system architec-
ture. The behaviour of the mechanisms is inherently safe and complete, and the sites
of the system are able to achieve scalable collection of private and public garbage.
The abstract model of the Train Algorithm and its properties, together with analysis
of the mechanisms and their correspondence to the model, allows con�dence in this
assertion.
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As well as reclaiming garbage via the Train Algorithm, each site is given the ability
to perform localised collection to improve the timeliness within each site. Local
and distributed aspects of collection are cooperatively integrated; the mechanisms
provide an infrastructure in which both aspects of collection make progress as the
execution of the mechanisms proceeds. Sites are given exibility in selecting a range
of incremental and non-disruptive local collection mechanisms and policies. The
mechanisms accommodate an application that consists of multiple threads operating
concurrently within each site, and the distinct subtasks within the algorithm may
be performed in parallel within each site. The ability to accommodate concurrency
in this manner is not discussed in prior Train Algorithm approaches (distributed or
otherwise).

In addition, the implementation is parameterised. Given a distributed termination
detection algorithm of an appropriate style, a distributed train collection implemen-
tation is yielded. The given termination detection algorithm is integrated into the
collector's behaviour so that it solves one of the subtasks that any distributed train
collector must perform. In this way the mechanisms in Chapter 4 produce a family
of related distributed Train Algorithm implementations that o�er di�erent patterns
of inter-site cooperation.

An Implementation of Distributed Train Collection

Chapter 5 describes a simulator for distributed object systems and an implemen-
tation of the new Train Algorithm mechanisms within it. The simulator emulates
the behaviour of a simple, generic distributed object system and demonstrates that
the mechanisms introduced in Chapter 4 are feasible. The simulator provides an
experimental counterpoint to the predominantly theoretical arguments o�ered in
this thesis, and produces evidence that the goals of high quality distributed garbage
collection can be met in practice.

The discussion of the simulator in Chapter 5 is primarily intended as a demon-
stration of feasibility, however a minor contribution is made by discussing some of
the issues that arise when the approach promoted in this thesis is used in practice.
The simulations exhibit concurrency within each site of the simulated distributed
object system, and the mechanisms are implemented within this context in a multi-
threaded form. This provides some insight into the non-algorithmic concerns that
arise when a train-based collector operates via concurrent actions over shared data
structures, and these issues have not been canvassed in prior literature.
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This thesis promotes the Train Algorithm as a candidate for delivering high quality
distributed garbage collection. Central to this claim is the ability for the algorithm
to provide distributed activity that is asynchronous and scalable and facilitate local
activity that is timely and non-disruptive. It is argued that a formal model of the
algorithm introduced in Chapter 3 facilitates the analysis, extension, and reliable
reuse of techniques from prior literature to obtain new approaches that achieve this
goal. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 o�er a review of the collection strategies that underpin
the approach described in this thesis. The developmental paradigms that inuenced
the approach within this thesis are reviewed in Sections 2.3 through 2.5.

Before proceeding it should be noted that the survey o�ered here departs slightly
from the categorisations found in previous literature. The perspective on the
algorithm promoted in this thesis is by no means a replacement for the perspective
found in other literature. Rather it is suggested that the traditional perspective is
useful in describing a way to implement train-based collection and does so at the
price of obscuring the foundations of the algorithm's safety and completeness. This
is reinforced subsequently in Chapter 3, as the perspective promoted here provides a
foundation for a top-down approach that achieves high-quality distributed collection
from the Train Algorithm.

2.1. Isolation Detection

Isolation Detection refers to the broad category of algorithm based on detecting
whether a speci�c subset of objects are isolated (in the graph-theoretic sense) from
live objects. In the simplest case an algorithm will detect if a single given object
is isolated from the remainder of the object graph. This is denoted single-object
isolation detection and described in Section 2.1.1. More generally, an algorithm may
form a group of objects and determine if the group is isolated from objects outside
the group. The entire subgraph can be reclaimed to make progress if isolation is
detected, but no progress can be made if any members of the group are found to be
reachable from outside of the group. This approach is denoted subgraph isolation
detection and described in Section 2.1.2.
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2.1.1. Single-Object Isolation Detection

This form of behaviour is clearly seen in the seminal reference counting algorithm
[Col60]. The basic algorithm is to associate a reference counter with each object.
The counter is incremented each time a reference to the object is created and decre-
mented each time a reference is destroyed. If the counter drops to zero, then the
object must be detached from the live object graph and can be reclaimed. More
generally reference tracking may involve complex metadata that records details of
the location of references rather than simply counting their quantity.

The reference counting approach o�ers timely operation and is amenable to use in
parallel shared-memory machines [JL96]. As a result this form of collection contin-
ues to receive attention in recent literature (e.g [BAL+01, DMMS01, LP01]) despite
the wealth of early literature. Detection of single-object isolation is also amenable
to use in distributed systems by way of message-passing mechanisms. A large num-
ber of algorithms for achieving this have appeared in the literature [Bev87, Dic00,
Gol89, HMMM98, IY90, LM86, MS91, Mor98a, Mor98b, Piq91, WW87]. They allow
reference creation or destruction at any site to be asynchronously yet safely re-
ected in the counter of the object, regardless of the physical location of the object.
Indirect reference listing has received particular attention in distributed garbage
collection literature. This technique has been advocated as well suited to integration
with indirect remote reference implementations, supporting of object migration, and
fault-tolerance techniques [BEN+94, Mor98a, SDP92, SLFF00, SPFA94].

An essential feature of this algorithmic class is that it is an incomplete technique
in general; cyclic garbage is overlooked. This detraction means that these algorithms
are (in modern literature, at least) often proposed for use in combination with some
other more expensive yet complete solution that operates infrequently.

2.1.2. Subgraph Isolation Detection

Prototypic algorithms (e.g. [FW79, Bob80, Chr84]) began to appear in the late
1970's to re�ne single-object isolation detection by discovering if a group or sub-
graph of objects is collectively garbage. The �rst to receive much attention was
Brownbridge's `cyclic reference counting' algorithm [Bro85], although this algorithm
has been found incorrect [JL96]. The more practical solutions that subsequently
emerged are reviewed below. The basic idea is, given some subgraph of objects,
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count those references to members of the subgraph where the reference is held out-
side the group. In any situations where there are no such references, the given
subgraph must be entirely isolated from live objects, and hence garbage. This can
be detected regardless of the internal connections between members of the subgraph.

Trial Deletion

The trial deletion [Ves87, MWL90] approach involves simulating the reclamation of
a suspect object. The simulated reclamation of the suspect may recursively cause
(simulated) reclamation of more objects. When the recursion terminates the col-
lector revisits the members of the group, and determines if they are isolated from
other objects by re-inspecting the metadata used to simulate their reclamation2.
Trial deletion has been found amenable to use in multiprocessor single-site systems
[BAL+01, BR01a, JL93, Lin91, Lin92] and distributed systems [RJ96, RJ98]. One
of the primary issues addressed by authors discussing this approach is appropriate
heuristics for selecting a suspect object. Trial deletion will only be complete if the
heuristic used suspects at least one garbage object from any cycle of garbage that
forms during an execution.

The Train Algorithm

The Train Algorithm involves delineating disjoint groups of objects known as trains.
The algorithm involves reorganising objects between trains over time. The trains are
used to gradually construct object groupings in a manner that ensures any strongly
connected subgraph will coalesce into the same train. In addition live objects are
separated from garbage objects. The algorithm monitors inter-train connectivity,
and makes progress by detecting if a train has become isolated from all of the others.
In this case any objects within the train must be garbage, so the entire isolated train
is reclaimed.

The Train Algorithm emerged as the strategy underpinning the MOS algorithm
[HM92]. This is presented as a means to synthesise a number of advances that
appeared in the literature during the 1980's by drawing upon the `area collection'
framework proposed by Bishop [Bis77]. The behaviour of a MOS collector is de-
scribed as a re�nement to the dynamic partition-based segregation strategy, and
intimately related to generational collection (discussed subsequently in Section 2.2).

2Note the phrase `local mark-scan', coined by Martinez et al [MWL90], is sometimes used to describe
mechanisms for achieving trial deletion and this should not be confused with the `marking family'
of algorithms (Section 2.2) which follow a fundamentally di�erent strategy.
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This treatment obscures recognition that a new algorithm of the isolated subgraph
detection category is also introduced.

The perspective found in previous literature stems from focusing on the manner in
which the Train Algorithm can be exploited in conjunction with other techniques.
Prior literature has focused exclusively on `the MOS family'; i.e. algorithms de-
rived from the original MOS algorithm. Since MOS features a combination of the
Train Algorithm with partitioned copying, the notion that partitioned copying is
fundamental to the Train Algorithm has become entrenched.

A contribution of this thesis is to describe the Train Algorithm independently of
dynamic partition-based segregation. The abstract model of the algorithm developed
in Chapter 3 clearly describes the Train Algorithm as a form of subgraph isolation
detection. It is argued that the combination of the Train Algorithm with partitioned
collection is an expediency rather than something essential to the Train Algorithm
and its correctness. Given this, the combination of the two behaviours should be
made in a manner that facilitates the goals of asynchrony and scalability. The focus
of the literature survey here is to support this argument and develop distributed
train collection to achieve the desired high quality distributed collection.

Back-Tracing

The approach known as back-tracing was introduced by Fuchs [Fuc95], and subse-
quently re�ned and implemented by other authors [LF01, ML97a, RRR97]. The
approach is not speci�c to distributed systems; i.e. it operates in terms of the gen-
eral graph-of-objects model. While tractable in a single-site system, the literature
body has only addressed its use as a scalable approach to complete collection in
distributed systems.

As with trial deletion, the back-tracing operation is invoked upon a suspect object
selected by heuristic. This heuristic must, in the long run, be able to select any
member of a garbage cycle to ensure completeness. Given a suspect object, a back-
tracer visits the objects that are able to reach the suspect; i.e. it performs a recursive
traversal from the suspect but `backwards' within the object graph. If the initial
suspect is live, then the collector will visit at least one root object during the back-
trace. Conversely if no root object is encountered while back-tracing, then the
initial suspect must be garbage. Further, all other objects that were traversed in the
process must be garbage as well. Thus a back-tracing algorithm is able to identify a
subgraph of isolated objects once some member of the subgraph has been selected
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as a suspect.

‘Per-Cycle’ Detectors.

Le Fessant [LF01] describes a general category of algorithm denoted per-cycle detec-
tion. This is a particular case of the subgraph isolation detection category described
here. Per-cycle algorithms use a heuristic to select an object suspected of being
a member of a garbage cycle; for example Rodrigues and Jones [RJ96] describe a
simple and e�ective heuristic based on time-outs. A veri�er determines if a suspect
identi�ed by the heuristic is indeed garbage.

Trial deletion and back-tracing o�er two particular veri�cation techniques. Le
Fessant also describes a unique algorithm that combines the use of both forward and
backward traversal into a single veri�cation technique [LF01]. The new veri�cation
technique can be seen as a synthesis of the trial deletion and back-tracing categories
described above.

2.2. Contained Segregation

This category denotes algorithms that make progress by segregating all live objects
into a known group (or groups). The algorithm applies some distinguishing property
to all live objects; perhaps directly in the form of a special ag in the header of the
object, or indirectly by relocating the object to a `live region' of the object space.
The existence of garbage is then inferred from the absence of the distinguishing
property. At any point in the algorithm's operation when it is certain that all live
objects possess the distinguishing attribute, progress can be made by reclaiming
any object that does not possess the mark. Conversely at any point during the
algorithm's operation that this guarantee cannot be made, no progress can be made.

This general idea of segregation-based collection corresponds to the historical no-
tion of a tracing or marking family descended from the seminal `stop-the-world'
marking algorithm [McC60]. However the categorisation o�ered below is a novel per-
spective that introduces structure to the category and distinguishes sub-categories
according to two speci�c forms of behaviour.

The primary form of behaviour considered is the use of containment by an algo-
rithm. This refers to the idea of delineating a speci�c container; i.e. some subset of
the object space within which the segregation will take place. Having established a
container, the algorithm proceeds to segregate all live objects within it. Once this
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has been fully achieved the existence of garbage inside the container can be inferred.
An algorithm may operate on the basis of the trivial global container, or use an
arbitrary subset of the global object space for a container. The following discussion
describes the forms of contained segregation found in the literature according to the
criteria used to establish containers.

A secondary form of behaviour considered is the use of static or dynamic con-
tainment3. In general an algorithm is free to use multiple overlapping containers,
either one at a time or concurrently, and there is the possibility for an object to
be treated as a member of numerous di�erent containers over the period of time
the object exists. An algorithm which exhibits this potential will be referred to as
dynamic. Conversely if an object permanently resides in the container to which it
was initially allocated, this is referred to as static.

2.2.1. Single-Site Systems

The use of contained segregation in single-site systems will be reviewed �rst. Table
1 lists subcategories that can be discerned according to containment and dynamism;
note the global/dynamic combination is not meaningful since an object is always a
member of the global group.

Global Partitions

Static Global Tracing

`Vanilla' Partitioning

Type Partitioning

Dynamic n/a

Age-Based

Reachability-Based

Table 1: Contained segregation categories in single-site systems

3This is not related to the notion of dynamic regrouping discussed by Jones and Lins [JL96], which
concerns the orthogonal issue of clustering objects according to the run-time access patterns of
an application.
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Global Segregation

This class is epitomised by traditional tracing collection. An invocation of the
collector operates in exclusion to the mutator, and commences by establishing a
root set. This initial set of objects must at least contain all root objects being used
by the program, although a larger set that is conservative and safe may be used.
The closure of these initial objects is traced and a distinguished mark or attribute
of some sort is given to all objects encountered in the traversal. Once this traversal
is complete, all live objects will be distinguishable by the mark, and any object not
bearing the mark must be garbage.

The advantage o�ered by algorithms in this category is that all garbage will be
reclaimed, assuming the root set used to initiate tracing is accurate. However,
this approach is generally considered disruptive and untimely [JL96, Wil92a]. The
collector must trace the entire set of live objects before being able to infer the
existence of garbage, and unless the heap is small this will be disruptive to memory
caches. The collector's performance depends on the proportion of live objects in the
heap, rather than the amount of garbage it reclaims.

Using an incremental mechanism can ameliorate the disruption of global tracing.
A popular option is `on-the-y' marking introduced by Dijkstra et al [DLM+78],
and subsequently optimised by numerous authors (e.g. [BCR03, BA84, Yua90]).
However incremental mechanisms do not alter the underlying cause for the lack of
timeliness exhibited by this class of algorithm; viz. that global tracing requires a
collector to access every live object before making any progress in reclaiming garbage.
This cause of tardiness can only be ameliorated by allowing a collector to operate
within a non-global container.

Partitioned / Static

This category denotes algorithms that improve the timeliness and reduce the dis-
ruption of segregation-based collection by operating within non-global containers.
Arbitrary non-global groups could be used, although partitions (i.e. groups that
form a disjoint union) are popular. Knowing that an object resides in exactly
one group at a given point in time tends to simplify algorithms, and partitioning
based on physical address boundaries facilitates e�cient collector implementations
[DMH92, HMS92, YNY94].

The general approach of partitioned segregation is the same as global segregation
apart from restricting operation to a speci�c container. The collector �rst establishes
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a set of initial objects from which to trace. This initial set is a conservative local
root set ; i.e. a set of objects within the partition that provide a conservative
approximation of the true roots. Based on the local root set the collector segregates
a conservative approximation of the live objects that are within the container. Once
this is complete the unvisited objects in the partition can be reclaimed.

Algorithms in this category use metadata associated with the partitions to fa-
cilitate the collector's operation. The metadata records the existence of references
between partitions; each partition is given information about the references that ex-
ists to its objects where the reference is held outside the partition. Treating any such
object as a local root will guarantee conservative and safe operation. The collector
must maintain this metadata as the program executes over time. A mechanism
that will achieve this is e�ectively a special form of reference tracking mechanism;
i.e. techniques discussed in Section 2.1.1 can be exploited to solve this sub-task.

The algorithms that belong to this category (e.g. [Bis77, CKWZ96, YNY94]) are
the `vanilla' or static algorithms. When an object is allocated it is placed into some
partition and it remains in this partition until it is reclaimed. Special cases of static
partitioning can be seen in the ideas of grouping objects according to their size or
type [JL96]. For example, array objects that store scalar data values will never
contain references or be part of a strongly connected subgraph. Special treatment of
this type of object can ameliorate collection overhead. Similarly, special treatment of
very large objects tends to improve the performance of segregation-based algorithms
[CWB86, HHMN99, HMDW91, Ung88].

Partitioned segregation facilitates incremental and non-disruptive activity as the
amount of work for a collector invocation depends on the amount of live objects in a
given partition rather than the size of the entire live object set. Further partitioned
segregation facilitates asynchrony and non-disruption. Given su�cient metadata
associated with each partition, a collector is able to invoke collection upon any given
partition at a particular point in time. The ability to show discretion in this regard is
a popular technique for avoiding disruption to memory caches in large object stores
[CWZ98, CKWZ96, HM92, MMH96].

The main problem with this form of collection is that cycles of garbage that span
multiple partitions cannot be collected. Members of the cycle will always appear
reachable from the conservative perspective of an invocation upon a single partition.
A trivial solution is to combine partitioned segregation with infrequent, independent
global segregation. Alternatively objects may be allowed to dynamically associate
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with di�erent partitions over time. This facilitates algorithms where a cycle of
garbage is treated within a single partition regardless of how objects are initially
allocated.

Partitioned / Dynamic

The origins of dynamic partitioning can be traced to the use of copying collection
to supporting segregation algorithms. Copying is a basic mechanism for recycling
the physical storage space of garbage objects [AR98, JL96]. Copying can be inte-
grated with partitioned segregation; i.e. copying live objects into other partitions
as a way of recycling the space in the partition that was operated upon. When
integrated in this manner, the algorithm automatically inherits the behaviour of
dynamic partitioning, however the use of a copying mechanism is orthogonal to
dynamic partitioned segregation as a strategy.

To achieve dynamic partitioning, an algorithm must adopt some criteria to de-
termine where objects are relocated. The criteria considered in the literature fall
into two broad categories. Age-based Dynamism refers to algorithms that partition
objects according to the age of objects, grouping objects of a similar age into the
same partition. Age may be measured in terms of physical time or some form of
virtual time. This approach �rst appeared in the technique known as generational
collection [App89, DL93, LH83, Moo84, UJ84]. Each partition is seen as a `gener-
ation' of the object space, where objects of a given age range belong. The earliest
generation or `nursery' is where objects are allocated, while the oldest generation or
`mature space' is where all objects are eventually `tenured' if they survive for long
enough. When a given generation is operated upon, objects suspected of being live
may be moved to the next older generation so that the age-based partitioning is
maintained over time.

Traditional generational collection is based on the weak generational hypothesis
[Hay91]: that `younger objects tend to die at a higher rate than older objects'. Thus
focusing the collector's attention on younger partitions should improve performance.
Some recent literature suggests that a re�nement known as older-�rst collection
[Han00, HC02, Ste99, SHB+02, SMM99] may be able to exploit the consequences
of the weak hypothesis more e�ectively than traditional generational collection.

The alternative to Age-based dynamism is Reachability-based dynamism. This
stems from the well-established observation that the performance of the caches ubiq-
uitous in modern computational systems can be strongly inuenced by copying-based
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garbage collection. A copying collector has the opportunity to recluster objects; i.e.
reorganise their relative physical location to each other. In doing so it has the ability
to either improve or degrade the locality of access exhibited by the program, and
thus inuence the performance of memory caches [JL96, Wil92a]. As a result, a
number of authors have described how copying-based techniques can optimise the
reclustering of objects (e.g. [CL98, HBM+04]; see Jones and Lins [JL96] for a sur-
vey). A general principle is to cluster objects that are closely related in terms of
the object graph model of program storage. That is, if a short path of reachability
exists between two objects they should generally be located in close proximity. This
principle can be integrated with dynamic partitioning by using reachability as the
criterion for determining the partition that receives an object.

2.2.2. Distributed Systems

Amongst distributed garbage collection algorithms, the use of contained segregation
is wide-spread. Table 2 shows the broad categories that have appeared in the liter-
ature to date. These categories are based on the fact that site boundaries implicitly
form a partitioning of the object space in any distributed system. As with single-site
systems, the `Global/Dynamic' combination is not meaningful. The `Static/Groups
of Sites' combination is meaningful, however only algorithms of the more general
dynamic type have appeared in the literature.

Global Sites
Groups Of

Sites

Partitions Of

Sites

Static
Global Trac-
ing (various)

Asynchronous
Site Tracing
(various)

- - -
Maheshwari and
Liskov [ML97b]

Dynamic n/a

Controlled
Migration
[EHHH90, ML95]

Lang et al
[LQP92]

Le Fessant
et al [LFPS97]

DMOS [HMMM97]
and descendants
[LM02, Nor04,
Zig04]

Table 2: Contained segregation categories in distributed systems
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Global Segregation

Algorithms in this category ignore the distribution of the system as much as possible
and adapt the segregation strategy to operate over the entire distributed object space
as if it had no physical boundaries. Message-passing mechanisms are required to
allow one site to inform another of the need to perform marking work, and also to
allow global coordination amongst all sites. However, at a strategic level distribution
is ignored. This translates to complete but synchronous and unscalable behaviour in
a distributed system (for much the same reason as untimely and disruptive behaviour
is found in single-site systems). Each site is unable to make any progress reclaiming
garbage until all sites have fully executed their work and synchronised.

The early distributed tracing algorithms [Hud83, HK82, MA84] belong to this
category. These algorithms allow sites to make an asynchronous contribution to
the identi�cation of garbage once a global trace commences. However there must
be global synchronisation in the system before any progress in commencing and
terminating a phase of collection can be made.

Static Site-Level Contained Segregation

The simplest approach for achieving asynchronous collection based on segregation
is to adopt the concept of partitioned segregation at the level of site boundaries.
This allows segregation of live objects from garbage objects to be performed asyn-
chronously within each site.

As with the single-site form, a partition must have su�cient metadata associated
with it to describe references entering that partition from others. Since partitions
are sites, it is the set of remote references that must be tracked. Hence some form
of distributed reference tracking algorithm is required as a sub-task of asynchronous
site-based segregation. In general, any of the distributed reference tracking algo-
rithms mentioned in Section 2.1.1 can be adapted, although particular styles of
distributed segregation may require the support of particular extensions to the basic
distributed reference counting approach.

This approach emerged in early distributed garbage collection literature (e.g.
[Aug87, Hug85, JJ92, MA84]) as a way of allowing each site to make asynchronous
progress to reclaim its own local garbage. The common feature in these algorithms
is the inability to reclaim cycles of garbage that span multiple sites by the actions of
one site alone. This is typically addressed by the earlier literature through combina-
tion with global tracing as a secondary operation o�ering completeness in the long
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run. In more recent literature it has been typical to use asynchronous segregation
within sites together with a subgraph isolation detection technique (discussed in
Section 2.3).

Dynamic Site-Level Contained Segregation

Using dynamic containment at the site-level implies the collector is causing objects to
migrate between sites. This is the notion of controlled migration [EHHH90, ML95],
where objects migrate between sites so that cycles coalesce into a single site. This
allows the cycle to be reclaimed by local collection within a single site alone. However
completeness is not strictly guaranteed since a garbage cycle that is larger than the
maximum storage capacity at any one site is irreclaimable.

The use of this technique requires support from a distributed object system that
other approaches do not assume. The distributed object system must allow the
collector to dictate object location and motivate migration. In addition, it must be
assumed that other aspects of the system will not subvert the collector's activity;
for example automatic object migration to improve program performance cannot
be orthogonally combined with controlled migration. In this respect the approach
exhibits a disruptive nature not generally found in the other categories.

Segregation within Multiple Sites.

Lang et al [LQP92] propose allowing non-global groups of sites to cooperate and
perform tracing together. Members of the group ignore remote references between
themselves, only considering an object to be a local root if it is reachable from
outside the entire group. Lang et al describe some dynamic and static approaches
to the formation of the groups. These approaches are scalable so long as the global
group only forms in situations where a cycle of garbage does actually span all sites.
On the other hand, completeness is achieved by ensuring that a group will form
around any cycle of garbage.

The precise details of how the groups form and how the sites of a group cooperate
to perform segregation are not signi�cant to the general strategy. The motivation for
forming groups could be automatic and designed to ensure completeness [LQP92].
Alternatively groups could form under the control of program-dictated policy or due
to fault-tolerance concerns, as in the adaption of Hughes' algorithm discussed by Le
Fessant et al [LFPS97, LFPS98].
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Segregation within Partitions within Sites

Algorithms in this category exhibit a more complex criteria for containment than
previously discussed; speci�cally there are partitions within partitions. The higher
level is de�ned by physical site boundaries, while the lower level is de�ned by par-
titions within each site. Thus, a site is able to behave in the manner of a single-site
partitioned collector, as discussed in Section 2.2.1. Partitioned collection facilitates
e�cient collection of persistent object storage, so this category of distributed algo-
rithm can e�ciently support distributed persistent object stores [Mah93, ML97b].

The literature body currently contains one instance of a static algorithm and
one instance of a dynamic algorithm from this category. Maheshwari and Liskov
[ML97b] describe a static algorithm where objects remain in the lower-level partition
they are initially allocated to. The DMOS algorithm [HMMM97], its descendants
[LM02, Nor04, Zig04], and the approach in this thesis use a dynamic approach where
objects move between partitions within each site but are not migrated between sites.

2.3. Hybridisation for Scalability with Completeness

A review of distributed garbage collection algorithms that are able to provide high
quality collection reveals a common factor: the algorithms are all hybrids that fuse
two distinct techniques into a single algorithm. Generally the purpose of hybridisa-
tion is to `breed' two algorithms and produce a descendant that inherits and exhibits
desirable qualities from both progenitors and is able to o�er `the best of both worlds'
[SLFF00].

To the best knowledge of this author, all algorithms that are able to achieve the
desired combination of behavioural qualities adopt one particular form of hybridi-
sation. These algorithms combine subgraph isolation detection with segregation
activity at either the level of sites or partitions within sites (see Table 3). This hy-
bridisation allows sites to act scalably by reclaiming private garbage independently
of each other using the site-level segregation aspect of the algorithm, and reclaiming
public garbage through subgraph isolation detection between sites.

Rodrigues and Jones [RJ96, RJ98] describe a hybrid combination of site-level seg-
regation with trial deletion. Each site performs local collection by tracing within
its boundaries, and local collection can reclaim any private garbage within the site.
Cyclic garbage spanning multiple sites is identi�ed by trial deletion executed co-
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Segregation in Sites
Segregation in Partitions

of Sites

Trial Deletion
Rodrigues and Jones [RJ96,
RJ98]

- - -

Back-Tracing
Rodriguez-Rivera and Russo
[RRR97]

Maheshwari and Liskov
[ML97a]

‘Per-Cycle’ Le Fessant [LF01] - - -

Trains - - - Distributed Trains (various)

Table 3: High-quality distributed algorithms via hybridisation

operatively by multiple sites. The trial deletion involves synchronisation between
sites, however the trial deletion proceeds independently of local collection. It can ex-
ecute concurrently to local collection and never causes local collection to be paused
or deferred to another time. So while sites are forced to cooperate so that public
cyclic garbage is completely reclaimed, the asynchronous reclamation of any private
garbage can occur independently.

Rodriguez-Rivera and Russo [RRR97] describe the hybrid combination of site-level
segregation with back-tracing. The local collection activity of each site is able to
reclaim any private garbage within the site. The back-tracing between sites depends
upon local collection, however the reverse is not the case (i.e. the local collection
in each site can occur at any time regardless of back-tracking actions). So the
algorithm allows any private garbage to be asychronously reclaimed in addition to
allowing public cyclic garbage to be completely reclaimed.

Maheshwari and Liskov [ML97a] also describe a hybrid involving back-tracing. In
this algorithm the hybrid is made using segregation within partitions of sites, rather
then segregation within a whole site as in the previous examples. The partitioning
is static; i.e. objects remain in the same partition for their entire lifetime. The
partitions within each site may be collected independently of each other, and inde-
pendently of back-tracing, using a mark-compact segregation mechanism. Cycles of
private garbage that spread across multiple partitions locates in the same site are
also reclaimed by local collection mechanisms. If cycles of garbage spans multiple
partitions located at di�erent sites, the back-tracing operation exploits information
produced by local collection to reclaim this public garbage. The back-tracking en-
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sures global completeness but only causes dependency between sites when remote
references are followed, and such references never exist for private garbage, so private
garbage is reclaimed asynchronously.

Le Fessant [LF01] also describes a hybrid of subgraph isolation detection with
site-level segregation. The subgraph isolation detection aspect of the algorithm is
a new technique that combines aspects of trial deletion and back-tracing. As with
other subgraph isolation detection approaches, any public cycle of garbage spread
across multiple sites can be detected and reclaimed to achieve completeness. The
local collector within each site is depended upon for producing information that
supports this aspect of the algorithm, but otherwise is not inuenced by the inter-
site cooperation. So each site can asynchronously reclaim private garbage regardless
of whether there is public garbage within the site.

2.4. Constructive Frameworks

A notable feature of the distributed garbage collection literature is the extent to
which novel solutions have been developed in conjunction with experimental dis-
tributed object systems. For example:

• The approach described by Juul and Jul [JJ92] arose from development of
the Emerald system [JLHB88].

• Birrell's algorithm [BEN+94] was developed for use in the Network Objects
system [BNOW93] and has since received more attention as a result of
being implemented within the Java RMI mechanisms [MDJ03].

• Maheshwari and Liskov [Mah93, ML95, ML97b, ML97a] describe new tech-
niques developed as part of the Thor system [LDS92].

• Blondel, Ferreira and Shapiro [BFS99, FS96, FS98] describe new tech-
niques drawn from development of the Larchent and PerDiS [FSB+98]
systems.

To avoid repeated `hand-crafting' of new solutions, there is an emerging paradigm
in the literature that can be seen as something of an industrial revolution. The
underlying philosophy is to `mechanise' the generation of new collectors that are
appropriate for the needs of particular object systems. The idea of mass-producing
new solutions from existing work can also be found in a growing body of distributed
garbage collection literature, and has been a strong inuence on the research reported
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in this thesis.
Norcross et al [Nor04, NMMD03] describe a compositional approach to generating

a family of distributed collectors by combining existing work within a new frame-
work. The approach is described as a `distributed club' where the collectors are
each site act as they see �t within a given set of `club rules', where the rules ensure
safe and complete operation of the club as a whole. This provides a framework for
composing a variety of possibly heterogeneous local site actions within alternative
sets of club rules.

Zigman's thesis [Zig04] describes using the notion of `hierarchical collection' as
a means to develop new garbage collection techniques with con�dence of their cor-
rectness. The approach is demonstrated by reorganising existing approaches in a
manner that separates the concerns of correctness and e�ciency, and facilitates new
implementations that seek to improve e�ciency within a particular setting.

Some literature from the single-site garbage collection �eld also advocates an `in-
dustrial' or compositional approach to garbage collection. Hudson et al [HMDW91]
describe a language-independent garbage collection toolkit designed for integration
into general object-based run-time systems4. The toolkit provides a variety of low-
level mechanisms that can be selected to compose a garbage collection implementa-
tion, and in this way facilitates consistent comparison of alternative collectors in wide
range of contexts. More recently this approach can be seen in the addition to Jikes
Research Virtual Machine [Alp00] of a garbage collection toolkit to enable `plug-
and-play' composition of alternative collection mechanisms and policies [BCM04b].
A number of authors (e.g [BJMM02, BM02, BCM04a, SKB03, SHB+02]) describe
quantitative investigations and insights gained from using the toolkit.

Exploiting Distributed Termination Detection

Historically, the idea of constructive or compositional approaches to distributed
garbage collection can be traced to Hughes' algorithm [Hug85]. This algorithm
allows a distributed system to perform complete global marking by a process that
is piggy-backed on the actions of local collection at each site. The global marking
aspect of the algorithm operates in a series of phases, and Rana's distributed ter-
mination detection algorithm [Ran83] is adapted to detect when phases complete.
Intuitively it can be expected that other termination detection algorithms might be
suitable, and subsequently Tel et al [TTvL87] addressed this idea.

4In fact, the MOS algorithm was developed and �rst implemented in the context of this toolkit.
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Tel et al propose treating distributed marking as a combination of local marking
at each site with a distributed termination detection algorithm that detects when all
local marking actions are complete. This treatment allows the mechanical generation
of numerous distributed garbage collection solutions by combining any given local
marking technique with any given distributed termination detection algorithm. For
example, they describe a local marking technique that corresponds to `on-the-y'
marking [DLM+78] and thus the generation of a family of distributed concurrent
marking algorithms. Each member of the family uses the same basic concurrent
mark-sweep approach within each site and di�er over how progress by the distributed
marking aspect is monitored.

A compositional approach based on termination detection allows a distributed col-
lection algorithm to derive some degree of its behaviour from well-known solutions to
a general distributed problem. Within distributed termination detection literature
there are numerous results establishing that particular algorithms o�er better e�-
ciency given particular assumptions about message-passing patterns [MC98, TD02].
The selection of this aspect of a collection algorithm's behaviour can be abstracted
from the manner in which garbage is identi�ed within single sites.

The approach Tel et al advocate did not receive much attention at the time
of publication. It o�ers the mechanical generation of global and unscalable algo-
rithms, and was presented at a time when other authors were focused on developing
non-global and scalable techniques. However the idea reappears in Piquer's presen-
tation [Piq96] of a generic distributed mark-sweep algorithm, wherein the choice of
a termination detection scheme is an implementation choice. Additional credence
is lent to the idea through Tel and Mattern [TM93] showing that the distributed
garbage collection problem fully contains the distributed termination detection prob-
lem. Speci�cally they show that any distributed garbage collection algorithm that
is safe and complete in the absence of cycles contains the de�nition of a correct
distributed termination detection algorithm.

The result by Tel and Mattern intuitively leads to the suspicion that any solution
to distributed garbage collection can be formally described as the combination of
a distributed termination detection algorithm with some other behaviour. Strictly
speaking, the result does not imply this, but none-the-less the idea is appealing as a
developmental principle. Blackburn et al [BHM+00] and Norcross et al [NMMD03]
focus on this idea, while Norcross' thesis [Nor04] treats the matter in detail. Section
4.5 of this thesis also pursues the idea, describing how a family of distributed train-
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based collectors can be generated from distributed termination detection algorithms.

2.5. Interaction with Other Distributed Object System
Technologies

At an abstract level, the distributed garbage collection problem can be treated
solely in terms of the graph-of-objects model within a distributed system. How-
ever a common trend in the literature is to treat the problem as intimately re-
lated to other aspects of distributed object system design. The run-time system
for a distributed object system is typically required to perform many tasks to ef-
�ciently support a distributed computation, and in practice a distributed garbage
collector must interact and cooperate with other features of a run-time system.
Topics of discussion in the literature include interaction with remote reference im-
plementation [Piq91, SDP92, SPFA94], object migration [Mor98a, Piq96, SDP92],
caching with distributed shared memory [ETY97, FS94, FS96, KS00, FS98, MFLV01,
SVF01, YC96], persistence [BFS99, EHHH90, FS96, ML97b], and fault tolerance
[MS91, SDP92, SLFF00, SPFA94].

For example, Shapiro et al [SDP92, SPFA94] argue in favour of incorporating a
distributed referencing scheme and a distributed garbage collection protocol into a
uni�ed algorithm. They describe the combination of indirect reference tracking with
an indirect remote reference scheme called `Stub-Scion Pair Chains' [SPG90]. Their
approach is based on specialising the collector's treatment of the indirection objects
that are used to implement remote references. The behaviour of these objects is more
predictable than normal program objects, providing a basis to re�ne the behaviour
of the collector in pursuit of performance optimisations and fault tolerance features.

The approach taken in this thesis is to avoid making assumptions or impositions
upon the remote reference implementation of a distributed object system. In the
interest of simplicity it is assumed that remote references are direct (i.e. a remote
reference value directly encodes the identity of a remote object). However for the
sake of generality the presence of indirection (i.e. where the identity of the remote
object is encapsulated in an intermediate object, transparently to the application) is
accommodated. The requirement for this is to assume that the garbage collector is
able to perceive an indirect reference as a chain of direct references. This gives scope
for integration with indirect reference mechanisms, but this issue in not treated at
length in the discussion.
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In a similar vein, fault tolerance will not be considered in the domain of the
distributed garbage collection problem. Instead it is assumed that sites do not
fail, and the system will contain a reliable message-passing service. A common
feature of distributed system design is the presence of a low-level subsystem that
provides general communication services to higher layers of the system architecture
[Tv02]. It will typically provide (at least) a reliable communication stream between
a given pair of sites. In most areas of distributed computation the assumption that
such a service is available simpli�es the design and implementation of a system. It
relieves each of the various components of a distributed system from the burden of
incorporating their own potentially ine�cient protocols for handling unreliability in
message passing.

This should not be taken as a denial that the issues surrounding deployment of
a garbage collection solution within a distributed object system are vital to good
performance. However an implementor should be able to select a garbage collec-
tion solution for its general behavioural properties, and then deploy the solution
via mechanisms and policies known to be appropriate for combination with other
components of the distributed object system. The implementor should be able to
choose other components of the distributed object system as independently as pos-
sible. This thesis aims to develop a distributed garbage collection technique that
generally displays a high quality when considered in isolation, and further is able to
cooperate with a wide variety of other distributed object system technologies.

2.6. Models of Garbage Collection Behaviour

The use of abstract modelling for investigation of garbage collection algorithms has a
checkered history. There are only a few examples amongst earlier literature; notably
the rigorous formulation of `on-the-y' tracing by Dijkstra et al [DLM+78], Hudak's
description of the semantics of references counting [Hud86]5, and Baker's abstract
model of semi-space collection [Bak92].

Some authors suggest that the mechanistic focus of much garbage collection liter-
ature, while canvasing important practical issues, tends to `obscure the more fun-
damental aspects of memory management: what objects are garbage and why? '
[MFH95]. This attitude is particularly found amongst authors developing formal de-

5Hudak's motive is prediction of reference count values at compile-time in a functional language,
but the work is still relevant to run-time garbage collection.
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scriptions of the semantics of programming languages that feature run-time garbage
collection.

For example Morrisett et al [MFH95, MH97] discuss modelling a language based
on polymorphic λ-calculus where garbage collection is described as a particular form
of program transformation. Portions of a program's storage are removed in a manner
that preserves the outcome of the program's evaluation. E�ectively, garbage collec-
tion is treated as a relation between semantically equivalent computations. Proof of
the correctness of a particular collection algorithm is to demonstrate that it describes
a subrelation of the general garbage collection relation.

Hunter and Krishnamurthi [HK03] use a similar approach to give a formal model
of garbage collection in an object-oriented language. Their approach is to extend a
calculus that describes the semantics of a subset of Java; this calculus ([FKF99]) is
based on program transformation rules and these transformations are extended to
include a garbage collection transformation.

A recently proposed alternative for formalisation of garbage collection is given by
Birkedal et al [BTSR04]. They de�ne notions of an `isomorphic heap' and a `pruned
heap', and then derive the notion of a `garbage collected heap' as one that is both
pruned and isomorphic to the original. This leads to a de�nition of a correct collector
as one that will produce the garbage collected heap for any program. Birkedal et
al exemplify their approach by proving the seminal non-recursive copying algorithm
due Cheney [Che70] is correct, and suggest their approach would scale well to more
complex algorithms.

Wang and Appel [WA01] describe an approach to modelling garbage collection
in a strongly typed language in which the collector is a function, written within
the language, that is explicitly applied to a program. The authors advocate this
approach as garbage collection becomes a concrete operation of the program rather
than `magic' of the run-time system, and the context of strong typing provides a
fundamental degree of safety since collectors that violate the typing of a program
cannot have valid expressions.

Modelling of Distributed Garbage Collection Algorithms

Abstract models can also be found in some literature addressing distributed garbage
collection. Piquer gives an abstract description of indirect reference counting [Piq91],
and the hybridisation thereof [Piq96]. This is based on an abstract model of dis-
tributed reference behaviour; other aspects of distributed object systems being ig-
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nored. Tel and Mattern [TM93] adopt a similar model of distributed reference
behaviour to obtain an abstraction of distributed garbage collection solutions and
show the semantics of safe distributed termination detection is contained in a safe
collection solution. A similar abstraction is also found in the extensions to indi-
rect reference tracking presented by Moreau [Mor98a, Mor98b]; Moreau and Duprat
[MD99] describe a formal model of these extensions and the use of a theorem proving
assistant to verify safety and progress.

Ungureanu and Golberg [UG97] extend the work of Morrisett et al [MFH95] into
the realm of distributed functional languages. As with the prior work, garbage
collection is modelled as a relation between the potential computations of a system.
Correctness of an algorithm is demonstrated by showing it speci�es a subrelation of
the garbage collection relation.

Ferriera and Shapiro [FS98] give a model of a safe and asynchronous but incom-
plete collector for a distributed shared memory system. Their approach is to �rst
describe a general system model that includes a generic collection technique and
abstracts over the memory coherency protocol in use. The generic collection be-
haviour is safe, but synchronous. The authors present asynchronous re�nements to
the generic behaviour and show that collector safety is maintained.

Moreau et al [MDJ03] describe a formal model of Birrell's reference listing al-
gorithm that abstracts over the implementation-dependent details of the original
presentation. The model clari�es the algorithm's behaviour, and the authors iden-
tify and correct some failure conditions of the original algorithm.

Transition System Modelling

The models of distributed collection behaviour noted above are based on the tran-
sition system formalism. The model of Train Algorithm behaviour developed in
this thesis also follows this form. The transition system paradigm is closely related
to the �nite state machine [HU79] and discrete event simulation [Fuj90, Fer95]
paradigms. A brief review of the formalism is given here; Tel [Tel94] is deferred to
for a detailed treatment. A transition system model is de�ned by a tuple of:

1 : the set of all possible states,
2 : a binary transition relation on the set of all possible states, and
3 : a subset of the possible states giving the valid initial states of a system.

The transition relation de�nes the valid transformations of the system's state over
time. It speci�es whether, given a particular state, it is valid for an instantaneous
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event to cause a transition to some other state. In this way a transition model fully
determines the possible behaviour that may emerge in a system. An execution con-
sists of a sequence of states [γ0, γ1, γ2, . . . ], where γ0 denotes some initial state and
each pair of states (γi, γi+1) is a valid event under the transition relation. A state in
which there are no valid transitions is a terminal state. It is typically assumed that
all executions of a system within a model are maximal sequences; i.e. executions
are in�nite unless a terminal state appears.

Transition system models are well suited for demonstrating two particular prop-
erties; safety and liveness [Lam94, Tel94]. A safety property is a predicate that
can be asserted as true for all states of any execution permitted by an algorithm.
A liveness property is a predicate that can be asserted as true in at least one state
appearing within any given execution. The notions of safety and completeness in the
garbage collection realm correspond to these forms of assertion. This suggests the
transition system formalism is well suited for descriptions and proofs of distributed
garbage collection algorithms.

A further advantage of transition system modelling is the manner in which notions
of time and causality can be induced under the formalism. Tel [Tel94] demonstrates
that logical clocks, such as Lamport's clock [Lam78] and Mattern's vector clock
[Mat89], arise naturally in transition system models of a distributed system. The
characterisation of causality given by transition system models is particularly per-
tinent to the potential for asynchronous and scalable use of the Train Algorithm in
a distributed system. Asynchrony and scalability describe particular forms of in-
dependence between the actions of garbage collection in a distributed system. The
transition model developed in this thesis facilitates analysis of asynchrony and scal-
ability within the Train Algorithm, and the development of mechanisms that exhibit
these qualities.

2.7. Chapter Summary

This chapter reviews garbage collection literature and introduces some new ideas for
categorising distributed garbage collection algorithms. The purpose is to lay a foun-
dation for subsequent discussion, wherein a new perspective on the Train Algorithm
and opportunities for combining it with other collection styles is the focus. In
Chapter 3 the discussion proceeds to introduce an abstract model of the Train Algo-
rithm which unambiguously reveals its nature as a member of the subgraph isolation
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detection category. The model demonstrates that partitioned copying behaviour is
not fundamental to the safety or completeness of the algorithm. Chapter 4 provides
an instantiation the Train Algorithm model within a distributed object system. As
with prior distributed train approaches, the Train Algorithm is hybridised with par-
titioned copying collection to facilitate timeliness and non-disruption within each
site of a system. However the manner in which the hybridisation is made contains
novel features, and this provides the new approach in Chapter 4 the ability to achieve
high quality distributed collection with the Train Algorithm.
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3. The Train Algorithm

This chapter presents an abstract description of the Train Algorithm as a general
solution to the garbage collection problem. A formal behavioural model is developed,
and any set of mechanisms and policies producing collection behaviour that conforms
to the model can be construed as an instance of the Train Algorithm.

The goal is the development of a `template' for high quality distributed garbage
collection. Section 3.1 establishes a su�cient degree of constraint in the model to
assert that any execution conforming to the model is safe and complete. This can
be seen as the `�rst cut' of the template. The properties of the template are further
analysed, and it is found that it will constrain distributed mechanisms to the extent
that they would be synchronous and unscalable. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 address this by
re�ning the model and relaxing constraints. This can be seen as the `second cut' of
the template. The relaxed model permits asynchrony and scalability, yet maintains
safety and completeness.

It should be emphasised that this thesis is not inventing the Train Algorithm. Prior
literature [HMMM97, HM92, MMH96, MHMM98, Nor04, SG95, Zig04] has presented
a variety of collection techniques under the banner of the Train Algorithm, but has
not given a precise description of what the Train Algorithm is. The contribution of
this chapter is to develop a formal algorithmic abstraction from the prior literature.
The ulterior motive is to establish criteria by which new sets of mechanisms and
policies can be assessed. Informally speaking, the present goal is the ability to answer
`Do these new techniques provide an implementation of the Train Algorithm?'
and `Are they safe, complete, asynchronous, and scalable?' The model developed
in this chapter provides an answer to these questions, and subsequent discussion
will exploit the result. Conformance to the model gives con�dence that the new
mechanisms and policies described in Chapter 4 are capable of providing high quality
train-based distributed garbage collection.

3.1. Abstract Train Algorithm Model

This section develops a transition system model dubbed the `abstract Train Algo-
rithm'. The model describes a program acting over a graph of objects and coop-
erating with a collector to reclaim garbage. The nature of the Train Algorithm is
captured in the form of the events executed within the model and the constraints
that a valid execution must uphold. Properties of the algorithm are established in
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terms of general conclusions that can be made regarding any execution permitted
under the model.

The model is developed in stages. The potential state of the system is de�ned
in Section 3.1.1 and the events that alter the state are presented in Sections 3.1.2
and Section 3.1.3. Some properties of the model are established based on these
details. Then Section 3.1.4 re�nes the model, introducing su�cient constraints to
assert that safe and complete garbage collection is described by the model. To assist
comprehension, Appendix A contains tables that summarise the entire model.

Note that the model does not include any notion of distribution. The goal here
is analysis of safety and completeness and these qualities are independent of distri-
bution. The discussion will provide an analysis of features that might jeopardise
asynchrony and scalability. However a solution to these issues is not encoded in the
model; rather this is resolved subsequently in Chapter 4 through an instantiation of
the model over a generic distributed object system.

3.1.1. System State Form

First the potential state of the system is de�ned in terms of state variables and their
potential values.

Objects and References

The program state will be reected as a set of object identi�ers. Let
O = (O1, . . . , ON)

denote this set. The identi�ers must be unique for an entire execution.
The algorithm does not directly inspect or traverse references, so there is no need

to explicitly enumerate reference instances. However the algorithm does depend on
the creation and destruction of certain classes of reference instance. So the algorithm
will be de�ned in terms of the notation:

Oi
R→Oj

This corresponds to any particular instance of a reference held in object Oi and
referring to object Oj.

Train Identifiers

The trains formed by the algorithm are described by a set of object train identi�ers,
denoted

TO = (T1, . . . , TN)
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Train identi�ers are used to de�ne a partitioning of the object space. Let
train(O) 7→ TO

denote a function which provides the partitioning by mapping the set of all object
identi�ers onto the elements of the object train identi�er set. In the context of the
train mapping, the notation

TX
R→Oi

will denote any instance of a reference to object Oi, where the reference is held in
train TX. Similarly Oi

R→TX will denote any reference value is held in object Oi where
the object being referred to is mapped to train TX.

A unique, distinguished mutator train identi�er denoted
TMu

acts as a notional source of reference edges held outside of the object space. Note that
the mutator train identi�er is not in the range of the train function, as objects never
reside in this `virtual train'. The collector assumes that there are `virtual objects'
(such as thread activation stacks, messages in transit between sites of a distributed
system, etc.) outside the object space which can hold references to objects.

TMu
R→Oi

will denote reference values held by the mutator to some object Oi. This is the
situation where the mutator has direct access to Oi, making it a root object.

The train identi�er set must be totally ordered. The irreexive binary relation
<T

will be used to denote this ordering. For two trains TiandTj, Ti <T Tj denotes that
train Tj is `higher' than Ti.

Refset Metadata

The metadata maintained and exploited by the Train Algorithm is described by
ref(TMu ∪ TO , O) 7→ I

denoting a binary function with range on integers. Its domain is the Cartesian prod-
uct of the train identi�ers with the object identi�ers. E�ectively the ref function
describes a matrix, indexed by train and object identi�er, which contains the algo-
rithm's metadata. This will be referred to as the algorithm's refset matrix in the
following discussion. The events described subsequently will use the refset matrix
to record inter-train references and isolate garbage objects into separate trains from
live objects.

The collector events described below can create new train identi�ers and destroy
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old trains. A new train will always be empty, so the refset matrix values indexed by
the new identi�er should initially be zero. If an identi�er is removed from the train
set then any values indexed with that identi�er are simply discarded.

Initial State

The initial state of the system must satisfy:
|O| = 0 , |TO| ≥ 2

There are no objects (and hence no references or non-zero refset entries), and there
are two or more object trains.

3.1.2. Mutator Event Forms

The three event forms below describe the manner in which state evolves as a result
of mutator activity. These events correspond to the three forms of mutation that
a program can generally make in the graph-of-objects model. Preconditions are
given for each event; i.e. it is assumed that the given predicate is satis�ed by the
state of the system when the event occurs. Each of the event forms also includes
a description of the modi�cations that must be made to state that belongs to the
collector. In this way the event forms capture the extent to which the algorithm's
actions must be synchronously combined with the programs actions.

Object allocation

ALLOC(ONew, Ti) : Allocate a new object ONew into train Ti

Precond. : ∃ T ∈ TO such that T <T Ti

Collector : ref(TMu, ONew) + +;
train(ONew) ← Ti

The ALLOC event reects the creation of a new object. The train map to be kept
consistent with the new object's existence, and an increment of the appropriate
refset matrix value. The precondition states that the object may not be allocated
to a lowest train; subsequently this will be used to guarantee collection progress.
The precondition suggests a potential for object allocation to be blocked for want
of a valid train to receive the object. However aspects of the model developed
subsequently ensure that some train will always be available to receive a new object.
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Reference creation

CREATE(Ti
R→Oj) : A reference to object Oj is created in train Ti

Precond. : ((TMu
R→Ti ∨ Ti = TMu) ∧ TMu

R→Oj)

∨ (∃ OX | train(OX) = Ti ∧ TMu
R→Ox ∧ Ox

R→Oj )

Collector : ref(Ti, Oj) + + if Ti 6= train(Oj)

The CREATE event reects creation of a new instance of a reference to some object
Oj where the new reference is placed in train Ti. If the new reference is placed in
a train other than the one to which Oj is mapped, the refset matrix is incremented
appropriately. The creation of an intra-train reference is ignored. The precondition
for this event is a consequence of the fundamental assumptions made about mutator
activity. The precondition is only satis�ed by situations in which the creation of a
new reference instance to the object Oj is valid under the graph-of-objects problem
model. These situations are:

1 : The mutator already possesses a reference to Oj, and a reference to some
other object located in train Ti. The mutator duplicates the reference to
Oj in the other object. ( TMu

R→Ti ∧ TMu
R→Oj )

2 : The mutator already possesses a reference to Oj, and creates a duplicate
outside of the object space. ( Ti = TMu ∧ TMu

R→Oj )

3 : Some object OX contains a reference to Oj, while the mutator possesses a
reference to OX. The mutator duplicates the reference to Oj.
( ∃ OX | train(OX) = Ti ∧ TMu

R→Ox ∧ Ox
R→Oj )

The precondition of the CREATE event is equivalent to one or more of these condi-
tions being satis�ed.

It should be noted that mutator behaviour where an object O contains some ref-
erence, and this is duplicated into another object P, cannot be described by a single
reference creation event within this model. Rather this behaviour must be described
as a sequence of two reference creation events followed by a reference destruction
event, where atomicity is known to extend across the sequence. For example if the
reference is to Q, this behaviour would be described as the reference being duplicated
in the mutator space ( CREATE(TMu

R→Q) ), then into object P ( CREATE(P
R→Q) ), and

then the temporary copy held by the mutator is discarded ( DESTROY(TMu
R→Q) ).
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Reference destruction

DESTROY(Ti
R→Oj) : A reference to object Oj is destroyed in train Ti

Precond. : Ti = TMu ∨ (∃ OX | train(OX) = Ti ∧ TMu
R→Ox ∧ Ox

R→Oj )

Collector : ref(Ti, Oj) − − if Ti 6= train(Oj)

The DESTROY event reects destruction of an instance of a reference to object Oj,
where the reference was held in train Ti. This event reverses a previous reference
creation event. If the reference destroyed is an inter-train reference then the previous
increment of the refset is also reversed. The precondition requires the existence of a
reference to object Oj that the mutator can immediately access; either because the
mutator currently holds this reference, or because the mutator holds a reference to
some object OX which in turn holds a reference to Oj. This situation is necessary and
su�cient under the graph-of-objects model for the destruction of an extant reference
to Oj. The precondition of the DESTROY event captures this in the context of trains
partitioning the object space.

3.1.3. Collector Event Forms

The three event forms below describe the asynchronous activities of a collector under
the abstract Train Algorithm. These are the atomic actions that the collector can
asynchronously interleave with the mutator actions.

Inter-train reassociation

A train-based collector exploits the object groups de�ned by trains and refset matrix
to make progress reclaiming garbage. The process of reassociation, described by the
REASSOC event, allows the collector to alter the train map.
The precondition for this event states that an object must reassociate to a higher
train. Further there must be some train TX such that there is a reference to the
object from TX, and the destination for reassociation is either lower than or identical
to TX.

Reassociation generally results in the alteration of the state of inter-train reference,
and the refset matrix is updated appropriately. If the reassociating object possesses
a reference to some object OX, then the value of ref(TD, OX) must be incremented
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REASSOC(Oj, TD) : An object Oj reassociates to TD.
Precond. : train(Oj) <T TD ∧

∃ TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu where
TX

R→Oj ∧ (TD = TX ∨ TD <T TX).
Collector : Let TS = train(Oj) be the source train of Oj.

For each reference of the form Oj
R→OX:

ref(TD, OX) + + if train(OX) 6= TD,
ref(TS, OX) − − if train(OX) 6= TS;

For each reference of the form TS
R→Oj:

ref(TS, Oj) + +;
ref(TD, Oj) ← 0;
train(Oj) ← TD.

and the value of ref(TS, OX) decremented. However if the object OX is mapped to
the destination train itself the increment is not performed since the refset does not
record intra-train references. Similarly the decrement is not performed if the object
OX is mapped to the source train, since in this case the reference from Oj would not
have been recorded in the �rst place. By the same token, the value of ref(TS, Oj)

must be incremented if some object in the source train has a reference to Oj, as
this reference would not have been recorded before the reassociation. Additionally
the value of ref(TD, Oj) is set to zero since any reference to Oj from the destination
train has become an intra-train reference that must be ignored.

Train creation

To allow trains and reassociation to be used to reclaim garbage, the collector will
need to be able to create new trains and reclaim old ones. The NEWT event allows
the collector to create a new train TNew.

NEWT (TNew) : A train TNew is created.
Precond. : ∃T ∈ TO such that T <T TNew <T TMu

Collector : TO ← TO ∪ TNew

The precondition is that when the train is created there is some other train lower
than it, and the mutator train remains the highest in the system. The reason for
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this constraint relates to the progress requirements developed subsequently. Since a
new train is empty (i.e. has no objects mapped to it) this atomic action is invisible
to the mutator and can be arbitrarily interleaved with mutator actions.

Train reclamation

The RECL event allows the collector to destroy an extant train Ti. The operation
denoted reclaim(O) is used to abstract over the mechanism by which the storage
space occupied by a given object O is actually recycled.

RECL(Ti) : Train Ti is reclaimed (let OTi
= {Oj ∈ O|train(Oj) = Ti})

Precond. : |TO| > 2 ∧

∀ TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu, Oj ∈ OTi
: ref(TX, Oj) = 0.

Collector : For each Oj ∈ OTi
, for each reference of the form Oj

R→OX:
ref(Ti, OX) − − if OX 6∈ OTi

;
reclaim(Oj);

TO ← TO \ Ti

Any object mapped into train Ti (i.e. the set OTi
) is reclaimed. If any reference

held in a reclaimed object Oj refers to some other object OX outside the train Ti,
then the destruction of this reference is reected in the refset matrix.

The �rst clause of the precondition states that there must be at least three extant
object trains (including the one being reclaimed). The result is that the number
of trains in the system may never drop below two. This is required to ensure that
train reclamation will not impede the progress of allocation or reassociation. The
second clause of the precondition for train reclamation states that if a column of
the refset matrix corresponds to an object mapped into the train, then this column
must exclusively contain zero values.

Safety in isolation

The precondition of the RECL event implies that a train is isolated at the time it is
reclaimed. Consider the isolated predicate, de�ned as follows:

isolated(Ti) ⇐⇒ ∀TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu : TX 6= Ti =⇒ 6 ∃ TX
R→Ti.

A train Ti is isolated if and only if there are no references to an object in the train
held in some other train. Also consider the following lemma:
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Lem. 1 : In all states of all executions,∀TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu, Oj ∈ O:
ref(TX, Oj) = |TX

R→Oj| if train(Oj) 6= TX,
ref(TX, Oj) = 0 otherwise.

That is, the value of a refset matrix element is equal to the number of references
from a given train to a given object provided the object is not mapped to the train
in question. This lemma holds by virtue of the event de�nitions. In all cases where
an event causes the number of inter-train references to an object to be altered, this
is reected by the appropriate modi�cation to the refset matrix.

If the precondition of the event RECL(Ti) holds for some train Ti then
∀TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu \ {Ti} :

∀Oj ∈ O|train(Oj) = Ti : ref(TX, Oj) = 0

By Lemma 1 it must also be that
∀TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu \ {Ti} :

∀Oj ∈ O|train(Oj) = Ti : |TX
R→Oj| = 0

i.e.:
∀TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu \ {Ti} :

∀Oj ∈ O|train(Oj) = Ti :6 ∃ TX
R→Oj

This implies that isolated(Ti) is true; i.e.:
Lem. 2 : If an event of the form RECL(Ti) for some train Ti executes then

isolated(Ti) holds.
For an isolated train there can be no path of reachability extending from the mutator
to an object mapped into the train. It must be that either there are no objects
associated with the train, or any object that is mapped into the train is a garbage
object. Thus the following theorem holds:
Th. 1 : In any execution, the collector's behaviour is safe.

3.1.4. Guaranteeing Complete Collection

Under the model developed above there are no constraints that require the collector
to actually reclaim objects. An execution in which no train reclamation actually
occurs is valid. A guarantee that garbage is actually reclaimed can be obtained by
applying additional constraints to the execution of collector events.

Reassociation progress

Consider the following predicate de�ned in terms of a given object Oj:
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avail(Oj) ⇐⇒ ∃ TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu where TX
R→Oj ∧ train(Oj) <T TX.

This predicate determines whether or not object Oj is to be considered as available
for reassociation. It is true if there is some train in the system which would be
a valid destination train for reassociation of Oj according to the REASSOC event
precondition. Consider constraining collector events such that the following holds:

C1 : In any state where avail(O) holds for a given object O mapped to train
TS, within a �nite number of events one of the following forms will occur:

(i) RESSOC(O, TD) for some train TS <T TD.
(ii) DESTROY where avail(O) does not hold immediately afterwards.

The constraint stipulates that no object can be starved of attention by the collector,
at least in the context of reassociation actions. If an object becomes referred to
from a higher train it must eventually reassociate, although the requirement lapses
if program action causes the object to no longer be available.

The reassociation constraint can be thought of as analogous to a tension �eld on
the object space where the force is mediated by references between objects, acting
to pull objects into higher trains. The tension occurs when a reference crosses a
train boundary and the object being referred to is lower than the train that holds
the reference. The collector is required to relieve the tension via reassociation un-
less mutator action inadvertently eliminates the tension. Any particular policy for
scheduling reassociation that meets this constraint may be used; for example treating
objects in a round-robin queue would su�ce.

Isolation of a lowest train

The result of constraint C1 is that a lowest train must be gradually emptied of
objects reachable from higher trains. Consider the situation when a given train TL

becomes the lowest in the system. This may occur after an arbitrary number of
lower train identi�ers are created and destroyed, and in general there may be any
combination of live and garbage objects in the train. However once TL becomes
lowest it cannot receive new objects as this was imposed as a precondition of the
ALLOC event.

Consider the objects that are mapped to TL at the time it becomes a lowest train.
Some objects may be garbage referred to from a higher train. Constraint C1 requires
this garbage to be reassociated to a higher train. When a particular garbage object
does reassociate, it may refer to other objects that are also in train TL, in which
case they will become available for reassociation as well. If these are other garbage
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objects they will eventually reassociate to a higher train. Hence it is the case that:
Lem. 3 : Under constraint C1, any garbage object mapped to a lowest train that is

directly or indirectly reachable from a higher train will eventually reasso-
ciate to a higher train.

Now consider the live objects in TL. At all times at least one of the live objects must
be referred to from a higher train; otherwise there could not be a path of reachability
to the objects from the mutator. Consider execution of reassociation events in the
absence of mutator activity. The same argument made above regarding garbage
applies. In the absence of mutator activity all live objects mapped to a lowest train
will eventually reassociate to a higher train.

Now consider mutator activity; �rstly the destruction of references. This may
cause a live object in TL to become garbage. If it is still reachable from another
higher train the previous argument regarding garbage applies and the object will
reassociate to a higher train. However mutator activity that creates references might
jeopardise the removal of live objects to higher trains.

!!!

!!!

from a higher train
Reference to O

Collector considers PO is available
for reassociation  ... not available

from a higher train
Reference to P

Mutator copies reference to P,
discards reference to O

Collector considers O

from a higher train
Reference to P

P is available
... not available for reassociation

Mutator copies reference to O,

from a higher train
Reference to O

discards reference to P

Ad
infinitum

O P O P

O P O P

Figure 5: Race between collector and mutator activity
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The problematic scenario is a race between mutator and collector activity depicted
in Figure 5. The scenario can occur whenever there is a cyclic subgraph of live objects
contained within the train; the diagram depicts the simplest case with two objects
referring to each other. A single reference from a higher train keeps this subgraph
live, however mutator activity is causing this reference to `ping-pong' between the
members of the cycle.

It must be assumed that the collector is not omnipotent; given a pair of objects the
collector may not be able to determine if these objects are available for reassociation
at the same time. In general the collector may be treating each object individually to
determining if the object is available for reassociation. Under this assumption, the
scenario depicted in Figure 5 may continue ad in�nitum and prevent the collector
making progress. The race condition is eliminated by the following constraint:

C2 : Let γ(T, O) denote the events such that, for a given train T and object O,
train(O) = T ∧ avail(O) holds immediately before the event, while
train(O) = T ∧ ¬ avail(O) holds immediately after the event.

There must exist a �nite number B such that
∀T ∈ TO, O ∈ O : |γ(T, O)| < B

While an object is associated with a given train, the number of times it oscillates
between being available and unavailable must be �nite. This implies that during any
given execution the `ping-pong' scenario of Figure 5 may occur, but the collector will
ensure reassociation is scheduled su�ciently `eagerly' that the scenario only iterates
a �nite number of times. Thus it can be concluded that:
Lem. 4 : Constraints C1 and C2 imply that when a given train TL becomes lowest,

any live object mapped into the train is reassociated to another train within
a �nite number of events.

From the point in an execution where a given train TL becomes lowest, within a
�nite number of subsequent events all live objects and all garbage objects reachable
from a higher train will be reassociated out of TL. Once this has occurred it must
necessarily be the case that TL is isolated from other trains. Thus it follows that:
Lem. 5 : For a given train TL, isolated(TL) holds within a �nite number of events

after TL becomes a lowest train.
This conclusion follows directly from Lemmas 3 and 4.

Reclamation of a lowest train

By de�nition no new objects may be allocated into a lowest train TL, and it cannot
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be a valid destination train for the reassociation of any object. Thus objects cannot
enter TL under any circumstances. Once a train becomes lowest it can only be
emptied of any object that is reachable from a higher train. Eventually the train
must become completely empty, or contain nothing but garbage. Therefore:
Lem. 6 : If TL is a lowest train then isolated(TL) is a stable property.
The following constraint requires the collector to make progress in reclaiming a
lowest train once it becomes isolated:

C3 : If γ is an event such that TL is a lowest train and isolated(TL) holds,
then within a �nite number of subsequent events the collector executes
RECL(TL).

Long-term completeness

The constraints applied to collector behaviour are now almost su�cient to guarantee
that complete garbage collection is achieved. However to achieve this one �nal
constraint must be made:

C4 : If γ is the event of the form NEWT(Ti), then there is a �nite number of
subsequent events of the form NEWT (Tj) such that Tj < Ti.

The reason for imposing this constraint is to prevent a race similar to the previous
race between reassociation and mutation. The race prevented here is between train
allocation and train reclamation.

At the time a given train Ti is allocated, there will be one or more trains that
are lower than it. The above constraint implies the set of trains that are lower
than Ti can only grow by a �nite amount once Ti has been allocated. Further, a
lowest train must eventually be reclaimed. So eventually all trains lower than Ti

must be reclaimed and Ti will become lowest within a �nite number of events after
its allocation. If Ti is not isolated at this stage, it will become isolated within a
�nite number of events (Lemma 4) and will remain isolated until reclaimed (Lemma
5). Further Ti must be reclaimed within a �nite number of events of being isolated
(Constraint C4 ). In other words:
Lem. 7 : Constraints C1, C2, C3, and C4 imply that a given train has a �nite

lifetime.
It now remains to show that this leads to complete collection of all garbage. This
conclusion can be drawn by considering any given garbage object Oj at the time
it becomes garbage. If Oj is reachable from a higher train than train(Oj), then
let TH be the highest such train. Reassociation could cause Oj to enter TH, or any
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other train lower than TH. If the object enters a lower train than TH, the process
iterates until the object resides in TH. Conversely any train that is higher than TH

is unattainable by Oj due to the precondition of the reassociation event. Thus:
Lem. 8 : At the time any given object Oj becomes garbage, there exists some train

TH such that Oj will never reassociate to a higher train.

The completeness of the Train Algorithm follows from the previous two lemmas.
At the point in time an object becomes garbage, there are only a �nite number
of allocated or potentially allocatable trains that may hold the object. All these
trains must be reclaimed within a �nite number of events. Hence, given Theorem 1
established in Section 3.1.3, it is the case that:
Th. 2 : In an execution satisfying constraints C1, C2, C3, and C4 the collector's

behaviour is safe and complete.

3.1.5. Model Review

Collector state

Refset Metadata

Train−based

Program state

References

Objects
Mutator Actions

Train Reclamation Reassociation

certain program actions
reflected by metadata updates

and isolate trains of garbage
manipulate collector state

under certain program states
reassociation actions required

detect isolated trains

reclaim garbage trains

and manipulation
object creation

Figure 6: Graphical depiction of the abstract Train Algorithm model

Figure 6 gives an overview of activity under of the abstract Train Algorithm model.
Program activity creates objects and manipulates references. Certain forms of this
behaviour must be reected as updates to the collector's metadata occurring syn-
chronously with the program's action. The collector manipulates metadata through
reassociation actions that are executed asynchronously to the program activity. Re-
association manipulates the refset matrix so that garbage objects are isolated into
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separate trains from live objects. The isolation of a train is detected from the col-
lector's metadata and progress is made by reclaiming isolated garbage trains.

A simple example
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Reclaim isolated

Figure 7: Abstract Train Algorithm example

Figure 7 depicts a simple scenario demonstrating the operation of the Train Algo-
rithm. In the scenario a subgraph of live objects is spread across two trains T1 and
T2, and a subgraph of garbage is also contained within train T1. The existence of
references to objects O and Q cause these live objects to be `pulled' to the higher
train; the collector is required to do this by the reassociation constraints. The result
is that train T1 becomes isolated and this is reected in the refset; all entries indexed
by an object that is mapped to this train are zero.
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If objects O, P, and Q were garbage then precisely the same scenario could even-
tuate. Object O would still be pulled into train T2, and in turn the reference from
O to Q would pull Q into the train. Thus T2 would also become isolated, and once
train T1 had been reclaimed the collector could immediately proceed to reclaim T2.
Also it is worth noting that any mutator activity could have occurred in between
each stage of the scenario depicted in Figure 7, and this would not have prevented
progress. For example, the program could allocate and manipulate any number of
new objects and the precondition on this event ensures they are all allocated in T2

(or any higher train that is created), so the garbage in T1 is still reclaimed.
The example in Figure 7 indicates that in practice a large fraction of the values in

a refset matrix are likely to be zero. Indeed the goal of the algorithm is to explicitly
eliminate non-zero values from certain regions of the refset matrix, and by de�nition
a particular fraction is always zero. So it would be appropriate to store the metadata
using a data structure that o�ers storage e�ciency for sparse matrices. Another
issue faced when using the Train Algorithm in practice is how the train identi�er
set and the mapping of object identi�ers to this set will be implemented. Di�erent
approaches will o�er di�erent trade-o�s between the space and time overhead of
maintaining the train groupings over the course of an execution.

These and other mechanism issues must be faced before the Train Algorithm can
be realised in practice. However the focus of this thesis is top-down, and the present
goal is developing a template for distributed garbage collection that is safe, complete,
asynchronous, and scalable. The development of the model has so far focused on the
�rst two behavioural properties in this list. The next section will turn attention to
facilitating asynchrony and scalability in distributed systems. Before proceeding, the
features of the abstract Train Algorithm model that would prevent this are analysed.

Synchronous refset updates

The presence of an expression such as
ref(Ti, Oj) − − if Ti 6= train(Oj)

within an event description (the particular expression above is from the DESTROY

event) implies that when a reference is destroyed part of the atomic event involves
modifying metadata indexed by the target of the reference. In single-site, main-
memory systems it is reasonable to assume this will be a relatively cheap operation.
However in a distributed system the metadata may reside at a di�erent site to the one
where the reference is destroyed, and so the update requires a relatively expensive
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message passing action. Further, the atomicity of the event implies the sites must
synchronise their actions.

To relieve this synchrony, the update of the metadata must occur as a separate
event of the model. The model must allow the modi�cation of the program's data
and the modi�cation of the collector's metadata in response to occur separately in
time. This temporal separation is required to achieve asynchronous behaviour in
the context of the spatial separation found in a distributed system.

Perfect knowledge of the train map

Another problem with an expression such as
ref(Ti, Oj) − − if Ti 6= train(Oj)

stems from the conditional aspect of the action; i.e. the `if Ti 6= train(Oj)' clause.
Consider the example above of a distributed system where site S discards a remote
reference to object O residing at site H. The event de�nition implies that the
executing site S has knowledge of what train object O is currently mapped to. This
assumption obviates the possibility for site H asynchronously reassociating object O

between trains. Site H would be required to synchronise with all sites that possess
a remote reference to O, provide them with details of a planned reassociation, and
await acknowledgement before actually executing the reassociation.

The synchronous behaviour stems from the algorithm assuming that an event exe-
cutes with perfect knowledge of a train map. In general this can only be guaranteed
by synchronisation with the site where the object resides, since this is the site where
reassociation events that modify the mapping will occur. The model needs to be
re�ned to remove the assumption of perfect knowledge of the train map. This will
allow the reassociation event to be executed asynchronously in a distributed system.

Further reassociation event dependencies

There is a further practical issue regarding the refset updates that are required as
part of the reassociation event. The algorithm assumes that at the time an object O

reassociates, the collector has knowledge of all references to O that are held within
the source train from which O departs. This is especially a problem for distributed
systems, where a train may consist of objects spread across multiple sites. All of
the sites containing objects of the train would need to synchronise when any object
reassociates out of the train. The algorithm will need to be re�ned if reassociation
is to be achieved as an asynchronous operation in a distributed system.
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Atomic isolated train detection and reclamation

The abstract Train Algorithm model assumes that a collector will provide some
mechanism for reclaiming the storage space occupied by all objects within a train
when it is reclaimed. The model assumes this occurs as an atomic event, and this
raises concerns for a distributed implementation. It implies that all sites holding ob-
jects associated with the train would need to synchronise to guarantee the isolation
precondition of the event is satis�ed. But further it may be that refset entries asso-
ciated with objects in other trains need to be updated as a result of the reclamation.
So this implies that in a distributed system the entire system may need to synchro-
nise to e�ect train reclamation in conformance with the model. This behaviour must
be avoided to permit the algorithm to behave in an scalable fashion.

3.2. Asynchronous Metadata Updates

This section re�nes the abstract Train Algorithm model to address the practical is-
sues noted previously that surround asynchronous and scalable use of the algorithm
in a distributed system. The main issue addressed here is the ability for a collector
or mutator to asynchronously update the refset matrix used to monitor the exis-
tence of inter-train references. A general form for a pointer tracking mechanism is
postulated, and constraints given on the operation of the generic mechanism. It is
then shown that a conformate mechanism will maintain the safety and completeness
properties established in Section 3.1. The opportunity is also taken to absolve the
dependency between manipulating inter-train references and evaluation of the train
map. The alteration allows duplication or destruction of a reference to occur without
assuming knowledge of the train in which the target of the reference resides.

3.2.1. Refinements

The basis of the re�nement described here is the notion of a pointer record. This is
a tuple value that describes either the creation or destruction of a reference.

[±, T, O]

denotes a pointer record describing creation or destruction within train T of a refer-
ence to object O. These records will be generated in lieu of the synchronous refset
increment and decrement operations of the abstract model. Let

P = (p1, p2, . . . , pn)
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denote the set of extant pointer records in the model state. The notation P∪[+, T,O]

will be used for creation of a new pointer record.

Pointer record generation

Pointer records are created by mutator events when rede�ned as below. The rede�-
nitions are denoted ALLOC2, etc. to distinguish them from the original de�nitions.
Under these re�nements, program activity does not directly cause modi�cation of
the collector's metadata; rather intermediary pointer records are created to describe
the necessary modi�cations.

ALLOC2(ONew, Ti) : Allocate a new object ONew into train Ti

Precond. : As before.
Collector : P ← P ∪ [+, TMu, ONew];

train(ONew) ← Ti

CREATE2(Ti
R→Oj) : A reference to object Oj is created in train Ti

Precond. : As before.
Collector : P ← P ∪ [+, Ti, Oj]

DESTROY2(Ti
R→Oj) : A reference to object Oj is destroyed in train Ti

Precond. : As before.
Collector : P ← P ∪ [−, Ti, Oj]

The reassociation event of the collector is also modi�ed to make use of pointer
records. The re�ned REASSOC2 event removes dependencies found in the initial
de�nition of reassociation. Firstly, when an object reassociates there should be no
requirement to synchronously update metadata associated with any object or train
that is not taking part in the reassociation. The re�ned event achieves this degree
of asynchrony; the only synchronous metadata update is to zero the entry indexed
by pair of the reassociating object and the train to which the object is reassociating.
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REASSOC2(Oj, TD) : An object Oj reassociates to TD.
Precond. : train(Oj) <T TD ∧

∃ TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu where
ref(TX, Oi) > 0 ∧ TD ≤T TX.

Collector : Let TS = train(Oj) be the source train of Oj).
For each extant reference of the form Oj

R→OX:
P ← P ∪ [+, TD, OX],
P ← P ∪ [−, TS, OX];

For each extant reference of the form TS
R→Oj:

P ← P ∪ [+, TS, Oj];
ref(TD, Oj) ← 0;
train(Oj) ← TD.

Secondly, the re�ned precondition does not imply the collector requires knowledge
of the existence of references to an object before it can validly execute reassociation.
The precondition of the re�ned event depends on the collector's metadata; if the
refset indicates the object is available then it may reassociate.

RECL2(Ti) : Train Ti is reclaimed (let OTi
= {Oj ∈ O|train(Oj) = Ti})

Precond. : ||TO|| > 2 ∧

∀ TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu, Oj ∈ OTi
:

ref(TX, Oj) = 0

∧ ∃ TX
R→Oj where TX 6= Ti =⇒

∃Ok ∈ OTi
, TY ∈ TO ∪ TMu where ref(TY, Ok) > 0.

Collector : For each Oj ∈ OTi

For each reference of the form Oj
R→OX:

P ∪ [−, Ti, OX] ;
reclaim(Oj);

TO ← TO \ Ti.

Reclamation of a train is re�ned so there is no requirement for synchronisation
between sites when a remote reference is destroyed. The precondition from the orig-
inal event de�nition is conjoined with an additional clause that requires a minimal
degree of consistency between the contents of the refset and the references that ac-
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tually exist between objects in di�erent trains. This ensures train reclamation will
be safe (a detailed argument in this regard is developed subsequently).

Pointer record processing

Pointer records update the refset metadata when processed:

PROCESS(p1): Pointer record p1 = [±, Ti, Oj] is processed.
Precond. :
Collector : P ← P \ p1;

If train(Oj) 6= Ti then
ref(Ti, Oj) + + if p1 of the form [+, Ti, Oj], or
ref(Ti, Oj) − − if p1 of the form [−, Ti, Oj].

The PROCESS event causes the refset metadata to be updated according to the
contents of a pointer record, and the record is discarded. There are no preconditions
on the event, so records may be processed at any time convenient to the collector.
A trivial policy would be to process a record immediately after its generation and
thus obtain behaviour equivalent to the original model.

A feature of pointer record processing is the �ltering of records to ignore references
that describe intra-train references at the time records are processed. This allows
the re�ned events described above to obviate the conditional feature of the basic
model. Under the re�ned events, pointer records are simply generated regardless
of whether or not the reference being manipulated is an inter-train reference. So
in a distributed system there is no longer a requirement for a site that possesses a
reference to a remote object to be aware of the train in which the remote object
resides. Upon creating or destroying a remote reference, a site simply generates the
pointer record and forwards it to the home site of the object and the home site
determines whether the record is signi�cant.

3.2.2. Safety and Completeness

Executions of the basic model are safe by virtue of the refset matrix accurately
reecting the existence of inter-train references, and the completeness of the basic
model stems from the constraints applied to reassociation and train reclamation.
Since the nature of these events has been altered, the requirements for safe and
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complete collection will need to be re-examined.

Safety

The safety of the basic model came from the precondition of train reclamation being
such that a train is reclaimed only if there are no live objects in the train. The
re�ned train reclamation event has maintained this by virtue of the additional clause
contained by the event precondition:

∀ TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu, Oj ∈ OTi
:

∃ TX
R→Oj where TX 6= Ti =⇒
∃Ok ∈ OTi

, TY ∈ TO ∪ TMu where ref(TY, Ok) > 0.

This constraint states that if an object is referred to from outside of the train
that holds it, then the refset indicates that at least one object within the train is in
this state. This requires refset values to exhibit a minimal degree of safety in the
context of train reclamation. The entries may not indicate that a non-isolated train
is isolated; however they may be inaccurate regarding which objects in a non-isolated
train are referred to from outside of the train.

E�ectively the precondition requires a minimal degree of ordering to be exhibited
between the processing of the pointer records and the detection of a train being
isolated. However a collector is free to use any mechanism that will process records
in a manner that ensures the constraint is met. A simple example is a queue into
which records are inserted upon creation and removed for processing in FIFO order.
Another example is to keep records in an unordered collection and adopt the policy
of never processing any `-' record if there is a `+' record in the collection. Neither of
these trivial examples are suitable for use in a distributed system, however Section
4.4 describes a mechanism that is.

The implicit constraint on pointer record processing imposed by the precondition
of train reclamation permits the assertion that the safety of the basic model is
maintained. The precondition for an event of the form RECL2(Ti) will be false if
isolated(Ti) is false; i.e. a restatement of Lemma 2 holds:

Lem. 2A :An event of the form RECL2(Ti) for some train Ti can execute only if
isolated(Ti) is true.

Thus the safety theorem established in Section 3.1.3 can be reasserted:
Th. 1A : In any execution with asynchronous refset updates, the collector's be-

haviour is safe.
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Completeness

Section 3.1.4 de�ned the avail predicate in terms of the existence of references to an
object;

avail(Oj) : ∃ TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu where TX
R→Oj ∧ train(Oj) <T TX.

Consider an alternative predicate in terms of refset matrix values; i.e.
avail2(Oj) : ∃ TX ∈ TO ∪ TMu where ref(TX, Oj) > 0 ∧ train(Oj) <T TX,

and imposition of the constraint
C5 : If avail(O) holds for some object O mapped to train T then either

i avail2 holds for at least one object in T for which avail holds, or
ii within a �nite number of events of avail(O) becoming true

avail2(O) becomes true.
This constraint implies that a collector must make enough progress in processing
pointer records to allow reassociation to make progress. If objects in some train
are available for reassociation, the refset should indicate this for at least one of the
available objects. If this is not the case then within a �nite amount of time a pointer
record concerning an object that is available must be processed so that the refset
indicates the availability. This allows the reassociation progress constraint C1 to be
restated:

C1A : In any state where avail2(Oj) holds for a given object Oj mapped to train
TS, within a �nite number of events one of the following forms will occur:

i RESSOC2(Oj, TD) for some train TS <T TD.
ii PROCESS where avail2(Oj) does not hold immediately after.

In conjunction with constraint C5, this achieves the same e�ect as in the basic
model. If a lowest train contains an object referred to from a higher train, then the
refset must be in a state such that execution of REASSOC2 is valid for at least one
object referred to from a higher train. The collector must reassociate this object to
a higher train unless there is additional pointer record processing that modi�es the
refset such that reassociation of the object is no longer valid. Thus a restatement of
Lemma 3 from the basic model will hold:

Lem. 3A : In an execution of the re�ned model under constraint C1A and C5, a
garbage object mapped to a lowest train that is directly or indirectly reach-
able from a higher train will eventually reassociate to a higher train.

The argument for this conclusion developed in Section 3.1.4 remains tenable due to
the requirement for progress in pointer tracking that is implied by constraint C5.
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Further the e�ect of constraint C2 is maintained; the collector is still required to
detect and resolve any situation where a live object cannot be reassociated out of a
lowest train due to a race condition with the mutator. Given this, a restatement of
Lemma 4 can be asserted:

Lem. 4A :Constraints C1A, C2, and C5 imply that when a given train TL becomes
lowest, any live object mapped to TL is reassociated to a higher train.

The constraint C5 ensures there is su�cient progress in processing pointer records
to allow reassociation to make progress in causing a lowest train to become isolated.
However there is nothing in this argument to ensure that refset values are updated
in a manner that allows the collector to recognise isolation. For this there must
be su�cient progress in processing pointer records that describe the destruction of
inter-train references. This can be obtained by simply introducing the constraint:

C6 : A pointer record must be processed within a �nite number of events after
it is generated.

This ensures that when a lowest train becomes isolated, the refset values for objects
mapped to the train must eventually become accurate. At the time the train becomes
isolated, there may be non-zero refset values indicating otherwise and preventing the
RECL2 event from reclaiming the train. However the unprocessed records that will
cancel these entries must be processed in a �nite amount of time. No new pointer
records will be generated due to the isolation of the train. So it must be that:

Lem. 5A :For a given train TL, isolated2(TL) holds within a �nite number of events
after TL becomes a lowest train.

Given this, constraint C3 from the basic model can simply be restated in terms of
the RECL2 event to require detection and reclamation of an isolated lowest train.

C3A : If γ is an event such that TL is a lowest train and isolated(TL) holds,
then within a �nite number of subsequent events the collector executes
RECL2(TL).

The e�ect of constraint C4, i.e. ensuring that a train will become the lowest within a
�nite number of events, applies despite the pointer record re�nements. It continues
to ensure that all trains must eventually be reclaimed, and so Lemma 7 can be
restated:

Lem. 7A :Constraints C1A, C2, C3A, C4, C5, and C6 imply that a given train has
a �nite lifetime, and that there are only a �nite number of allocated or
potentially allocatable trains lower than it.

It now remains to show that Lemma 8 will still hold. This depends upon it being the
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case that when an object becomes garbage there is an upper bound on the train to
which the object can reassociate. At the time a given object O becomes garbage, the
refset metadata may be inaccurate and indicate that O is still referred to from the
mutator train. This would allow the object to reassociate to any extant train higher
than its current train. However the progress constraints imply that this situation
must transpire within a �nite amount of time. So there will be some train TH, being
the highest extant train some �nite period of time after O becomes garbage, and in
the worst case this is the highest train to which O can reassociate. This train may
be higher than would be permitted under the basic model; i.e. it may be that there
is no reference to the object from TH or a higher train. However an upper bound on
the height the object attains can still be established.

The object O might reassociate to a train higher then TH if there is another
garbage object O2, which refers to O, and object O2 reassociates to train TH2

where
TH <T TH2

. This would result in the refset entries for object O1 indicating that it
can reassociate to TH2

. However now the same argument applies to object O2. So if
TH2

is the highest train that object O2 is able to attain after it became garbage, then
this becomes the upper bound on object O. This argument may continue recursively
for more objects; however only for a �nite number of objects. So it can be induced
that an upper bound still exists on the height of a train that is attained by a garbage
object. This implies that Lemma 8 still holds and a garbage object must eventually
be reclaimed; i.e. it can be concluded that
Th. 2A : For an execution of the Train Algorithm model re�ned with asynchronous

refset updates, satisfying constraints C1A, C2, C3A, C4, C5 and C6, the
actions of the collector are safe and complete.

3.3. Building Trains From Cars

Under the basic model, a reassociation mechanism would be forced to inspect all
objects within the train from which an object is departing. The collector must be
aware of every reference held within the train that targets the reassociating object so
that it has the information to perform the refset updates which the model requires
at the time of reassociation. The pointer record re�nements in Section 3.2 allowed
these updates to be performed asynchronously, however this does not absolve the
dependency on the state of all objects in the train from which the object departs. In
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a distributed system, it would still be the case that all sites containing objects of a
given train would need to synchronise before any object was able to reassociate out
of the train. The re�nements introduced below address this and also allow scalable,
incremental detection and reclamation of isolated trains.

3.3.1. Refinements

A set of car identi�ers is introduced to the collector's state:
C = (C1, . . . , CN).

There will also be a car map:
car(O) 7→ C.

which maps the set of objects onto the set of car identi�ers. The train mapping
function is re�ned so that car identi�ers are now mapped to the train identi�er set:

train2(C) 7→ T

Under this re�nement the train set still de�nes a partitioning of the object space.
However there is a lower level of partitioning de�ned by cars, and trains are now
built by partitioning the car set. There will be a new distinguished identi�er: to
denote a mutator car :

CMu.
This is a virtual car of the virtual mutator train. It serves the same purpose as
the mutator train identi�er; a distinguished identi�er to denote the location of a
reference value held outside the object space by the program. In general there may
be an arbitrary number of mutator car identi�ers; they are distinguished by being
mapped to the mutator train. In the following discussion CMuwill be used to denote
any such car.

The refset metadata is re�ned to reect the increased structure:
ref2(C , O) 7→ Z.

The matrix is extended so that one dimension is indexed by car identi�er; the second
dimension is still indexed by object identi�er. The use of the metadata remains the
same; the entry ref2(Ci, Oj) counts the number of references held in car Ci that
target a given object Oj. Pointer records will have a new form:

[±, Ci, Oj]

to reect the new refset metadata structure.
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Refined mutator events

The mutator event de�nitions will need to be re�ned to reect the new car structure:

ALLOC3(Ci, ONew) : Allocate a new object ONew into car Ci

Precond. : As before.
Collector : P ← P ∪ [+, CMu, ONew]

car(ONew) ← Ci

This re�nes the allocation event so that objects are now allocated to a particular car.
This indirectly assigns the new object to a particular train as well. The precondition
is e�ectively unaltered; the object must not be assigned to a car of a lowest train.

The CREATE2 and DESTROY2 events are re�ned to take account of the car struc-
ture, but otherwise are unaltered:

CREATE3(Ci
R→Oj) : A reference to object Oj is created in car Ci

Precond. : As before.
Collector : P ← P ∪ [+, Ci, Oj]

DESTROY3(Ci
R→Oj) : A reference to object Oj is destroyed in car Ci

Precond. : As before.
Collector : P ← P ∪ [−, Ci, Oj]

Refined collector events

The reassociation event is re�ned to describe an object reassociating between two
cars:
The precondition of REASSOC3 relaxes the previous de�nition and permits an object
to freely reassociate between cars of the same train. However if the object reassoci-
ates to a car of a di�erent train, this must be under the same circumstances as would
have been valid in the previous de�nition. Thus at the level of train partitioning, the
behaviour of the re�ned reassociation event is unaltered. Note that the reassocia-
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REASSOC3(Oj, CD) : An object Oj reassociates to car CD

(let CS = car(Oj) be the source car of Oj).

Precond. : train2(CS) = train2(CD) ∨

( train2(CS) <T train2(CD) ∧

∃ CX ∈ CO ∪ TMu where
ref2(CX, Oi) > 0 ∧ train2(CD) ≤T train2(CX) )

Collector : For each extant reference of the form Oj
R→OX:

P ← P ∪ [+, CD, OX],
P ← P ∪ [−, CS, OX];

For each extant reference of the form CS
R→Oj:

P ← P ∪ [+, CS, Oj]

ref2(CD, Oj) ← 0;
car(Oj) ← CD.

tion progress constraint stipulates an object that becomes available for reassociation
must actually reassociate, and do so to a higher train. Hence a REASSOC3 event
only makes progress in terms of satisfying this constraint by selecting destinations
that are part of a higher train compared to the source car.

The PROCESS event for handling pointer records needs to be re�ned so that
pointer records that describe an intra-car reference can be discarded without modi-
fying the refset.

PROCESS2(p1): Pointer record p1 = [±, Ci, Oj] is processed.
Precond. :
Collector : P ← P \ p1;

If car(Oj) 6= Ci then
ref2(Ci, Oj) + + if p1 of the form [+, Ci, Oj], or
ref2(Ci, Oj) − − if p1 of the form [−, Ci, Oj].

The creation of new trains is unaltered under these re�nements. A new train
identi�er is created without any cars or objects associated with it, under the same
preconditions as before. However an event to allow the creation of new cars will
need to be introduced. There are no preconditions on the creation of new cars.
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NEWC(CNew, Ti) : Create a new car CNew in train Ti.
Precond. : None.
Collector : train2(CNew) ← Ti;

C ← C ∪ CNew

Cars are now used to reclaim garbage. In general the car reclamation events for
an isolated train can be spread over time at the collector's convenience. Trains
are still used to isolate and reclaim garbage subgraphs, but this is achieved by car
reclamation. The RECAR event allows the collector to reclaim a car if it is entirely
isolated from other cars, or is part of a train that is entirely isolated from other
trains.

RECAR(Ci) : A car Ci is reclaimed.
Let OC = {Oj ∈ O | car(Oj) = Ci}

Let OT = {Ok ∈ O | train2(car(Ok)) = train2(Ci)}

Precond. : ( ∀CX ∈ C, Oj ∈ OC :

CX 6= Ci =⇒ ref2(CX, Oj) = 0

∧ ∃CX
R→Oj where CX 6= Ci =⇒
∃Ol ∈ OC, CY ∈ C ∪ CMu where ref2(CY, Ol) > 0 )

∨ ( ∀CX ∈ C, Ok ∈ OT :

train2(CX) 6= train2(Ci) =⇒ ref2(CX, Ok) = 0

∧ ∃CX
R→Ok where train2(CX) 6= train2(Ci) =⇒

∃Om ∈ OT , TY ∈ TO ∪ TMu where ref2(TY, Om) > 0 )

Collector : For each Oj ∈ OCi
, for each reference Oj

R→OX :
P ∪ [−, Ci, OX] , reclaim(Oj);

C ← C \ Ci

The RECAR event gives a collector the opportunity to reclaim garbage within a single
car by reassociating all objects reachable from other cars. The re�ned REASSOC3

event permits an object to reassociate to another car of the same train at any time. A
collector is free to pursue some mechanism for achieving this, and reclaim garbage by
isolating single cars rather than entire trains. However the Train Algorithm o�ers no
input on this directly. The collector is still expected to make progress reassociating
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objects to higher trains and reclaiming isolated trains regardless of any progress
made using cars.

RECL3(Ti) : A train Ti is reclaimed.
Precond. : 6 ∃C ∈ C | train2(C) = Ti

Collector : T ← T \ Ti

As a result of the car becoming the primary unit of reclamation, train reclamation
no longer causes objects to be reclaimed. Train reclamation is e�ectively the act of
discarding information regarding a train identi�er that is no longer in use by the
collector.

3.3.2. Safety and Completeness

The �rst clause of the precondition for the RECAR event is satis�ed if the refset
entries for all objects in the car are zero vectors; indicating the car is completely
isolated from other cars.

( ∀CX ∈ C, Oj ∈ OC :

CX 6= Ci =⇒ ref2(CX, Oj) = 0

∧ ∃CX
R→Oj where CX 6= Ci =⇒
∃Ol ∈ OC, CY ∈ C ∪ CMu where ref2(CY, Ol) > 0 )

Inaccuracy between refset values and the actual number of references is only permit-
ted to the extent it will be safe. If a reference to an object exists outside of the car
in which the object resides, then there must be some object within the car that is
recorded as such. The constraint ensures that a car containing an object reachable
from another car is never erroneously indicated as isolated from other cars. Since the
�rst clause of the event precondition cannot be satis�ed unless a car is completely
isolated from other cars, it is the case that:

Lem. 8A : In an execution with cars and asynchronous refset updates, execution of
the RECAR event when the �rst clause of the precondition is satis�ed is
safe.

The car reclamation event also facilitates reclamation of an isolated train in an
incremental fashion. If the refset metadata for the entire train indicates that it is
isolated from other trains, then the second clause of the event precondition permits
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the collector to reclaim any car of the train.
∀CX ∈ C, Ok ∈ OT :

train2(CX) 6= train2(Ci) =⇒ ref2(CX, Ok) = 0

∧ ∃CX
R→Ok where train2(CX) 6= train2(Oj) =⇒

∃Om ∈ OT , TY ∈ TO ∪ TMu where ref2(TY, Om) > 0)

The precondition is satis�ed for any car that is part of an isolated train. This
allows reclamation of an isolated train to be spread over time as individual cars are
reclaimed. This is in contrast to the basic model, where all objects in an isolated
train are reclaimed en masse by a single atomic event. This re�nement is vital for
obtaining asynchronous and scalable behaviour in a distributed system.

Note that an object in a car reclaimed when the second precondition clause is
satis�ed may be referred to from outside of the car that is being reclaimed. In this
case the collector would be introducing a dangling pointer to the program's data.
This will not jeopardise safety as it can only occur when the dangling pointer is held
within a garbage object and hence could not lead to program failure. Thus it can
be concluded that:

Lem. 8B :Any execution of the RECAR event when the second clause of the precon-
dition is satis�ed is safe.

Given Lemmas 8A and 8B and the preceding statements, it can be concluded that
any object reclamation under the car-based re�nements is safe; i.e.
Th. 1B : In any execution with cars and asynchronous refset updates, the collector's

behaviour is safe.

Completeness

The constraints established previously to ensure completeness are not a�ected by
the car-based re�nements. These constraints are de�ned in terms of train structure,
and continue to apply regardless of decomposition of trains into cars.
Th. 2B : For any execution with cars and asynchronous refset updates under con-

straints C1A, C2, C3A, C4, and C5, the actions of the collector are safe
and complete.

For the sake of formality the constraints should be rede�ned in terms of the new
state and event de�nitions introduced with the car-based re�nements. However this
is omitted here in the interest of brevity.
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3.4. Chapter Summary

This chapter describes the Train Algorithm as a general model of collection be-
haviour. Section 3.1 establishes a basic model and behavioural constraints which
ensure collection is safe and complete. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 make re�nements that
permit asynchrony and scalability while maintaining safety and completeness. The
re�ned model can be thought of as a template for high quality train-based distributed
garbage collection. It does not specify a particular technique for achieving this,
rather it provides criteria by which mechanisms and policies that provide garbage
collection can be assessed to determine if they specify safe and complete train-based
collection.

Mutator Actions

Collector state

Refset Metadata

Car−based

Program state

References

Objects

Car Reclamation

Pointer Tracking

Car−Based Collection

reassociation actions required
under certain refset states

asynchronous
metadata updates

manipulate collector state
to isolate cars and trainsprogram activity reflected

by pointer record generation

reclaim   garbage cars

detect    isolated
trains    or cars

some (unspecified) mechanism
may exploit reassociation to

make progress independently
of train isolation

and manipulation
object creation

Reassociation

Figure 8: Graphical depiction of the re�ned Train Algorithm model

Figure 8 gives an overview of behaviour under the re�ned model. Compared to
the depiction of the basic model in Figure 6, page 53, the nature of the re�nements
are clear. The asynchronous pointer tracking re�nement places an intermediary be-
tween the collector's metadata and the actions of both the mutator and collector,
allowing update of the metadata to occur separately in time to manipulation of the
object graph. The mechanism mediates transmission of information from mutator
to collector, and also within the collector. Pointer records may be bu�ered, com-
pressed together, and transmitted between sites at the convenience of the collector.
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Constraints are given that ensure records are processed in a manner that maintains
the safety and completeness of the algorithm.

A further re�nement is to decompose trains into cars. Reassociation behaviour
is modi�ed so that there is only a dependency upon the source and destination
car, rather then the entire source and destination train. In a distributed system, a
collector performing reassociation of an object will only incur a dependency upon
local portions of the two trains concerned. The car structure also facilitates a general,
scalable mechanism for detecting the isolation of trains.

The model uses the car and train structure to de�ne safety and completeness
constraints, and these can be satis�ed by distributed mechanisms which limit activity
to the sites involved with a particular car or train. The result is a model of collection
behaviour which exhibits a strong potential for asynchronous and scalable behaviour
in distributed systems.

Prior Train Algorithm Literature

It is emphasised once more that the model does not constitute the invention of the
Train Algorithm, rather a generalisation of the mechanisms and policies presented in
previous Train Algorithm literature. In particular the details of the basic model in
Section 3.1 are mostly an abstraction from the original MOS algorithm [HM92]. The
car-based re�nements in Section 3.3 are also abstracted from the MOS algorithm.
The race prevented by constraint C3 was identi�ed by Seligmann and Grarup [SG95]
as a potential failure in the MOS algorithm. The asynchronous pointer tracking re-
�nements in Section 3.2 generalise the pointer tracking techniques found in MOS,
PMOS [MMH96], and DMOS [HMMM97, HMMM98, MHMM98]. The unique con-
tribution here is to abstract and generalise from these previous publications. This
provides a basis for developing a new approach in which the prior techniques can be
exploited and reformed into new distributed instances of the Train Algorithm with
con�dence in safety and completeness (this is the subject of subsequent discussion).
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The model developed in the previous chapter describes a general form of collection
behaviour that is guaranteed to be safe and complete. While a distributed collector
that conforms to the model could exhibit asynchronous and scalable behaviour, the
model itself does not describe how to achieve this. This chapter makes the next step
by describing speci�c mechanisms and policies for use in a generic distributed object
system, and gives an argument for the con�dence that high quality collection will
be attained.

Con�dence in the mechanisms is obtained from two sources. Firstly, safety and
completeness can be inferred by demonstrating that their behaviour conforms to
the Train Algorithm model from the previous chapter. The mechanisms described
subsequently are largely inspired by the original distributed train approach found
in DMOS [HMMM97], and in this respect the following discussion is a review that
describes how safe and complete train-based collection can be obtained from the
prior art. Secondly, asynchrony and scalability6 is obtained by introducing some
novel techniques for use in distributed train-based collection. These are designed
to augment and re�ne the train-based mechanisms from prior literature and ensure
the desired combination of behaviour is obtained. However the novel techniques
suggested in the interest of asynchrony and scalability cause a divergence from the
Train Algorithm model. So the discussion is also focussed on demonstrating that
the divergence does not compromise the safety or completeness of the model.

4.1. Distributed Object System Requirements

The behaviour of the distributed object system must correspond to the `graph of
objects' model of mutator behaviour (c.f Sections 1.1 and 3.1.2). The basic actions
of a computation are allocation of objects, inspection or alteration of reference values
held in an object, or duplication and destruction of references values held outside
the object heap. These actions are always localised, occurring within a particular
site.

6The reader is reminded that this thesis adopts a de�nition of these qualities that is based on the
distinction between public and private objects; c.f. Section 1.2.1.
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Local heap management

To provide the cars used by the Train Algorithm, each site divides the heap address
space7 of its local storage into contiguous partitions. These may be of varying size.
Each partition is given a car identi�er and a metadata structure that describes the
references held outside the car that point to objects within the car. The refsets of
each car will collectively contain the same information as the refset matrix of the
Train Algorithm model; i.e. count references in terms of the location in which they
are held (see Figure 9).
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C3=1 , rootA=1 , rootB=1

Figure 9: Car partitioning and refsets example

If an object is referred to from outside the partition in which it resides, the identity
of the object is recorded in the car's refset. The number of such references to the
object is recorded on a per-car basis. The existence of root references to an object
is recorded by way of a special car identi�er. Each car also has a `sticky' entry

7Not necessarily physical addresses; the heap may be in a virtual address space
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that records a pair containing an object and train identi�er (this will be used to
eliminate the race condition identi�ed by Seligmann and Grarup [SG95] and covered
by constraint C3 of the Train Algorithm model). A write barrier detects the creation
and destruction of references within objects that cross car boundaries. The write
barrier is used to maintain the refset of each car via the pointer tracking mechanism
described in Section 4.4.

A local collector within each site operates upon the cars of the site using the
refset to determine which objects within the car are reachable from other cars.
The objects may be relocated out of the car being operated upon, and then space
occupied by the evacuated car is recycled. The relocation of an object to another
car corresponds to reassociation and must be performed in accordance with the
rules given in Section 4.3. The local collector at each site may also recycle space
occupied by unreachable objects in a car via free-list or compaction mechanisms.
In this way a full car may be partially emptied and receive more objects without
objects moving between partitions. However, the local collector must be capable of
progress via object relocation as the constraints in Section 4.3 require this under
certain circumstances.

Distribution and concurrency

The identi�ers used to denote each site must be totally ordered. It is assumed that
sites do not fail. It is assumed that messages are exchanged using reliable, point-to-
point FIFO channels between pairs of sites. Messages are never lost or duplicated,
but the time in transit may be arbitrarily long. The collector is able to piggy-back
its own control messages onto mutator-generated tra�c. When a message containing
collector data is received, the collector is able to preemptively process the attached
data before the main message is handled by the mutator.

There may be multiple mutator and collector threads within a site. Concur-
rent access to any given object must be under a discipline that provides at least
`concurrent-reader-exclusive-writer' (CREW) consistency. Any number of threads
may simultaneously possess reading privilege to an object provided no other thread
has writing privilege, while no more than one thread may have writing privilege at
any point in time. Any consistency protocol based on stricter exclusion or a coarser
gain, such as transactions, is acceptable.

The collector threads within a site must have the ability to gain consistent access
to a given car; i.e. simultaneously obtain read privilege on all objects and prevent
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new object allocation in the car. The concurrency control mechanism within each
site must be fair and not starve collector threads of access to the heap.

Local and remote references

The site that contains an object will be denoted the home site of the object. A
reference held within the home site of the target object (i.e. a local reference) must
encode the car containing the object. Local references may be direct physical heap
addresses, or involve indirection. A common collector operation is computation
of the car that contains an object given a reference to the object, and since car
occupancy is determined by physical address a direct local reference scheme is most
convenient in this regard. However direct local references must be updated when an
object relocates between cars, while this is not the case with indirect local references
if they are independent of object location.

When a site sends a reference to one of its objects to another site, it provides a
location-independent identi�er and maintains a table to map exported identi�ers to
the corresponding local object. The system will delegate to the collector responsi-
bility for identifying any exported identi�ers that are no longer in use by a remote
site. This will be performed safely and completely. The collector may be depended
upon to provide a list of sites that are believed to possess a reference to a given local
object. The list may by inaccurate, but only to the extent of including sites that
possessed a reference to the object in the past but no longer do.

A site may use special stub or surrogate objects to encapsulate a remote reference,
as depicted in Figure 10. When a new indirection object is created, this appears
to be a normal object allocation. After creation, the indirection object is initialised
with exactly one reference; in the example depicted in Figure 10 this is the remote
reference (B, X). The stub object retains this reference for its entire lifetime, and
gains no other references. The collector treats a local reference to an indirection
object as any other local reference. If an indirection object is no longer in use
within a site, the local collector will reclaim the object. This causes the remote
reference it encapsulates to be destroyed, but the collector will take no notice of the
particular circumstances under which this occurs. This approach can also be used
as the basis for accommodating further degrees of remote reference indirection. For
example stub-scion pair chains [SPG90] involve generating chains of indirection
that extend across multiple sites and this style of referencing can be accommodated
in the same manner.
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Figure 10: Remote references operated via indirection

The e�ect of accommodating indirection in this manner is that the actions of the
distributed reference scheme and collector become intertwined. The collector ob-
serves the underlying activity of the remote reference implementation and views the
activity as integral to mutator activity, while the remote reference implementation
receives information about the use of stub objects within each site. This can be the
basis for pursuing optimisations to both aspects of the distributed object system;
for example, Shapiro et al [SDP92, SPFA94] discuss this integration in the context
of the stub-scion pair chains approach to remote referencing. This interaction is an
important topic for discussion, but one that is not addressed in this thesis.

4.2. Distributed Train Management

This section describes how trains are to be identi�ed and formed. The technique
described here is derived from the management technique introduced with DMOS,
however a novel re�nement is made to introduce the notion of public and private
trains. As the denotation suggests, public and private trains provide a basis for the
collector to treat public and private objects di�erently. The ability to do this will
be exploited to achieve fully asynchronous and scalable distributed train collection.

Train Identification

Trains are identi�ed using the tuple of
( height , site identi�er , public? )

The height component may be any non-negative integer. The site identi�er com-
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ponent is a site identi�er of the system. The public? component is a Boolean value.
Note these are properties of identi�cation rather than variable attributes of trains;
i.e. the binding of particular values for a given trains occurs when the train is cre-
ated and is constant regardless of subsequent actions on the train. In particular,
trains are not variably public or private; upon creation a train is either public or
private and this is determined by the identi�er allocated for the train. Also note that
the public or private property of trains is used to inuence collector behaviour but
has no inuence on program behaviour; i.e. the mutator would not be prevented
from creating a reference from an object in a public train to an object in a private
train.

Train
Ordering

(1,D,public) and (1,D,private)

(1,C,public) and (1,C,private)

(1,B,public) and (1,B,private)

(1,A,public) and (1,A,private)

Site A Site B Site C Site D

attribute

insignificant

public?
A public train (gray) may

spread to any site. A private
train (black) is restricted to

the site that owns it.

Figure 11: Train identi�er ordering

The train identi�er tuples are ordered primarily according to the height compo-
nent (see Figure 11). Identi�ers with the same height are ordered according to the
site identi�er component. The public? component is not signi�cant in the train
ordering, so public and private trains of the same height and site value are considered
equal in train ordering.

Each site may allocate, at will, a train identi�er in which the site component is
the identi�er of the allocating site. The heights of public trains allocated by the site
must increase monotonically over time, and the heights of private trains allocated by
the site must increase monotonically over time. The heights of public versus private
trains allocated within one given site may be unrelated. The site that allocates
a train identi�er is denoted the master site of the train. It will have ultimate
responsibility for management of the train. As the diagram in Figure 11 indicates,
there may be cars of a public train at any site of the system. However only the
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master site of a private train may possess cars of the train.
The distinguished mutator train will be given the identi�er

T∞ = ( ∞ , private , X )
where X is any site chosen to be the notional master of the mutator train. The
chosen site is not actually required to act in any special manner. Since there are not
management actions for the mutator train, any site may consider itself the master
of the mutator train for algorithmic purposes, regardless of the notional master used
to form the identi�er.

Partial Ordering of Train Identifiers

Before proceeding, attention will be given to the divergence from the Train Algorithm
model in Chapter 3 where the train identi�er set must be totally ordered. The
completeness argument requires there to be a lowest element in the train set and
fails if there are incomparable elements8. Given that the train identi�er tuples
de�ned above may be totally ordered, the reader may be questioning the choice of a
partial order. Although not clear at this stage in the discussion, there are aspects of
the reassociation policies described subsequently that depend on the partial order
and are vital to the goal of asynchrony and scalability.

Fortunately, a subtle aspect of the requirement for total ordering is that it is
su�cient if the ordering applies with respect to objects that are garbage. The lack
of total order on train identi�ers can be overlooked if the trains available to receive
a given object after it becomes garbage are a totally ordered subset. To see this,
consider the consequences of constraining the reassociation of objects as follows:

• If the object is a private object, then any reassociation of the object is
restricted to private trains.

• If the object is a public object, then any reassociation of the object is
restricted to public trains.

Under these constraints, the apparent set of train identi�ers available for reassocia-
tion of a garbage object is totally ordered and the completeness argument in Section
3.1.4 is tenable. So provided reassociation activity upholds these constraints, at
least for garbage objects, the lack of total order on trains can be overlooked. Indeed,
the reassociation constraints given subsequently in the discussion of local collection
behaviour (Section 4.3 following) require this.

8I am indebted to Mike Livesey at The University of St Andrews for pointing this out to me.
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Car Identification

Individual cars of a train are identi�ed using the tuple
( train identi�er , site identi�er , local sequence )

The site identi�er component is the site that holds the car; for a public train this
may be di�erent from the master site identi�er nested in the train component. The
local sequence component will be taken to be an integer, although in general values
for this component can be taken from any discrete set. For a given train and site
pair, the local sequence component of all extant car identi�ers must be unique.
Monotonic allocation of integer local sequence values is a simple method to achieve
this, but not necessary.

For each site S there will be a single car of the mutator train given the identi�er
C∞

S = ( T∞ , S , 0 )

Car Creation and Public Train Joining.

Each site maintains a represented trains table to record the identi�ers of each train
for which the site has allocated cars. If a site already possesses a car of a given train,
it may allocate a new car of the same train at any time. A site may allocate a new
car at any time within a train for which it is the master site.

The site that controls a private train is the only site that may allocate cars to the
train. A site that already possesses a car of a public train may allocate a new car of
that train without interacting with the master site or any other site where the train
is represented. If a site is aware that some public train exists (due to the contents of
refset metadata at the site, for example), however the train is not represented at the
site, then a join request must be sent to some site where the train is represented.
Note that if a site is aware of a train's existence then it is also aware of at least one
site that a request can be sent to; viz. the master site encoded in the train identi�er.

The protocol for a site A to join a public train T is as follows:
1 : Site A creates a prospective car identi�er CT for train T . CT is placed in

a pending list and cannot be assigned to an underlying object partition
while it remains in the list.

2 : Site A selects a site where train T is currently represented. Any particular
site may be selected; let B denote the chosen site.

3 : A sends a join request message to B containing the identi�er CT .
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4 : When B receives the join request message, it decides whether to permit
the join. Ideally a site will never deny a request, however there are reasons
for doing so that emerge as a result of ensuring the correct operation of
isolation detection. The policy for determining whether a join request is
granted must be fair, and guarantee that repeated requests from a given
site to join a given train will eventually be granted unless the train is
reclaimed in the meantime.

5 : If the request is permitted, then B records CT and sends a positive join
response to site A. If the request is denied, a negative join response
message is sent to site A.

6 : When A receives the join response, it removes CT from the pending list. If
the response is positive, CT is assigned to an underlying object partition
and T is placed on the represented train list at A. If the response is
negative, CT is simply discarded.

If a train spans multiple sites, the isolation detection mechanism will maintain some
form of control metadata that allows the master site to locate all the cars of the train.
The control structure for each train can be chosen independently of other trains. The
nature of the isolation detection control structure will determine how the growth of
a train is recorded. For example if a ring structure is used then recording a single
successor car will be su�cient, while if a tree structure is used then a list of child cars
and a parent car will need to be recorded. A general approach for isolation detection
and the particular examples of ring- and tree-based detection are discussed further
in Section 4.5.

Car Destruction and Train Leaving

The actions of the local collector (described subsequently in Section 4.3) at each site
of the system can result in individual cars being emptied of potentially live objects
and destroyed. When this occurs the control structure for the train will need to be
updated. As with car allocation, the details of the required actions are determined
by the control structure for managing the train.

A site may be able to perform the required actions without sending any messages
to other sites. Typically this is the case when at least one other car of the same train
remains in the site. However, in the case of a site destroying the last car of a train
which is spread across multiple sites, it is advisable for the site to leave the train.
This requires message-passing to achieve the opposite of train joining and cause the
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control structure of the train to omit the site. For example, with ring-based control
a leaving site would pass a message to its predecessor and include the identity of
its successor within the message. The receiving site uses this to replace its value,
thus bypassing the leaving site in the ring structure. With tree-based control, any
children of the leaving site would be fostered to other nodes (so the leaving site is a
leaf in the control tree) and the parent would then remove the leaving site from its
child list.

It is worth noting that train leaving can be treated as useful but not strictly
necessary. If sites avoid train leaving then by the standards adopted in this thesis
the collector's behaviour will not be strictly scalable, however it will be scalable in
practice (the argument for this is developed in Section 4.6.3).

Train Representation Constraints

Each site is required to have at least two private trains at all times. Each site must
prevent object allocation occurring in the lowest private train present at the site. If
there is one or more public objects within the site, then there must be two or more
public trains represented within the site.

These requirements relate to the Train Algorithm constraints that there must be
at least two trains at all times, and a lowest train may not receive new objects.
Strict adherence to this constraint in a distributed system would require the sites
to maintain a global consensus regarding the quantity and ordering of extant trains.
It would be di�cult to achieve this e�ciently and scalably, and it can be entirely
avoided by having each site act conservatively. If each site acts according to the
assumption that there are no trains other than those it is aware of, the constraint
can be globally satis�ed without any explicit cooperation between sites.

4.3. Local Collection and Reassociation

Each site within the system may choose local collection mechanisms and policies
independently of other sites. However the choice of each site is required to satisfy a
number of constraints. These are described below.

Local Collection Style

Local collection must have the potential to perform reassociation, so the local col-
lector must have the ability to relocate objects between cars based on reachability
information in the refset of a car. In other words the local collector must include
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the behaviour of dynamic contained segregation (c.f. Section 2.2), where cars are
the basis of containment. The local collector may choose to make progress exclu-
sively by relocating all potentially live objects from a car and recycling the entire
car. This style of local collection, as exhibited by the original MOS collector and its
descendents including DMOS, is valid but not necessary.

The local collector may choose to augment inter-car relocation mechanisms with
mechanisms that employ sweeping or compacting procedures to make progress with-
out relocating objects to other cars. This allows the collector to make progress while
potentially live objects remain in a car. This enables free space to be created within
a full car and more objects subsequently allocated without forcing the collector to
modify other cars. A purely mark-sweep collector is not acceptable since cars are de-
lineated by heap address and there must be the potential to relocate objects between
cars when the reassociation rules given below require this.

Basic Local Collection Rules

The collector must obtain read access to all objects within a car before commencing
collection upon the car. New objects may not be allocated into a car while it
is being collected. If other collector threads are acting in parallel they may not
reassociate objects into the car that is being collected. When an object is relocated,
local references to the object must be updated to reect its new location. During
collection a mutator thread may continue to read the object (in either its old or new
location), but write access is blocked. Once all references to the object are updated,
the collector may release its claim to read access consistency.

Local collection must never reclaim an object that is reachable from a refset en-
try. Speci�cally reachable from a refset entry denotes any object that is directly
identi�ed by a refset entry (including the sticky entry), or reachable from such an
object via a path wholly within the car. In other words, the local collector must
treat refset entries as local roots of reachability within a car and act safely in this
respect.

The local collection mechanism is required to update refsets to reect the changes
in cross-car references caused by reclamation and relocation. When an object is re-
located the collector must transfer the refset entry for the object to the destination
car. In the process any entry concerning references held in the destination car must
be eliminated (since the refset does not record intra-car references). Additional re-
quirements for interaction with the pointer tracking mechanism are given in Section
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4.4. If the car is not completely reclaimed and subsequent object allocation may
occur then the `sticky' refset entry is cleared.

Reassociation Destination Rules

The destination to which reachable objects are relocated must be selected in accor-
dance with the rules below. The rules are designed to ensure the Train Algorithm's
global constraint regarding reassociation progress will be met in the long term with-
out requiring the local collector must become dependent on the progress of other
sites.

Let O be an object relocating from some car Csrc, where Tsrc = train(Csrc),
to a destination car Cdest. Let

Creach = {c1, c2, . . . }

be the union of the cars that are mentioned in any refset entry that contains
O within its closure. Let

Treach = {t1, t2, . . . }

be the union of the train components of Creach. If O is within the closure of
the sticky entry of Csrc then add the train identi�er contained in the entry to
Treach. If the mutator train is a member of Treach, replace it with the highest
object train represented at the site. Then Cdest must satisfy the following:

If there exists Ti ∈ Treach where Tsrc <T Ti and Ti is repre-
sented at the home site of O, then it must be that

Tsrc <T train(Cdest) <T TH ∧ train(Cdest) = TH

where TH is the highest train in Treach. Otherwise, it must
be that

Tsrc = train(Cdest)

Note that a local collector is not required to compute the actual value of Treach in
practice. For example, the MOS algorithm adopts a speci�c ordering for tracing
objects within a given car, and the result is that only the highest train in Treach is
discovered (and always selected) for each object in the car. This is su�cient to meet
the constraint; in general a collector can select a destination that is acceptable by
the previous rule without full knowledge of Treach.

The rule above provides an exception for trains that are not locally accessible to
the collector. Treach is de�ned to exclude trains that are not represented within the
home site of the object. If unrepresented trains were permitted in Treach, it might be
that for a given object the only trains in Treach are not locally represented. In this
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case, adhering to the reassociation rule would require a local collector to synchronise
with a remote site while one of the trains is joined. Until the remote site responds,
the collector could not complete operation on the car.

To avoid this synchronisation, unrepresented trains are excluded from Treach and
the train joining protocol is used asynchronously according the following additional
rule:

If there exists Ti ∈ Treach where Tsrc <T Ti, but no such Ti is represented or
could be created at the home site of O, then the object remains in its current
train and a join request is asynchronously made for at least one such Ti.

This rule ensures that trains will grow between sites when this is necessary to allow
the collection of a distributed cyclic garbage. However it avoids synchronisation
between the local collector and inter-site train management functions. If an object
must reassociate to a higher train, but cannot do so without train joining, the object
will temporarily remain in its current train (perhaps a di�erent car of the same train).
If the join request is denied, then when the object is next subjected to car collection
another train joining request must be made. Numerous iterations of this cycle of
deferring to the current train and making a request may be required. However given
the requirement for fairness in granting join requests, eventually an appropriate train
will be joined if the object is indeed part of distributed cyclic garbage and the join
is necessary to make progress.

Public Versus Private Destination Rule

The policy requirements above allow a given car collection invocation to run to
completion and reassociate any object from a car without this action being dependent
on the actions of another site. However the policies are not su�cient to guarantee
that each site will achieve fully asynchronous and scalable collection. Achieving this
requires the selection of reassociation destinations in a manner that distinguishes
public and private objects, and selects destination trains accordingly. So the collector
must obey the following rule:

train(Cdest) is public if and only if:
(i) Tsrc is public, or
(ii) there exists Ci ∈ Creach where Ci is a train at a remote site, or
(iii) there exists Ci ∈ Creach where train(Ci) is public.

An object must enter a public train if a reference to the object is held in a public
train or a remote car. An object in a private train must remain in a private train if
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the conditions for reassociation to a public train are not satis�ed. Once in a public
train, the object must remain in a public train. The constraint above causes public
and private objects to be segregated into separate trains. This allows the two classes
of objects to be treated with asynchrony and scalability. The detailed argument for
this is deferred to Section 4.6.

Conformance to the Train Algorithm Model

When local collection acts in the manner of evacuating any object from a car that
is reachable from a refset entry and reclaiming the entire car, this corresponds to a
series of REASSOC3 events followed by a RECAR event. However the model is unable
to describe garbage objects in a car being reclaimed by an `partial' collections that
leaves objects within the car. So if local collection employs compacting or sweeping
techniques and reclaims garbage from the car, and subsequently more objects are
allocated to the car, the collector's behaviour cannot be directly described by the
model events.

While not strictly conformate, it can be argued that this behaviour is transparent
in the context of the safety and completeness of the model. This is tenable given
the assertion that when a collector commences tracing within a car, any live objects
within the car are reachable from a refset entry. This assertion will be taken as
given for now; a proof emerges subsequently in Section 4.6.1 as a corollary to other
arguments. Together with the basic collection rule that an object reachable from a
refset entry is never reclaimed, this assertion implies any object reclaimed during an
intermediate partial collection is garbage and unable to reassociate. Any such object
is an object that would remain in the car and be reclaimed by a collector that behaves
directly as per the model and performs a single full collection. Hence intermediate
collections cannot jeopardise the safety of the model. Further, the completeness
of the model is based on train reclamation and only depends on the reassociation
behaviour of the local collector. This is unchanged by the use of partial collection;
i.e. the choice of using partial collection cannot be made at the expense of failing
to reassociate objects between cars when this is required by the reassociation rules.

In Section 4.2 it was shown that a partially ordered train set is acceptable if the
apparent train set available to receive a given garbage object is a totally ordered
subset. To see this, consider any object becoming garbage. If the object remained
a private object for its entire lifetime, then any reassociation of the object (before
or after it becomes garbage) is restricted to private trains. Similarly, if the object
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became public at some point in its lifetime, then the object must be moved to a
public train. Once resident in a public train, the object will remain in public trains.
So by virtue of the reassociation rules, the lack of order between public and private
trains will not jeopardise complete collection of either public or private garbage.

4.4. Distributed Pointer Tracking

The refset metadata associated with each car is maintained via a distributed pointer
tracking mechanism described below. The behaviour is designed to conform to
the model of asynchronous pointer tracking introduced in Section 3.2. The model
gives requirements under which pointer records must be created and processed,
but speci�es no details regarding how the records are handled. The mechanism
described here provides the `glue' between the generation and processing of pointer
records. This section only describes the mechanism; an argument for correctness
and conformance to the Train Algorithm model of pointer tracking is deferred to
Section 4.7.

The mechanism described here is a re�nement to the pointer tracking mechanism
introduced with DMOS and re�ned in [HMMM98]. The main point of di�erence
is the following mechanism accommodates concurrent generation and processing of
pointer records within each site. In contrast Hudson et al do not discuss concurrency
within sites (indeed their model of distributed computation explicitly forbids it).

Pointer Record Generation

Any action in which the mutator creates or destroys a reference within an object,
where the reference crosses a car boundary (i.e. refers to an object in another car),
requires generation of a pointer record. If the mutator creates or destroys a reference
to object O, where the reference is held in car Csrc, then a record is generated of the
following form:

[+, O,Csrc] if a reference to O has been created, or
[−, O,Csrc] if a reference to O has been destroyed.

If a thread overwrites a reference value (i.e. simultaneously destroys one reference
and creates another) then the record for creation must be generated before the record
for destruction. Any reference that is held outside the object space will be treated
as being held in a car of the mutator train. Speci�cally, for a site S :
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i : For a reference created or destroyed within the mutator space of S,
Csrc = C∞

S .
ii : For a reference created or destroyed within a message transmitted to site

S, Csrc = C∞
S .

The precise implication of the second clause deserves particular attention. If site S is
transmitting a message to site D and the message contains a reference to object O,
then S must generate a pointer record of the form [+, O, C∞

D ]. The record is generated
at the time site S prepares the message for transmission, before it is given to the
underlying communication subsystem. E�ectively site S is preemptively recording
the creation of a reference to O at site D. The reference creation event will actually
occur at site D at a later point in time when the message subsequently arrives and
the contents becomes available to the mutator at D. Site D may create copies of
the reference contained in the message; this would cause further pointer records to
be generated at D (in accordance with the �rst clause above). After some period of
time the mutator will complete processing of the message and it will be discarded;
again the �rst clause above applies and causes site D to generate the [−, O, C∞

D ]

pointer record that corresponds to the [+, O, C∞
D ] record generated at S.

Pointer records are also generated by local collection threads within each site. The
action of reclaiming an object O within car CA where O refers to some object R in a
di�erent car CB requires the generation of a [−, R, CA] pointer record. The action of
reassociating an object O from car CA to car CB results in the generation of pointer
records as follows:

• For each reference to O that exists within CA:
[+, O,CA].

• For each object R referred to by O:
[+, R, CB] if R is remote or car(R) 6= CB.
[−, R, CA] if R is remote or car(R) 6= CA.

If two objects are both relocated to the same destination car, the collector must
behave as if it were relocating the objects one at a time. For example, consider
two objects O and P currently in the same car, both reassociating to the same
destination car, and with a reference from O to P. The collector must behave as if it
reassociates one object, causing the reference between them to become an inter-car
reference, and then reassociates the other object causing the reference between them
to become intra-car once more. This implies the collector must generate pointer
records for these inter-car reference creation and destruction events, even though
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the �nal outcome of the collector's actions has not created or destroyed an inter-
car reference. This corresponds directly to the notion of reassociation in the Train
Algorithm model, however optimisations described subsequently allow the collector
to avoid generating unnecessary pointer records while still conforming to the model.

Deferral of Pointer Record Generation

A thread is permitted to defer generation of a pointer record due to reference creation
or destruction to the extent permitted by the following constraints:

(i) Reference created within an object by duplicating a mutator-held reference:
The thread must generate the pointer record before releasing its write access
to the object or destroying the original reference.

(ii) Reference created in mutator space by copying an instance in mutator space:
The thread must generate the pointer record before the original reference is
destroyed.

(iii) Reference is created in mutator space by inspecting an object:
If the thread has read access to the object, it must generate the pointer record
before releasing read access. If the thread has write access to the object, it
must generate the pointer record before releasing write access or destroying
the original reference.

(iv) Reference is created in a message and is the duplication of a remote reference:
If the site to which the remote reference is being transmitting is actually the
home site of the object (i.e. the reference will become local upon arrival), then
the pointer record must be generated before the message is transmitted.

These constraints permit a mutator thread to perform a series of reference ma-
nipulation actions, and then generate a group of corresponding pointer records as
a second phase of action. This may allow more e�cient operation, for example, by
allowing pointer record generation to be batched at the end of a transaction. In
the case of reference destruction, the mutator thread can defer generation of the
corresponding pointer record for any �nite period of time as this cannot jeopardise
either safety or completeness in the long term. Clearly it will reduce the timeliness of
collection, however this is under the prerogative of the application. Some particular
optimisations are described in Appendix B.2. They are not included here as they
are obtained by trivial adaption of prior literature and are not directly pertinent to
the goals of asynchrony and scalability.

Collector threads are bound by the same constraints as the application. When
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an object relocates between cars it acts as if the references held by the object are
copied into the new car and destroyed in the old car. The collector must generate the
corresponding pointer records before releasing the read consistency it has obtained
on an object before relocating it. In addition, any reference to the relocating object
that is held in the car it departs from is also conceptually destroyed and recreated.
This causes a reference that is now inter-car and hence signi�cant, but previously
intra-car and hence ignored, to be recognised. The collector is required to generate a
pointer record before releasing read access on the object that contained the reference.

Divergence from Train Algorithm Model Behaviour

Before proceeding, it should be noted that the permission to delay pointer record
generation is divergent to the model in Chapter 3. In the model generation oc-
curs simultaneously with any event that causes an alteration in the object graph.
It would have been possible to develop the Train Algorithm model with pointer
record generation occurring as a distinct event after the corresponding object graph
manipulation event, but this was avoided for the sake of simplicity. Including this
detail would not a�ect the substance of the safety and completeness arguments of
the model, as these arguments depend on refset entries satisfying certain conditions
when particular events are executed. Hence a safety argument for the pointer track-
ing mechanism given in this section can be made by demonstrating that the order in
which pointer records are processed ensures refset states will conform to the model's
requirements. Given this, the divergence over the time of pointer record generation
can be overlooked.

Pointer record transmission

Each site maintains a set of bu�ers, one per local car, for storing pointer records.
Any pointer record that updates the refset of a car is placed in the bu�er for the car.
In addition, if a site possesses a remote reference to an object at some given site, it
must maintain a bu�er for storing pointer records that are destined for transmission
to the remote site. The use of these bu�ers for pointer record transmission is depicted
in Figure 12.

When a thread generates a pointer record concerning a local object, the record
is delivered to the car containing the object. A pointer record concerning a remote
object is placed in the bu�er associated with the home site of the object. The
bu�ers for remote sites are asynchronously ushed by piggy-backing the contents
onto messages travelling to the site. The bu�ers that each site uses for outgoing
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Figure 12: Pointer record transmission

communication channels must be maintained under FIFO discipline.
A pointer record must be delivered within a �nite amount of time. If there is

insu�cient mutator-generated tra�c the collector may need to send it own messages
between sites to ush the enqueued pointer records. When a message with piggy-
backed pointer records arrives at a site, the records must be delivered to the car
holding the object concerned before the message is handled by a mutator thread.

Pointer Record Processing

In general the contents of the bu�er for each car (see Figure 12) may be ushed
by any thread at any time. To ush the bu�er the records must be removed and
processed in order. Due to the asynchrony of pointer tracking, a record concerning
a garbage object may arrive at a site and be bu�ered during or after reclamation
of the object. This can arise when train detection reclamation amongst multiple
sites reclaims a distributed cycle; the internal references of the cycle cause pointer
records to be exchanged but the sites may reclaim the objects while they are in
transit. Records that concern an object which has been reclaimed can simply be
discarded.

In contrast, care must be taken to avoid mistaking a relocated object for a re-
claimed object. After an object is relocated, a period of time follows where there are
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local references to both the old and new locations of the object. The old location
references may be created or destroyed by concurrent mutator activity, in which case
the pointer records are liable to be delivered to the old car that no longer holds the
object or its refset entries. The record needs to be redirected to the object's new car
in a manner that ensures that there is no potential for unsafe reordering between
redirected records and other records that were delivered directly to the correct car.
A redirected `+' record should be placed at the front of the bu�er at the new des-
tination, and a `-' record should be placed at the end of the bu�er9. If it is the
case that a redirected pointer record no longer describes an inter-car reference then
it can simply be discarded.

Write Barrier and Refset Implementation

There is a signi�cant body of literature discussing the e�cient implementation of
write barriers for partition-based collectors [BH04, BM02, JL96]. A well established
technique is to align partitions on power-of-two boundaries in the physical address
space. This allows cheap computation of the partition holding an object from the
object's address ([BH04, BM02]). This form of write barrier implementation can
be used for pointer record generation by any site that adopts the policy of aligning
cars upon power-of-two address boundaries. Each site may choose its own alignment
policy and write-barrier implementation; the distributed operation of the algorithm
is una�ected by these local decisions.

Much of the literature that discusses write barrier implementation is focussed on
generational collection, so the techniques described are not always appropriate for
use with the Train Algorithm. Generational collectors typically apply a particu-
lar order in selecting generations for collection, and this can be exploited to `�lter'
a signi�cant proportion of inter-generation references while still obtaining the re-
quired information [BJMM02, JL96, Ste99]. However the Train Algorithm requires
full knowledge of inter-car references so this �ltering cannot be performed. Write
barrier and pointer tracking overhead is also inuenced by the data structure used
to implement the refset metadata, since this must be manipulated when a pointer
record is processed.

There is a signi�cant amount of literature describing e�cient data structures for
storing inter-partition reference information in a partitioned heap [App89, AKPY99,

9The `Recycler' [BAL+01, BR01a] and `Sapphire' [HM01] collectors contain advanced mechanisms
for addressing closely related issues.
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BH04, BM03, Hol93, HH93, HMS92, JL96, UJ84, WM89]. There are two basic ap-
proaches [JL96]: remembered sets and card marking. Most of the prior literature is
focussed on supporting generational collection techniques, where the basic require-
ment is conservative knowledge of the potential for inter-partition references to exist.
However, for the purposes of the Train Algorithm, the data structure must be able
to specify the source car that holds the inter-car references and the quantity of ref-
erences held in the given car. Thus the technique of `card marking' [Hol93, WM89]
is not acceptable. Some remembered set implementations remember the speci�c ob-
ject, or even the `slot' within the object, where the inter-partition reference is held.
This is not quite the information required for the Train Algorithm, however this
form of remembered set can be used as is or easily re�ned for the purposes of the
Train Algorithm. The hybrid combination of card marking and remembered sets
described by Hosking and Hudson [HH93] can provide the required functionality,
and Azagury et al [AKPY99] describe a re�nement to this hybrid that optimises
support for a single-site Train Algorithm implementation.

The list-based approach proposed by Appel [App89] can be integrated into the
pointer record bu�ering required for each car. The refset is implemented by a vec-
tor of pointer records; the full information content is obtained by scanning and
accumulating the information from each pointer record. The computational cost of
a refset update becomes trivial (although a list may be compressed to reduce the
space overhead). The overhead of pointer tracking is deferred to the time when the
information is actually required. In this way the collector will incur a majority of
the computation required to maintain the metadata, and mutator threads only incur
the cost of generating the pointer records. The `sequential store bu�er' approach
[HMS92, Ste99], which has been advocated [JL96] as an improvement on Appel's
basic approach, is also suitable.

Sticky Refset Entries

When a pointer record is processed, the `sticky' entry of the updated refset may
require modi�cation. A su�cient policy is to update the entry using the data in
a pointer record that describes an inter-train reference, whenever any such record
is processed. Also conditional policies may be used; for example only setting the
sticky entry if it is clear, or updating the entry on the basis of train ordering. The
policy must simply guarantee that the entry is set with some value obtained from
processing a pointer record that describes an inter-train reference, assuming such a
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record is processed.
Implementation of the unconditional policy will avoid a branch instruction, yet

may incur a greater run-time overhead due to unnecessary memory updates. Fur-
ther the choice will inuence reassociation behaviour; for example the unconditional
policy may subvert policies designed to reduce reassociation overhead. The relative
costs and bene�ts of di�erent sticky entry update policies is an open question.

4.5. Distributed Isolated Train Detection

The Train Algorithm model in Chapter 3 describes train reclamation as a sequence
of events that may occur when a particular state is satis�ed by the refset entries
for objects within the train. So the task can be viewed as a case of distributed
snapshot detection. The distributed termination detection (DTD) problem is a
particular form of distributed snapshot detection, wherein detection of a particular
state causes a special action to be taken. Isolated train detection where the cars of
the train are distributed across multiple sites is much the same task. The following
discussion explores the potential for DTD algorithms to be adapted for distributed
isolated train detection.

The approach is to �rst establish a general mapping from the DTD problem model
to the isolated train detection problem model developed in Section 3.3. This mapping
equates the goal of a DTD algorithm with the goal of detecting an isolated train (see
Figure 13). By developing a consistent mapping between the problem �elds, the
requirements for adapting a DTD algorithm for use in the Train Algorithm can be
deduced.

4.5.1. Adaption Of Distributed Termination Detection Algorithms

There is a signi�cant body of literature addressing the DTD problem �eld; Matocha
and Camp [MC98] provide a taxonomy and survey. The particular form of DTD
algorithm considered in this thesis is the paradigm found in earlier literature e.g.
[DFvG83, DS80, SF86]; Tel [Tel94] gives a detailed review of this form.

The goal of a DTD algorithm is to detect when a basic or underlying computation
has terminated. It is assumed the computation is distributed (i.e. composed of
disjoint processes that interact only by message passing) and has some �nite amount
of work to perform, however no particular process is able to determine when all work
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Figure 13: Deriving isolation detection mechanisms from DTD algorithms

is complete. The DTD algorithm monitors the activity of the processes and detects
this situation.

The processes of a computation are seen as being either active or passive, and
details of their internal state are ignored. The only events that an active process
executes are (a) emit a message to any other process, and (b) become passive. In-
ternal activity by the process is ignored. For any send event there is a corresponding
receive event, and any �nite number of events may occur in the interval. A passive
process may take no spontaneous action other then receive a message that has been
sent previously by some other active process.

If all processes are passive and no messages are in transit then there is no potential
for further activity, and the computation is in a stable state of global passivity. This
is the situation the algorithm must be able to detect. A correct DTD algorithm must
be safe (not report termination if there is any potential for activity), and live (report
termination within a �nite amount of time if the state occurs).

Table 4 shows a mapping between the elements of the DTD and Train Algorithm
paradigms. This is made so that global termination of an underlying computation
within the DTD paradigm corresponds to isolation of a train within the Train Al-
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DTD Car-Based Isolation Detection

Underlying computation. Train.
Process. Car.
Process state. Refset entries concerning the objects in the car.

Active process.
Refset entries for objects in the car indicate that
one or more objects are referred to from another
train.

Passive process.
Refset entries for objects in the car indicate that
no objects are referred to from another train.

A message with the potential to
inuence a process' activity.

A pointer record describing a reference to an object
within the car, where the reference is held outside
of the car's train.

Termination.

The refset describes the train as isolated, and there
are no unprocessed pointer records describing a
reference to an object within the car, where the
reference is held outside of the car's train.

Table 4: Train isolation mapped to the DTD paradigm

gorithm. This is achieved by considering the cars of a given train to be processes of
an underlying computation. Abstracting the state associated with a car to active or
passive is achieved via a predicate applied to the refset entries for objects in the car:

passive(Ci) ⇐⇒
∀CX ∈ C, Oj ∈ O :

car(Oj) = Ci ∧ train(CX) 6= train(Ci) =⇒ ref(CX, Oj) = 0

This is essentially the isolated predicate introduced in Chapter 3, but applied at
the level of a car rather than a train. If refsets are accurate and passive is true
for all cars in a given train, isolated must be true for the train as a whole; i.e.
The basic formula for exploiting a DTD algorithm is to attach an invocation of the
algorithm to each train. The algorithm treats each car of the train as a process, and
each invocation operates independently upon the cars of its train. When termination
is reported the train is reclaimed.

Using a DTD algorithm to solve isolated train detection is only valid if the be-
haviour of the corresponding entities is logically equivalent. Table 5 shows how the
assumptions made within the DTD paradigm translate to requirements for the be-
haviour of corresponding Train Algorithm entities. The translated train behaviour
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DTD Assumptions Required Train Behaviour

The only cause of activation for a pas-
sive process is receiving a message (i.e.
there is no spontaneous activity).

A pointer record that increments some refset en-
try such that the metadata of a car indicates it
is referred to from another train is a message
received by the car.

Messages arriving at a particular pro-
cess are sent by other process, that was
active at the time the message is sent
(i.e. the system is closed).

A pointer record that modi�es a refset value re-
lating to a given car is (conceptually) a message
sent by some other car of the same train.

If a process may become passive while
a message it emitted is in transit, the
underlying computation is using an
asynchronous message passing proto-
col.

If a car may become passive while a pointer
record capable of making another car active is
unprocessed, then train behaviour corresponds
to an asynchronous message passing protocol.

Table 5: Car and train behaviour corresponding to DTD assumptions

requirements reveal di�culties that must be addressed before DTD algorithms can
be adapted for use in solving a Train Algorithm subtask. Sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3
treat these issues in detail and describe solutions.

4.5.2. Closure and Wave-Based Detection

A fundamental assumption in the DTD paradigm is that an event in which a passive
process becomes active is caused by a previous event within the computation. This
could only be some active process sending a message, which is received at a later
time by a process that happens to be passive when the message arrives. In the
context of trains, pointer records correspond to the messages that cause a car to
become active. In any situation where a car becomes active (i.e. objects in a car
become reachable from outside of the car's train), there must be an appropriate
pointer record that acts as the message. Speci�cally, if car Cr becomes active there
must be a pointer record of the form [+, CX, O], where car(O) = Cr 6= CX and
train(Cr) = train(CX). The record must be treated as a message that has been
sent to Cr, and emitted by some other car of the same train. If no such pointer
record can be construed as the message, then Cr has spontaneously become active
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in violation of the DTD paradigm.
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Car A

Mutator car
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allocated into

Figure 14: Allocation causing spontaneous car activity

The allocation of an object will make a car directly reachable from the mutator
train (see Figure 14). However a pointer record that can be seen as an activity-
causing pointer record within a given train must be sent by some car within that
train. In the case of object allocation the only other car involved is a mutator
car. So object allocation may cause a car to spontaneously become active from the
perspective of a DTD algorithm.

Q O Q

Train T1

Train T2

P O

Car A Car B

Car C

P

Car A Car B

Car C

Object O 

reassociates to
car C

Car C is inactive Car C is active

Figure 15: Reassociation causing spontaneous car activity

Reassociation of an object into an inactive car also has the potential to result
in spontaneous activity. Figure 15 depicts an example where car C in train T2 is
inactive at �rst, and becomes active following reassociation of object Q. However
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there is no active car within train T2 that can be viewed as the sender of a message
to car C. From the perspective a DTD algorithm attached to train T2, the car has
become spontaneously active10.

A third form of event that could constitute spontaneous behaviour is the creation
of a new car within a train. Typically a DTD algorithm can accommodate the
creation of a new process after the computation has commenced. However the new
process must always be spawned by some extant and active process. So creating a
new car within an isolated train is a case of spontaneous activity from the perspective
of a DTD algorithm. While this action would be a poor policy choice, in distributed
systems it may occur inadvertently when a site has yet to gain awareness that a
particular train is isolated.

Car and Train Closure

The analysis above reveals that a DTD algorithm cannot be attached to a train in
the manner outlined by Table 4 unless there are restrictions on the behaviour of the
collector. The following technique addresses this by allowing a collector to avoid the
behaviour in a manner that prevents actions which might violate precepts of a DTD
algorithm.

At a given point in time, each car and train will be either open or closed. Upon
creation, a car or train is open. A car may be closed at any time. If all cars in a
train are closed, then the train may be closed as well. Train closure must be explicit;
i.e. train closure is not an implicit function of car closure. The closure of a train
will be determined by the master site of the train. A closed car may be reopened if
the train it is contained within is not closed. A closed train may be reopened if all
cars within it are open.

Closure is used to modify the behaviour of cars and trains. Speci�cally:
(i) A closed car may not receive new objects or reassociating objects.
(ii) A closed train may not have car identi�ers added or removed.

The usefulness of train closure stems from the fact that the combination of closure
and isolation of a given train is a stable state. If an isolated train is closed it is
not possible for allocation, reference manipulation, or reassociation to cause it to
become non-isolated. So if a train is closed and isolated this may be detected and
the train reclaimed at the collector's convenience.

Note the constraint does not imply that a local collector is unable to evacuate

10Hudson et al [HMMM97] dubbed this scenario `the unwanted relative problem'.
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reachable objects from a closed car and recycle the underlying physical storage space.
It only implies that while the train is closed the car will continue to exist for the
purpose of isolation detection. E�ectively the constraint requires that if local col-
lection at the site causes all potentially live objects to be evacuated from a car, the
site must retain metadata about the car until its train is reopened or reclaimed. The
retained metadata will not be burdensome, as there are no objects in the car and
hence no refset entries associated with it. Since it is closed no new objects may enter
the car by allocation or reassociation. If the train is not isolated and reopens, the
collector may either discard the retained car identi�er and metadata, or choose to
reallocate objects into the car.

Since the local collector at any site can reassociate objects out of any closed train,
it is possible for a train to be closed while it is non-isolated and then subsequent
activity cause the train to become isolated. Hence closure can be used to safely
detect isolation in a train via a DTD algorithm as follows. Upon creation, a train is
initially ignored for the purposes of isolation detection. At some point in time the
train is closed, and at this point in time the DTD algorithm commences operation
on the train. The train remains closed until isolation is detected and the train
reclaimed.

Closure With Wave-Based DTD Algorithms

The approach above is exible in terms of the DTD algorithm that can be used,
however there is an alternative approach that is exible in terms of allowing a train
to oscillate between open and closed states. This can be achieved if detection is
performed using wave-based DTD algorithms.

Waves are a fundamental pattern in distributed algorithms [Tel94], characterised
by:

1 : An initial event occurring at some initiator process,
2 : At least one event being executed by each process, and
3 : A terminal event, causally dependent on the previous events, occurring at

some decider process.
As an example of a wave, consider a set of processes formed into a ring, and a token
being passed around the ring. Any given process acts as initiator by �rst emitting the
token. When the token performs a complete circulation and returns to the initiating
process a wave has been performed; the initiator is also the decider in this case. A
ring-based wave will minimise the number of messages passed to achieve the wave.
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Other structures o�er other advantages; for example waves based on a tree structure
are able to complete faster [Tel94].

In DTD algorithms the passage of the wave can be used to accumulate knowledge
of the activity and message passing actions of each process in the system. Due to the
nature of a wave, if there is any potential for activity in the system when the wave
is initiated, it is able to detect this. A skeleton for a wave-based DTD algorithm can
be summarised as:

do Perform a wave
while ( wave detected activity )
Declare termination

Wave-based DTD algorithms have a particular usefulness in relation to the sponta-
neous activity that may be exhibited by a train. If spontaneous activity occurs in a
train between waves of the DTD algorithm (i.e. after the decide event of one wave
and before the initial event of the next), then the spontaneous activity can be safely
detected by the following wave. This suggests the following skeleton for an isolated
train detection mechanism:

do Close train
Perform a wave
if ( wave detected non-isolation ) then Open train

while ( wave detected non-isolation )
Reclaim train

When a wave fails to detect isolation the train can be reopened. It can remain open
for an arbitrary period of time until the collector decides to close the train again to
perform another wave.

Interaction of Closure with Inter-site Train Management.

The closure of a train during isolation detection leads to a race condition with
the train joining protocol in Section 4.2. To collect any given distributed cycle of
garbage, it must be that any site can gain entry to any public train. However,
consider a scenario in which some site is repeatedly sending requests for entry to
a train, but unfortunate timing results in the requests repeatedly arriving at times
when the train is closed for isolation detection. This could result in a race condition
in which no progress is made. The train cannot become isolated until some site
has joined it, however the site cannot join the train because it is not isolated and a
detection mechanism is repeatedly polling the train.
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This race condition can be solved by the following policy. If a site receives a join
request and the train is closed, then the request is not immediately denied. Rather
the request is deferred until either:

a : the train reopens in which case the request can be granted, or
b : isolation is detected and the train reclaimed in which case the request will

be denied.
One of these two situations must eventuate within a �nite amount of time, so an
attempt to join a non-isolated train will eventually succeed whenever the join must
be made for collection to progress.

Interaction of Closure with Reassociation.

There is also a potential race condition between train closure and reassociation. In
general, local collection within a given site and isolation detection on the trains
passing through the site are scheduled asynchronously. This can lead to a scenario
where an object must reassociate to some particular train before it can be reclaimed,
but unfortunate timing leads to the train being closed whenever the local collector
operates upon the car containing the object.

To address this situation, a collector will need to have the ability to remember
situations where reassociation could not occur. The collector will need to revisit the
object concerned, after the train which should have received the object is reopened.
However if the train is controlled by a remote site, then it is possible for the next
close message to arrive immediately after the train was reopened from a previous
detection wave. This may occur simply due to the variation of message passing delay,
regardless of the controlling site's policy on the rate of train isolation detection.
This timing could result in the local collector being unable to perform a necessary
reassociation.

To guarantee the race condition does not occur there will need to be some degree
of synchronisation between the scheduling of local collection and isolation detection.
The collector must be able to schedule a revisiting collection to occur before the train
concerned can be closed again. The timing of local collection and train isolation
detection can be controlled to avoid this interaction in the case of private trains
or public trains controlled by the site performing local collection. However this
control is not available to a site when it contains cars that are part of a public train
controlled by another site. It may be that the interaction is too unlikely to be an
issue in practice; this remains an open question.
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4.5.3. Pointer Record Ignorance

The discussion now gives further attention to the implications of correlating pointer
records in the Train Algorithm to message passing in the DTD paradigm. The
issue at stake here is how to de�ne the sender and receiver of a particular pointer
record. In the DTD paradigm, a message is emitted in a discrete event that statically
determines the sender and receiver of the message. Since pointer records correlate
to these messages, there is a similar need to statically ascribe sending and receiving
cars to pointer records at the time the record is generated.

Who is the Receiver of this Record?

Consider the generation of a pointer record [±, CX, O]. Since the record will cause
modi�cation to the refset of car(O), in the DTD paradigm it must correlate to a
message that will be received by car(O). Consider the situation where car(O) = CY

at the time the record is generated. If the pointer record has been generated at a
site that is remote to the object O (as a result of remote reference manipulation)
then the site that generates the record must be aware that O resides in car CY.

This is troublesome since the Train Algorithm model in Chapter 3 is developed
in a manner that explicitly avoids this. The re�nements ensure that a distributed
instantiation of the model did not automatically inherit a requirement for remote
references to encode knowledge of car residency. This requirement would force the
home site of any object that is referred to by remote references to interact with
other sites whenever an object reassociates. However, if sites do not expect a re-
mote reference to give knowledge of the car in which the target object resides, then
reassociation can be a completely local action. The mechanisms described so far in
Sections 4.2 through 4.5 permit reassociation to be an entirely local action. It would
be unfortunate if the goal of adapting DTD algorithms for distributed isolated train
detection were to mandate that reassociation is a non-local operation.

The analysis becomes more pessimistic when the potential for objects to reassoci-
ate while pointer records are in transit is also considered. Continuing the example,
assume that the site generating the record [±, CX, O] is aware that car(O) = CY

at the time, and so CY is taken as the receiving car. Suppose the home site of O

reassociates the object to another car CZ while the pointer record is in transit. Upon
arrival, the pointer record will be directed to CZ, so this is the car that the record
has potential to cause activity within. If CZ is not in the same train as CY, then the
message has `tunnelled' from one train to another. From the perspective of a DTD
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operating within the train that holds car CY, a message is sent but never received,
while from the perspective of the train that holds CZ a message arrives but was
never sent. Further, if CZ is in the same train as CX, then the pointer record is no
longer of a form that can correlate to an activity-causing message in the perspective
of the DTD paradigm. However, if the object O reassociates a second time while the
record is in transit, the record could once more be of the form that corresponds to an
activity-causing message. These behaviours are all violations of the assumption that
a send event statically determines the sender and receiver of the message emitted.

In general the car that contains O when [±, CX, O] is processed must be the re-
ceiver of the record, regardless of the car holding O when the record is generated.
This implies that the generating site must have knowledge of the future car resi-
dency of the object. Clearly, this can only be the case when there is synchronisation
between the sites. In other words, this analysis implies that not only must reassoci-
ation be a non-local action, it must further be a synchronous non-local action. This
is unfortunate since reassociation can theoretically be an asynchronous local action.
The situation is even more complicated when a site needs to ascribe some active car
from some particular train as the sender of a pointer record. There is no guarantee
that the train is represented at the site. Further, if the train is represented there
would be no guarantee that any local cars will be active at the time the pointer
record is generated. So a site may need to engage the inter-site train joining proto-
col and suspend the thread that is generating the pointer record until a response is
received.

A Message-Ignorant Wave-Based DTD Algorithm

The problems noted above are only signi�cant if a DTD algorithm depends upon
observing and reacting to an event that sends or receives a message. So the problems
can be avoided by using a DTD algorithm that is `message-ignorant'; i.e. an algo-
rithm that is not inuenced by the details of any given message passing event. Such
an algorithm could be translated to an isolated train detection mechanism which
is not concerned with the generation of pointer records. It could operate within
the context of the Train Algorithm and would not be perturbed by the troublesome
scenarios noted above.

Following is a general wave-based DTD algorithm, drawn from the general wave-
based DTD described by Tel [Tel94]. The algorithm is `message-ignorant' as it does
not specify any action to be taken when a message is sent or received. Compared to
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Tel's algorithm, the algorithm below is less e�cient in that more message passing is
required to achieve the same goal. However the algorithm described by Tel does not
have the message-passing ignorance desired.

Consider a wave based algorithm where each wave decides a colour, determined
from the `colouring' events that occur at each process during the wave. These
colouring events impart either white or black to the wave. A wave decides white if
all colouring events impart white to the wave or decides black otherwise. A wave de-
ciding white indicates termination, while deciding black indicates non-termination.
Termination will be detected safely by maintaining the invariant:

I0 : If the computation is active when a wave commences, the wave decides
black.

This invariant can be simpli�ed if each process is given a colour which may be either
black or white, and each process observes the rules:
Rule 1 : An active process is black.
Rule 2 : When a wave visits a black process, the wave is coloured black.

A simpler invariant will now su�ce:
I1 : When a wave commences, if the computation is active at least one

process is black.
Under Rules 1 and 2, I1 is maintained if and only if I0 is maintained. To enable
the algorithm to make progress, a passive process must have the ability to become
white.
Rule 3 : When a wave visits a passive black process, the process becomes white

after colouring the wave.
Rule 4 : If a wave decides black, another wave commences within a �nite period of

time.
These rules enable progress, however there is also the potential to invalidate I1.
Consider a system where all processes are passive, at least one is black, and there is
a message in-transit to some process. A wave may progress and decide black, and
cause all processes to become white. A subsequent wave may proceed and decide
white. There is no guarantee the in-transit message will arrive and cause a process
to become active and black before the second wave decides white. An additional
rule will ensure I1 is maintained:
Rule 5 : When a wave is coloured by a given process, any message the process

emitted before the wave visits is received before the wave completes.
To see that I1 is maintained, consider a wave commencing at time t1, ending at t2,
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and the proceeding wave commencing at t3. Assume the computation is active the
entire time. Now suppose that I1 is invalid at t3; i.e all processes are white.

On one hand, for this to be the case it must be that all processes are passive.
Since there is no wave activity between times t2 and t3, a black process could not
become white during this time, so all processes must be white and passive between
times t2 and t3. Given this, the computation could only be active at t3 if there is
some message in transit at that time. The message must be emitted before t2, since
no process is active after that time.

For a message to be emitted before t2, there must be some process that is active
and black before t2; let p1 denote any such a process. At the time the wave visits
p1 either:

i : the process will become active and black after being visited, or
ii : the process has been active and is still active when visited, or

iii : the process has been active and become passive before the wave visited.
In the �rst case p1 will become black after the wave visits, and remain black until
t2. In the second case p1 will be black when the wave visits, and remain black until
t2. In the third case p1 will become white before t2; but the assumption that the
computation is active means that either:

a : some other process p2 is active when p1 is visited, or
b : no other process is active when p1 is visited, but there is a message in

transit that will be received by some process p3.
In case (a), the process p2 is active and black before time t2, so the same argument
applied to p1 applies here. In case (b), it may be p1 that emits the message. If so, it
was emitted before the wave visits p1 so by Rule 5 process p3 must receive it before
the wave completes; i.e. p3 is a process that is active and black before the wave
completes. Hence the argument applied to p1 applies to p3 as well. If it was not p1

that emitted the message then there must be some other process that emitted the
message while active, but became passive and has yet to be visited by the wave; this
is covered by case (iii) previously.

Inductively it follows that there must be at least one process that remains black
until time t2. This contradicts the previous conclusion that all processes are white at
t2. Hence the original supposition that I1 is invalid at time t3 is inconsistent. This
establishes that I1 remains true for any wave other than the initial wave. A �nal
rule will ensure that I1 is initially true and maintained for the �rst and subsequent
waves:
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Rule 6 : A process is initially black.
This rule also ensures that I1 is maintained if a new process is spawned.

For any given wave topology an algorithm of the above form will be safe; this
follows from the invariant. The algorithm will also make progress in declaring ter-
mination when it is the case. Consider a computation that has terminated, and a
wave commencing some time afterwards. No process is active and none will receive
a message, so all processes must be white once the wave has completed. If the wave
decides black, a second wave will eventually commence and must decide white. So
in the worst case termination is detected by the second wave that commences after
termination occurs.

Flushing Pointer Records Between Sites

The DTD algorithm described above can be used for isolated train detection without
encountering the di�culties noted at the start of this subsection. Because the DTD
algorithm is message-ignorant, when used for isolation detection it takes no interest
in events that generate pointer records. A detection mechanism can satisfy Rule
5 by ushing pointer record bu�ers, rather than observing and reacting to the
generation of a pointer record. The following technique can be used in the context
of the Train Algorithm to achieve the requirement that no pointer records emitted
before a particular point in time are still in transit.

For each outgoing communication channel at a site, there is a out-train list con-
taining a list of train identi�ers associated with the channel. When a pointer record
of the form [+, O, C] enters the bu�er for the channel, the identi�er train(C) is
added to out-train list if it is not already present. In addition, when a train is
closed prior to initiation of a detection wave, the opportunity is taken to build a
site-span list; i.e. a list of all sites that possess cars in the train. Since the train is
being closed, the list of sites remains accurate during the detection wave.

When a wave visits a given car C of train T , the wave is coloured by the car as
usual. However propagation of the token in the wave topology is deferred while
channels are ushed. A ush message is emitted into the message-passing channels
to particular sites, using the out-train list and site-span list as follows. A channel
is ushed if

a : some train other than T appears in the out-train list, and
b : the destination site appears in the site-span list.

There is no ushing for a channel where the out-train only contains T , since a record
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describing reference creation in some car of T is never an activity-causing message
from the perspective of a DTD operating within T .

When a ush message is emitted into a given channel, the out-train list of that
channel is cleared. The ush message will piggy-back any bu�ered records to the
destination site, and the receiving site handles the records as usual. The receiving
site proceeds to ensure that the record bu�ers for any local car of T are ushed of any
record that arrived during or before the ush message (records that are added after
the ush message arrives can be ignored). The receiver of the ush message then
responds with ush-acknowledge. When all ush messages have been acknowledged,
propagation of the wave to subsequent cars may continue.

Flushing will ensure that any pointer record generated at the site containing car C

and having the potential to cause activity in a remote car of the same train has been
transmitted and processed. This will be the case for all records that were generated
before the wave was coloured by C. Since the channels between sites are FIFO, any
records piggy-backed onto messages that were in-transit when the ush message is
sent have been processed. So Rule 5 of the DTD algorithm will be satis�ed.

Cars of the Same Train at the Same Site

The potential for parallel collector activity within each site means that the refsets
for the cars of some train within a site might be examined by a thread performing
isolation detection at the same time as other threads modify these refsets. This might
lead to the thread performing isolation detection gaining an inconsistent perspective
of the refsets associated with the cars of the train. However this does not jeopardise
the safety of isolation detection.

A pointer record is received when it enters the bu�er for the destination car, and
for pointer records delivered to a local car this occurs before the generating thread
continues to its next action. In e�ect the transmission of pointer records between two
cars at the same site is synchronous message-passing from the perspective of a DTD
algorithm. The requirement for safety in the DTD algorithm can only be jeopardised
in the context of asynchronous message passing, so the ushing of message-passing
channels between sites is su�cient.
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4.5.4. Example Derivations

This section demonstrates the use of the isolation detection derivation techniques.
Two particular DTD algorithms of the appropriate wave-based form are given, one
ring-based and the other tree-based. The transformation of these DTD algorithms
into isolation detection mechanisms using train closure and ushing is described.

Ring-Based Detection

10 N

...

...

Master

Slave
Slave Slave

Processes are formed
into a ring

and decides waves
Master process initiates

acts as master and slave
Distinguished process

Figure 16: Ring-based wave topology

The wave topology used by a ring-based algorithm is depicted in Figure 16. A single
distinguished process has both master and slave aspects, while the other processes
act only as slaves. The master process initiates a wave by creating a token which is
immediately handled by its own slave aspect. The token proceeds around the ring
and is returned to the master.

Figure 17 contains pseudocode for the ring-based DTD algorithm. Details related
to the control structure have been abstracted. It is assumed that each process is
aware of its successor in the ring, and that the topology does not change during a
wave. The master initiates waves by emitting tokens, and decides the waves when
the token returns. The master repeats waves, with some arbitrary but �nite amount
of time between the waves, until termination is detected.

A wave commences with a white token. The token will become black if it encoun-
ters a black process, and if the token remains white after completing a circulation
termination is declared. An active process must be black, and a process must be-
come white if it is passive when a wave passes. When a wave visits a car there must
be some action to ensure that no messages previous emitted by the process are still
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Master

token :: f white , black g

token ← white
send token to slave aspect
. . . wait for token to return . . .
while token = black loop

. . . sleep . . .
token ← white
send token to slave aspect
. . . wait for token to return . . .

endloop

declare global termination

Slave process

colour :: f white , black g

T: ( token arrives)
if colour = black then

token ← black
endif

if state = passive then

colour ← white
endif

ensure no messages emitted by
this process are in transit

send token to next process

A: (process becomes active)
colour ← black

Figure 17: Ring-based termination detection

in transit (the details of the action are left unspeci�ed).
Figure 18 gives pseudocode for the ring-based isolation detection mechanism de-

rived from the DTD algorithm in Figure 17. The notions of process and passivity are
replaced with the corresponding Train Algorithm notions of car and train isolation.
The pointer record ushing procedure is used to ensure that no messages sent by a
car are still in transit before the wave leaves a car.

The behaviour of the master is modi�ed to include opening and closing of a train
between detection waves. Detection of termination is replaced by the Train Algo-
rithm equivalent of detecting isolation of a train. Closing a train is achieved by
circulating a control message around the ring; when this returns the master can con-
clude that all cars are closed. Similarly re-opening the train is achieved by circulating
another control message after a wave has completed.
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Master

token :: f white , black g

send `close' to slave aspect
wait for close to return
token ← white
send token to slave aspect
wait for token to return
while token = black loop

send `open' to slave aspect
wait for open to return

. . . sleep . . .

send `close' to slave aspect
wait for close to return
token ← white
send token to slave aspect
wait for token to return

endloop

declare train isolated

Slave Car

colour :: f white , black g
closed :: f true , false g

C: (`close' message arrives)
closed ← true
send `close' to next car

T: ( token arrives)
if colour = black then

token ← black
endif

if state = isolated then

colour ← white
endif

ush channels
send token to next car

O: (`open' message arrives)
closed ← false
send `open' to next car

A: (car becomes non-isolated)
colour ← black

Figure 18: Ring-based isolation detection mechanism
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Tree-Based Detection

The wave topology used by a tree-based algorithm is depicted in Figure 19. As with
the ring-based algorithm, a distinguished process is acting as a master. In this case
it is always the root of the tree topology that acts as master.

...

...

...

...

root
slave slave

leaf

slave

node node
branchroot leaf

node

branchmasterRoot process acts as
both master and slave

Processes formed
into a tree

Figure 19: Tree-based wave topology

A wave is initiated by the master generating a token that is handled by its own
slave aspect. The behaviour of a slave is to colour the token, and then pass copies
of the token to each of its children. When tokens have propagated to the leaves of
the control tree, the leaf nodes return their token to their parent (after colouring
the token). The branch nodes receiving returned tokens accumulate the responses
of each of their children, and in turn pass a single token containing the accumulated
information to their own parent. Thus the token returned by a branch node is
coloured according to the state of all descendants of the node, as well as the node
itself. The wave completes once the root slave process accumulates a single token and
returns this to the master. This �nal token will have been coloured by all processes.

Figure 20 contains pseudocode for the tree-based DTD algorithm. Due to the com-
mon derivation, it bears many features in common with the ring-based algorithm.
In particular, the master aspect has been omitted since it has identical behaviour
the ring master; i.e. it repeatedly initiates and decides waves.

A wave commences with a token propagating from root to leaves, and completes
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when colourings applied during the descent are accumulated into a single response
at the root. The tokens will become black if they encounter a black process during
descent of the tree. As before, a process becomes black when active. A process
becomes white if it is passive when the wave passes on its descendents.

Figure 21 gives pseudocode for slave process behaviour for an isolation detection
mechanism derived from the tree-based DTD algorithm. The derivation process is
the same as applied to the ring-based algorithm. The master behaviour is identical
to that of the ring-based mechanism.
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Slave process
colour :: f white , black g

waiting :: f integer g
all-white :: f true , false g

T: token descending
all-white ← true
if branch node then

waiting ← # of children
send copy of token to each child

else

waiting ← 1
send token to self

endif

U: token returning
waiting ← waiting - 1
if token = black then

all-white ← false
endif

if waiting = 0 then

if colour = black then

all-white ← false
endif

if state = passive then

colour ← white
endif

ensure no messages emitted by this
process are in transit

if all-white = false then

token ← black
endif

return token to parent
endif

A: (process becomes active)
colour ← black

Figure 20: Tree-based termination detection (slave aspect)
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Slave process
colour :: f white , black g

waiting :: f integer g
all-white :: f true , false g

closed :: f true , false g
T: token descending
all-white ← true
if branch node then

waiting ← # of children
send copy of token to each child

else

waiting ← 1
send token to self

endif

U: token returning
waiting ← waiting - 1
if token = black then

all-white ← false
endif

if waiting = 0 then

if colour = black then

all-white ← false
endif

if state = isolated then

colour ← white
endif

ush channels
if all-white = false then

token ← black
endif

return token to parent
endif

C: (`close' message arrives)
closed ← true
if branch node then

send `close' to children
wait for children to ack.

endif

acknowledge closure to parent

O: (`open' message arrives)
closed ← false
if branch node then

send `open' to children
wait for children to ack.

endif

acknowledge opening to parent

A: (process becomes active)
colour ← black

Figure 21: Tree-based isolation detection mechanism (slave aspect)
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4.6. Behavioural Properties

Sections 4.2 through 4.5 have described mechanisms that can provide collection in
a distributed object system of the form given in Section 4.1. The discussion will
now proceed to examine the behavioural properties that emerge; in particular the
behaviour of the mechanisms and policies will be related to the Train Algorithm
developed in Chapter 3. This allows the conclusion that this Chapter o�ers an ap-
proach to implementing a safe and complete distributed train collector. In addition
the potential for asynchronous and scalable collection is examined.

4.6.1. Safety

The safety of the Train Algorithm model developed in Chapter 3 depends upon
the constraints placed on execution of reclamation events. For the mechanisms in
Chapter 4 to conform, it must be that when the local collector acts upon a car,
the car's refset satis�es a predicate in terms of the existence of references to objects
within the car. If one or more references to an object exist outside the car in
which the object resides, then some indication of this must be recorded in the refset.
However the refset may be inaccurate; it may be any object within the car that is
indicated as the target of a reference held elsewhere. The quantity of references held
outside the car is not signi�cant although the location in which the references are
held must be su�ciently accurate to indicate if the car contains an object referred
to from another train.

The case analysis in this section demonstrates that the pointer tracking mech-
anism and the policy constraints regarding generation of pointer records achieves
the required behaviour. Each case will examine a scenario where a reference is du-
plicated and then the original destroyed. The cases are distinguished according to
the location of the original reference. The safety of pointer tracking is established
by demonstrating that refsets are updated to record the existence of the duplicate
before recording the destruction of the original. This ensures collection at the level
of both cars and trains is su�ciently conservative to not reclaim live objects. Firstly
car-level safety, i.e. that non-isolated cars are safely recorded as such, will be exam-
ined. The cases examined will allow the claim that local car collection within each
site is safe. The train-level safety (i.e. that non-isolated trains are safely recorded
as such) is considered separately.
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Duplication of Inter-car References; Car-level Refset Safety

The cases below consider the scenarios in which a reference to object O exists outside
the car C which holds O, this reference is duplicated in a location that is also outside
of C, and then the original destroyed. Each case will demonstrate that the pointer
record reecting the duplicate updates the refset of C before the record reecting
destruction of the original, regardless of where the duplicate is created.
(Case I) The reference is held by a thread TL at the home site of O.

If TL duplicates the reference to O within a message transmitted to another site,
it is constrained to generate a pointer record for the duplicate before destroying the
original. The same applies if TL internally duplicates the reference to O, or writes
the duplicate into some object P. Further if the duplicate is created within some
object P, it must be that TL has write access to the object P and cannot relinquish
this access until the pointer record for the duplicate is generated. Thus no other
thread could destroy the duplicate before TL generates a record for it. So regardless of
where the duplicate is made, the pointer record for the duplicate is generated prior to
destruction of the original. Since this is a scenario where references are being created
and destroyed at the home site of the object, the corresponding pointer records enter
the bu�er for the refset of car C immediately upon generation. Since the record for
creation of the duplicate enters the refset bu�er �rst, it must be processed �rst.
(Case II) The reference is held by a thread TR that is remote to the home site of O.

This is a similar to the �rst case. The remote thread with a reference to O must
generate the pointer record for duplication before the record for destruction of the
original. This applies regardless of whether the duplicate is created within a thread
at the site, an object at the site, or a message being transmitted to another site. The
duplication and destruction records bu�ered for delivery to the home site of O, and
their generation order will be maintained until they arrive. Upon arrival the records
will be placed in the bu�er for the refset of car C in the order of transmission. So
the record for creation of the duplicate must be processed before the record of the
original's destruction.
(Case III) The reference is held in some object P located in car DL (C 6= DL) at
the home site of O.

The only manner in which this reference to O could be duplicated is if a local
thread inspects P to obtain an duplicate held outside the object space (e.g. in the
thread's stack or a message to another site). The thread making the duplicate must
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at least possess read access to P, and is constrained to generate the pointer record for
the duplicate before releasing the read access. Thus no other thread could destroy
the original before the record for the duplicate is created. Further, if the thread
making the duplicate possesses write privilege to P, then it is required to generate
the record for the duplicate before destroying the original. So the record for creation
of the duplicate must be generated before destruction of the original could occur.
As in the �rst case, the records for creation and destruction are being generated at
the same site as the object concerned, so they will be bu�ered and processed in the
order they are generated.
(Case IV) The reference is held in some object P located in a remote car DR.

The reference to O could only be duplicated if a thread at the same site as P

inspects P and gains a duplicate reference to O. As in the third case above, the
thread doing so will generate the record for creation of the duplicate before the
record for destruction of the original. Further, as in the second case above, the
records are transmitted to the home site of O and processed in the order of their
generation.
(Case V) The reference is held within a message in transit between two sites.

Once the message arrives at the destination site the receiving thread has the ability
to duplicate the reference and destroy the original (by discarding the message). In
doing so the thread is constrained to behave in the same manner as with any reference
held by a thread; record of the duplication must be generated before the original is
destroyed. If the receiving site happens to be the home site of O then this is the
same as the �rst case previously; otherwise the same as second case.
(Case VI) An object P contains the reference to O, and P reassociates from car D

to car E

From the perspective of pointer tracking the collector has duplicated the reference
to O within car E, and then destroyed the original within car D. The collector is
required to generate a record describing the reference duplication before destruction
of the original. In addition the collector enforces read access consistency on the
object until all local references to the old location are updated, so mutator threads
cannot destroy the original (i.e. the reference in its old location) before the collector
has generated both records. If the reassociation is occurring at the home site of O,
then the records must be immediately bu�ered at the refset for car C and the record
for creation must processed �rst (as in the third case above). If the reassociation
occurs at a remote site, then the records must be transmitted in order and the record
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for creation processed �rst (as in the fourth case above).
(Case VII) The object O reassociates.

A reference to O held outside of C remains an inter-car reference unless O reasso-
ciates to the same car in which the reference is held. However if this is not the case
then the collector transfers the refset entries associated with O to the destination
car, and the existence of the references will be perceived by any subsequent activity
on the destination car.

Duplication of Intra-car References; Car-level Refset Safety

The following cases consider the scenario of an object that is not referred to from
outside of its car, and an inter-car reference to the object is created. This can occur
when there are one or more references to an object held in the same car as the
object, and one of these is duplicated outside of the car. The cases below consider
two objects O and P in car C, where P contains a reference to O. The required
behaviour is that the pointer record reecting the new inter-car reference is bu�ered
before any collection activity inspects the refset. This will ensure that the collector
will perceive O as being the target of an inter-car reference.
(Case VIII) The mutator reads P and creates a duplicate of the reference to O

outside C.
For the mutator to perform this action it must at least possess read access to

object P. The mutator will be required to generate and bu�er the record of the
duplicate before releasing its access privileges to P. This implies that the mutator
cannot discard its reference to P before the record for the duplicate has been at least
bu�ered. So if the refset of car C indicates that P is referred to by the mutator,
it will continue to do so at least until there is an indication that O is referred to
from outside of C. However it may be that the refset of C is not yet updated to
indicate that there is a mutator reference to P. This could only be the case if there
is some object P ′ within car C which is referred to by the mutator, and which holds
a reference to P. The mutator may have gained its reference to P by reading P ′ and
not yet recorded this in the refset. In this case the same argument applied to O

will apply to P, which implies that there is a refset entry for either P ′ or some other
object P ′ in the same car that refers to P ′. Since there are a �nite number of objects
in the car, it follows inductively that there is at least one object within car C where
the mutator refers to the object and this is recorded in the refset. This refset entry
will persist at least until the new inter-car duplicate reference to be recorded.
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(Case IX) The collector reassociates object P from C to another car.
This results in a duplication of the reference to O, with the duplicate located

within the car that P reassociates into (the original being the reference when it was
held in the same car as O). In this case the collector thread must generate a record
for the inter-car reference before completing operation on car C. If object O is itself
reassociated, then the record will be forwarded to the car that received O and placed
at the head of the refset bu�er at the destination. Hence the pointer record for the
inter-car reference will at least be present in the bu�er for the refset that contains
the object O by the time any collector thread inspects the refset. If the record is
present in the refset bu�er when a collector thread wishes to inspect the contents of
the refset, it must be processed beforehand.
(Case X) The collector reassociates object O from C to another car.

If O is reassociated to another car, then the reference from P to O becomes an inter-
car reference. The collector will generate a pointer record to reect this and place the
record in the bu�er for the car to which O is reassociating. Other collection activity
cannot inspect the refset of the destination car until this is complete. Further the
local collector must have obtained read access to the objects in car C, so a mutator
thread could not destroy the reference before the local collector has generated and
enqueued the pointer record.

Local Collection Safety

The analysis has covered su�cient cases to claim the �rst clause of the precondition
for the RECAR event is satis�ed when a local collector operates upon a car. For a
car C, the requirement is that:

∀CX ∈ C ∪ CMu, Oj ∈ OC : ∃CX
R→Oj where CX 6= C =⇒

∃Ol ∈ OC, CY ∈ C ∪ CMu where ref2(CY, Ol) > 0 )

where OC is the set of objects in C. If some object within a car is referred to from
outside of the car, then the refset of C must indicate that some (any) object within
C is in this condition.

The previous cases have demonstrated that when an inter-car reference is dupli-
cated, this will be recorded before any potential destruction of the original. Once an
inter-car reference has been recorded, the refset will never indicate the absence of an
inter-car reference while an inter-car duplicate remains. When an object is created
the initial reference to the object is an inter-car reference held by the mutator, so
while an inter-car reference to the object remains in existence the refset will indicate
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this. Any sequence of reference duplications interleaved with reference destructions
occurring outside the car that contains the object will be safely reected in the
refset.

When there is an intra-car reference to an object and an inter-car duplicate is
created, there will be a period of time for which the refset does not indicate the
existence of the inter-car reference. When this occurs as a result of mutator action,
it is always the case that some other object within the same car will be recorded as
being the target of an inter-car reference. This is su�cient to satisfy the �rst clause
of the RECAR precondition. If it is the result of reassociation by the collector, the
newly created inter-car reference will be recorded before any subsequent collector
activity inspects the refset; i.e. the precondition is satis�ed by the time a collector
is permitted to commence operation on the car.

As noted in Section 4.3, local collection behaviour does not strictly correspond
to the Train Algorithm model of car collection if there is sweeping or compacting
collection within cars. A claim of conformance can be made by demonstrating that
the pointer tracking mechanism provides a stronger safety guarantee when a local
collector commences operation on a car. If an object within the car that is the target
of an inter-car reference then either the refset indicates this, or some other object
that can reach it is indicated as being the target of an inter-car reference. This
prevents the local collector reclaiming a potentially live object.

The previous case analysis has established the stronger claim. Where an inter-car
reference is being duplicated (cases I through VII), the refset will correctly indicate
which object is actually the target of the inter-car reference. When reassociation
causes an intra-car reference to be transformed into an inter-car reference (cases IX
and X) the record made by the collector performing the reassociation will accurately
identify the object that has become the target of the inter-car reference. Where the
mutator creates an inter-car reference to an object O by duplicating an intra-car
reference (case VIII), it has been shown that there must be some other object P ′

that is within the same car as O and the refset indicates that P ′ is the target of
an inter-car reference. The inductive argument also demonstrated that a path of
references would exist from P ′ to O. Further a local collector could not commence
operation on the car if the mutator had write access to P ′ or any object participating
in the path from P ′ to O, so there is no possibility for the path from P ′ to O being
destroyed concurrently to collector operation on the car. Hence it can be claimed
that the observable outcome of any local collection conforms to the Train Algorithm
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model of car collection.

Train-level Refset Safety

The second safety clause of the precondition for the RECAR event is now considered.
This applies when a car is being reclaimed due to the refset indicating that the car
is part of an isolated train. If a car within train T is to be reclaimed:

∀CX ∈ C, Ok ∈ OT :

∃CX
R→Ok where train2(CX) 6= T =⇒

∃Om ∈ OT , TY ∈ TO ∪ TMu where ref2(TY, Om) > 0

where OT is the set of objects in train T . If an object within T is referred to from
outside of T , there must be an indication within the refset of some (any) car of T

that an object is referred to from outside of the train. This will prevent cars being
reclaimed from a train that potentially contains live objects.

The claim that this constraint is adhered to can be developed by a case analysis
similar to the preceding argument for the safety of car collection. The cases to �rst
consider are those in which there is an inter-train reference to a given object, this
reference is duplicated such that the duplicate is also an inter-train reference, and
the original destroyed. However all the cases to consider are special cases of the inter-
car reference creation and destruction cases I through VII considered previously. An
inter-train reference is necessarily an inter-car reference, so the analysis has already
established that the refset is updated to reect the creation of the duplicate inter-
train reference before destruction of the original.

The next cases to consider are an intra-train reference being duplicated such that
the duplicate is an inter-train reference. This can occur when a reference between
two objects in the same car is duplicated to a location outside the train containing
the car. This is also a special case of the intra-car to inter-car duplication covered
previously in cases VIII through X. Consider two objects O and P in the same car
with a reference from P to O. An inter-train duplicate could be created by mutator
activity reading P; in this case there must be a mutator reference to P. As in case
VIII previously, either P or some other object in the same car must be recorded as the
target of a mutator reference. A mutator-held reference is treated as an inter-train
reference; hence the train-level safety constraint is met.

It could also be local collection activity reassociating either object to another train
that causes the inter-train reference creation. This corresponds to cases IX and X,
and as in the previous cases the constraint on multiple collector threads acting in
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parallel ensures safety. Where P reassociates to another train, at the very least a
pointer record must have been generated and place in the bu�er of the car where O

resides. Thus it will be perceived by any subsequent collection activity that inspects
the refset. Similarly where O reassociates the destination car will have its refset
updated before subsequent activity inspects that car.

The �nal cases to consider are those in which a reference between two cars of the
same train is duplicated to a location outside the train. Although this is a special case
of inter-car duplication as covered previously, the previous arguments are not useful
in the context of train-level refset safety. It was established that the manner in which
pointer records are generated and processed will generally ensure car-level safety; i.e
the refset will record the new inter-train reference before it records destruction of
the old intra-train yet inter-car reference. However in general there could be any
(�nite) period of time before the refset is updated to reect existence of the new
inter-train reference.

In these situations train-level safety is guaranteed by the techniques adopted in
derivation of isolated train detection mechanisms. Speci�cally the ushing described
in Section 4.5.3 ensures the pointer records generated in these situations are pro-
cessed before the detection mechanism inspects the refset that must be updated.
In a remote context (i.e. when a reference between two cars of the same train at
di�erent sites is duplicated outside the train), emitting a ush message and await-
ing acknowledgement will ensure the record arrives before the detection mechanism
visits the car to which the record is delivered.

The cases examined above establish the required safety constraint. If a reference to
an object is held outside of the object's train, any sequence of reference duplications
and destructions, such that the duplicates are held outside the object's train, will
be safely reected in the refset. There may be periods of time in which the refset is
inaccurate regarding the location of the inter-train references, but their existence will
be continually reected in refset entries. If there are no such references to an object
and one is created then for a period of time the refset does not reect existence
of the newly formed inter-train reference. However the detection mechanism will
only examine the refset to determine if inter-train references exist at times when the
refset has been safely updated.

Conformance to Car Collection Model

To summarise the foregoing analysis, it has been established that any situation
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in which an object is reclaimed under the mechanisms presented in this chapter
will conform to the model of reclamation in Chapter 3. Conformance requires the
precondition of the event to be satis�ed at any time an object is reclaimed. The
precondition can be satis�ed under one or both of the following conditions.

(1) Car isolation.
A car Ci may be reclaimed if the refset indicates that no references held outside of
the car which target objects within the car; i.e.

∀CX ∈ C, Oj ∈ OC :

CX 6= Ci =⇒ ref2(CX, Oj) = 0

However the action is only valid when it can be asserted that if any such reference
does exists, at least one object in the car is recorded as being the target of an inter-
car reference; i.e.

∃CX
R→Oj where CX 6= Ci =⇒
∃Ol ∈ OC, CY ∈ C ∪ CMu where ref2(CY, Ol) > 0

It may be some other object, perhaps an object not actually the target of an inter-
car reference, for which the record exists. The previous analysis demonstrated this
condition is satis�ed at any time the local collector inspects the refset of a car. If
local collection reassociates all objects reachable from a refset entry to another car,
thus eliminating all non-zero refset entries, it can reclaim the car with any remaining
objects in conformance to the RECAR precondition.

It was shown that, by virtue of the constraints on pointer record handling and the
interaction of parallel local collector threads, a stronger condition than the predicate
above is maintained. So if local collection occurs via sweeping or compacting action
that does not completely evacuate a car, any object reclaimed in this manner is a
garbage object that would be reclaimed by a complete car collection in the absence
of intermediate sweeping.

(2) Train isolation.
A car Ci may also be reclaimed if the refset indicates that no object within any car
of same train as Ci is the target of an inter-train reference. i.e.

∀CX ∈ C , Ok ∈ OT :

train2(CX) 6= train2(Ci) =⇒ ref2(CX, Ok) = 0

However the action is only valid when it can be asserted that if any such reference
does exist, at least one object in the train is recorded as being the target of an
inter-car reference; i.e.
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∧ ∃CX
R→Ok where train2(CX) 6= train2(Ci) =⇒

∃Om ∈ OT , TY ∈ TO ∪ TMu where ref2(TY, Om) > 0

It may be some other object, perhaps an object not actually the target of an inter-
train reference, for which the refset entry exists. The previous analysis demonstrates
this condition is satis�ed when an isolated train detection mechanism inspects a ref-
set. Hence any reclamation of a car motivated by detection of an isolated train
will be in conformance with the RECAR event precondition. Although there will
be periods of time in which the various refsets associated with each car of a train
are inconsistent, the detection mechanism ensures that it obtains a consistent per-
spective by way of closure, adopting a wave-based approach, and using a ushing
mechanism.

Given that the Train Algorithm model in Chapter 3 describes safe collection, it
can be concluded that the mechanisms in this chapter provide safe collection.

4.6.2. Completeness

The completeness of the Train Algorithm is obtained by constraining collector be-
haviour beyond the preconditions of the events in the model, which are only suf-
�cient to conclude safety. Table 19 in Appendix A.3 summarises the constraints,
denoted C1A, C2, C3A, C4, and C5, and the discussion below demonstrates they
are satis�ed.

Reassociation Completeness Constraints

The reassociation policy requirements in Section 4.3 ensure that constraint C1A is
met. A car may not be starved of attention, and objects that are reachable from
refset entries denoting references held in higher trains must be reassociated to higher
trains. Any given object will be considered for reassociation within a �nite amount
of time after it was created or last considered for reassociation.

The ability of the local collector to reassociate objects in a manner that satis�es
the constraint is inuenced by inter-site train management and closure for isolation
detection. However Sections 4.3 and 4.5.2 provide a policies to ensure that if some
object is required to reassociate to a higher train, the local collector is able to achieve
this after a �nite number of invocations.

The selection of a destination for reassociation is also inuenced by the require-
ment for public and private objects to be separated into public and private trains
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respectively. This requirement does not introduce any inconsistency with the re-
quirements regarding selection of destinations in higher trains. Speci�cally if an
object in a private train becomes public, but is not reachable from a higher train,
moving the object to the public train of the same height does not violate reassocia-
tion constraints. The lack of total order on train identi�ers violates a requirement of
the model. However the completeness of the algorithm is still maintained, as public
and private objects are e�ectively segregated into totally ordered subsets of the train
identi�er set.

The sticky refset entry given to each car ensures that constraint C2 is met. If any
object becomes referred to from a higher train, the sticky entry will ensure that at
least one object in the car is treated as being referred to a higher train. This avoids
the race between mutator and local collector activity that might prevent the progress
of reassociating live objects to higher trains. It may be that during car collection
the sticky entry identi�es an object that has become garbage after it became the
subject of the sticky entry. However this could only occur a �nite number of times;
eventually the sticky entry will identify a live object that must reassociate to a higher
train if this is necessary to prevent the race.

Other Completeness Constraints

The derivation of isolated train detection mechanisms ensures that if a lowest train
is isolated it will be detected as such and reclaimed within a �nite number of events
after becoming isolated. This satis�es constraint C3A.

Constraint C4 is satis�ed due to the ordering of train identi�ers and the require-
ment for each site to use monotonically increasing values for the height component
of identi�ers they create.

Constraint C5 requires the refset to be su�ciently consistent with the existence of
inter-train references to allow reassociation to make progress. This will be satis�ed
as a side-e�ect of the isolated train detection mechanism. The ushing that ensures
the detection mechanism obtains a consistent perspective of the refsets of a train. By
ensuring that the refsets of a train as su�ciently consistent to be safe, the ushing
also ensures the refsets of a train are su�ciently consistent for reassociation to make
progress.

Finally the requirement of constraint C6, that all pointer records are processed
within a �nite period of time after their generation, is satis�ed. Records that are
bu�ered awaiting transmission to another site will be ushed by the pointer tracking
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mechanism if the mutator or inter-site train management are not generating tra�c.
Records bu�ered within a site awaiting update processing to update the refset of
a local car are processed within a �nite amount of time as a side-e�ect of local
collection acting on cars.

Satisfaction of the constraints that lead to complete collection in the Train Al-
gorithm model, so it can be concluded the the mechanisms in this chapter provide
complete collection.

4.6.3. Scalability

To demonstrate scalability, the relationship between inter-site connectivity in the
object graph and the extent to which there is inter-site dependency on collection
progress for public objects must be examined.

Private Garbage

Consider some private garbage object O in car C, and local collection executing at
the home site of O in the absence of messages arriving from other sites. If O is not
reachable from outside of C, then O cannot reassociate out of C and will eventually
be reclaimed by collection on car C. If O is reachable from outside of C, then one
of the following must occur before O is reclaimed:

1 : O is no longer reachable from outside of C as a result of collection on other
cars.

If O is part of an acyclic garbage subgraph, then at least one member of the subgraph
will have the potential to be reclaimed by car collection. This having occurred, at
least one remaining member will now have the potential to be reclaimed, and so on
until any object outside of C that can reach O has been reclaimed. So if O is part
of an acyclic garbage subgraph then there is always some sequence of car collections
after which O will become reclaimable by collection of C. Since the subgraph is
private, all cars in the required sequence will be part of private trains and available
for collection independently of the progress of train management at other sites.

If O is part of a cyclic garbage subgraph spread across multiple cars, it is possible
for collection on other cars to cause the entire garbage subgraph to reassociate into
C. This would eventually allow O to be reclaimed by collection of C after su�cient
collection has occurred on other cars. This could occur if no members of the cycle
are located in higher trains; but if this is the case then one of the following must
occur before O can be reclaimed.
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2 : O reassociates to another car D.
If O reassociates to D, and when located in D is not reachable from any refset entry
in D, then it can now be reclaimed by collection of D in the manner argued above.
This can occur if all members of the garbage cycle that includes O are located in
D. If members are located in cars of a lower train, then collection on the cars of
the lower train will cause those members to reassociate to the same train as O. If
members of the cycle are located in cars of the same train as D, or a higher train,
then collection on D can cause O to reassociate to another car. If so this repeats the
scenario, however reassociation constraints prevent it repeating inde�nitely. So after
some sequence of car collection the cycle of garbage that contains O will congregate
into cars of the same train. If the cycle is small enough to �t inside a single car,
then it can be reclaimed by car collection.

3 : The train containing O is isolated and reclaimed.
If the cycle that contains O has not been reclaimed by car collection, then car
collection will at least cause the cycle to congregate into cars of the same train.
This train might contain other private garbage objects. If so, these objects might
be reclaimed or reassociated to another train. The above argument shows this will
happen if the other private garbage is acyclic or part of a garbage cycle that extends
to higher trains. When neither of these is the case, the private garbage objects
would congregate into the same train as O (for the same reason the cycle containing
O does). In addition, if there are any public garbage objects in the train then
these will reassociate to a public train. The train that contains O must be private;
the reassociation constraints prevent a private object entering a public train at any
stage. So the actions of local car collection will eventually remove all public objects
from the train containing O. Thus the actions of local collection will cause the
train containing O to enter a state where the only objects in the train are members
of cyclic garbage subgraphs that cannot be reached from other trains. Eventually
the train containing O becomes isolated, and since it is private its isolation can be
detected without inter-site cooperation.

The three cases examined above cover all forms of private garbage and demonstrate
that a private garbage object can be reclaimed by a �nite amount of work that is
independent of progress at other sites.

Public Garbage

As shown above, the local collector will reclaim private garbage at each site in-
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dependently of message passing, however its progress with public garbage will in
general depend upon message-passing. In the case of public garbage that is part of
an acyclic distributed subgraph, there will be at least one member in the subgraph
that is not reachable from another site. So at least one object will be reclaimed by
local collection within a �nite period of time after the subgraph becomes garbage.
Once this has happened, a pointer record will be transmitted in a �nite period of
time and some other member of the garbage subgraph will become reclaimable at
another site, and so forth. Although there is a critical path of collection actions that
must be followed before the subgraph is reclaimed, this critical path only includes
sites that contain members of the subgraph. The requirement for progress of local
collection implies this critical path will eventually be followed regardless of whether
local collection actions at each site are ordered, so the acyclic subgraph is reclaimed
scalably via the combination of local collection and distributed pointer tracking.

In the case of cyclic distributed subgraphs of garbage, much the same argument
applies. However reclamation must occur by segregation of the subgraph into an
isolated train, speci�cally a public train that has been joined by all sites that contain
members of the subgraph. So the vital factor for scalability here is the relationship
between train joining and the existence of inter-site references. The train joining
protocol (Section 4.2) may be invoked as a matter of policy under any circumstance,
so the mechanisms are free to behave unscalably. However the only circumstance
when a given site S must engage the train joining protocol is when a refset entry
indicates that an object held in S is referred to from another site (c.f. Section 4.3).
This will only occur if such a reference has existed at some point in the past. This
is su�cient to meet the criteria for scalable in practice (c.f. Section 1.2.1).

To meet the criteria for being strictly scalable, the train joining protocol must
be engaged more selectively. The refset entry indicating presence of an inter-site
reference must be accurate, must concern a reference that is part of a distributed
cycle of garbage, and further the join request must be made for correct train (i.e. a
train that will ultimately contain all members of the garbage subgraph). A policy
driven by a distance heuristic such as described by [ML97a] would be helpful in
this regard, but not su�cient.
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4.7. Chapter Summary

This chapter has introduced mechanisms and policies that provide high quality train-
based collection in distributed object systems. Sections 4.2 through 4.5 described
tasks that each site must perform, and suggest a range of mechanisms and policies
that are suitable for these tasks. This approach provides exibility and allows each
site to make its own mechanism and policy choices while ensuring the sites cooper-
ate to achieve safe, complete, asynchronous, and scalable collection over the entire
distributed object space.

In a heterogeneous system a corresponding heterogeneous collection of techniques
may be adopted. For example both the MOS and PMOS approaches for applying the
Train Algorithm within single-site systems can be adopted. This would be suitable
for systems in which there are server sites with large, stable heaps and client sites
with smaller, main-memory heaps. The server sites could manage their stable heaps
using PMOS-style local collection mechanisms while the client sites use MOS-style
local collection mechanisms, and the distributed mechanisms will ensure correct
inter-operation by the sites. Further the mechanisms are able to operate within
concurrent and parallel implementations, so a system may exhibit a combination of
concurrent, parallel, and sequential mechanisms.

Con�dence that the mechanisms are safe and complete is obtained by relating
their behaviour to the abstract model of Train Algorithm behaviour developed in
Chapter 3. The mechanisms constitute an instantiation of the model, so they will
exhibit the safety and completeness that is generally found within the model. Fur-
ther analysis demonstrates that the mechanisms a facilitate scalable reclamation of
public and private garbage. The mechanisms described in this chapter have been
implemented; this is discussed subsequently in Chapter 5. Additional con�dence in
the quality of the mechanisms has been obtained by observing the behaviour of this
implementation.

The Potential For Concurrency Within Sites

The mechanisms provide a signi�cant opportunity for concurrency in the actions of
each site, however it is not permitted to an arbitrary extent. The limit upon the
concurrency that can be achieved between mutation and collection arises from the
requirement for local car collection to have a consistent perspective on the objects
within a car. For a period of time after the commencement of collection on a given
car an application thread that intends to modify an object in the car will be forced
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to pause. A mutator thread that only intends to inspect the contents of an object in
the car may operate concurrently. The constraint on concurrency does not spread
beyond a car that is subject to local collection. In practice the blocking of one
application thread might transitively block the progress of other threads, however
this is application-dependent and beyond the ken of the collector.

During isolated train detection the refset of a car cannot be concurrently updated,
and this limits the extent to which other collection activities can occur concurrently.
The limit occurs at the level of shared access to a given car; i.e. multiple collector
threads can concurrently perform car-level collection, reassociate objects between
cars, and detect the train-level isolation of a car provided each thread is acting on
di�erent cars. However there is no limit to the concurrency of mutation and train
isolation detection. This might occur if a mutator thread is used to process pointer
records, however a site may as a matter of policy choose to place the burden of refset
updates upon collector threads. In this case a mutator thread only interacts with a
refset beyond placing a pointer record in a bu�er for subsequent processing, and is
never paused by a thread that is inspecting the same refset.

At this stage it should be emphasised that the potential for concurrency within
sites described above is an algorithmic potential. It is not necessarily displayed by
an implementation. The focus of this thesis is distribution and the potential for
asynchrony and scalability, and the ability to realise this potential in practice has
been established by theoretical analysis. This is achieved by reference to the gen-
eral graph-of-objects model of program behaviour. However this model of program
behaviour is not su�cient to achieve general conclusions regarding the realisation of
the potential for concurrency. To introduce more complex models of program be-
haviour and expanding on the analysis of concurrency is not within the scope of this
thesis. However the implementation discussed in Section 5.2.2 o�ers some insight.

Imposition of Partitioned Collection

One restrictive aspect of the mechanisms described in this chapter is the way they
impose a partitioned local collection approach upon each each site. The local heaps
must be partitioned and each site must have the ability to dynamically reassociate
objects between partitions. However a wide range of techniques based on a dynamic
partitioned heap have been described in prior literature and advocated for achieving
timely and non-disruptive collection within single-site systems. The discussion in
this chapter has described how many of these techniques can be integrated into the
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behaviour of a site.
The cars that each site must use to manage local storage and collection may be

of any size, and may be aligned with underlying structure in a site's head address
space to facilitate e�cient implementation techniques. Policies for when and where
to schedule partition collection are not restricted by the framework. Policies for the
movement of objects between partitions are restricted to some extent, however the
policies advocated in prior literature discussing inter-partition reassociation can still
be exploited.

4.7.1. Comparison to Prior Distributed Train Approaches

In conclusion, it is emphasised that this chapter describes one approach for instanti-
ation of the Train Algorithm in distributed systems, and it is by no means the only
approach. Previous authors have addressed the topic, however the prior literature
has focused almost exclusively on correctness (i.e. safety and completeness). The
unique contribution in this thesis is that correctness, asynchrony, scalability, and
concurrency are all addressed in a comprehensive approach.

Zigman's thesis [Zig04] discusses the notion of hierarchical garbage collection as
an abstractive paradigm for the analysis, improvement, and development of garbage
collection algorithms. Zigman includes a discussion of DMOS, using the paradigm
advanced in the thesis to obtain a new perspective on the use of the Train Algorithm
in distributed systems. The goal in Zigman's analysis is to establish criteria for
distributed train-based collection being safe and complete, separate from concerns
of e�ciency. This is similar to the motivation for developing of the behavioural
model in Chapter 3 of this thesis. However Zigman's goals do not asynchrony and
scalable collection of public and private garbage.

Norcross' thesis [Nor04] contains an extensive treatment of the idea of using DTD
algorithms as a basis for deriving behaviour in distributed garbage collectors. Nor-
cross includes a discussion of correcting and re�ning DMOS by combining the be-
haviour of a DTD algorithm with the behaviour of a single-site train-based collector.
This is related to the use of DTD algorithms in the present work, however the goal
here is di�erent. Norcross describes using a particular DTD algorithm called `Task
Balancing' to solve multiple subtasks within the algorithm. This thesis describes us-
ing various DTD algorithms to solve one particular subtask, allowing a train-based
collector to adopt di�erent solutions to this subproblem.
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Norcross' approach is to introduce an extension to MOS called UMOS (`Unordered
MOS'). To some extent UMOS represents an generic version of the Train Algorithm,
in the same vein as the model developed in Chapter 3 of this thesis. However
UMOS does not abstract over the entire MOS family in the manner that the model
developed in this thesis can achieve. Most features of MOS are retained in UMOS,
and so the new version of DMOS derived from it contains many of the detractions
found in the original version. The approach in [Nor04] does not support concurrency
with sites and fails to achieve independent collection of private garbage for the same
reason as DMOS (see below). Also remote references must encode the train in which
the remote object resides, and when a site reassociates an object the site must
send update messages to any other site that possesses a remote reference to the
object. The approach in this thesis avoids any impositions and assumptions on the
information encoded in remote references.

Improvement Over DMOS

The approach developed in this chapter is largely inspired by the DMOS algorithm,
however there are numerous re�nements and additions made in the present work.
The improvements over DMOS o�ered by the approach in this thesis are:

� Scalable collection via public and private trains of equal height.
The mechanisms in this chapter exploit a partial train ordering (i.e. public and
private trains that have the same height), and uses reassociation to separate
public and private garbage into appropriate trains. This allows the mechanisms
to achieve asynchronous collection of private garbage and scalable collection of
public garbage. However the reassociation policy in DMOS allows public and
private garbage to intermingle in the same car. Together with the synchronous
train joining protocol, this may inadvertently lead to a site being unable to
reclaim private garbage until it has synchronised with other sites.

� The ability for the collection mechanisms to accommodate concurrent activity
by multiple mutator threads in each site.
In contrast the DMOS algorithm requires collector activity to execute to the
exclusion of mutation. The mechanisms in this chapter can be expected to
cause less disruption to mutation.

� The ability for the collection mechanisms themselves to be executed by multi-
ple collector threads operating in parallel at each site.
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This is unique amongst all prior train-based collection mechanisms. It means
the mechanisms in this chapter may have the potential to utilise shared-
memory multiprocessor hardware and perform parallel collection.

� Non-disruptive reassociation with asynchronous train joining.
[HMMM97] claim the DMOS algorithm is non-disruptive, however this is false.
The reassociation policy in DMOS may force the local collector at a site to move
an object to a train that is not currently represented at the collector's site. In
this case the collector must pause while synchronising with a second site for
the purpose of train joining. Since DMOS cannot accommodate concurrency
or parallelism within a site, the mutator and other collector activity is also
blocked for this period of time. Hudson et al de�ne non-disruptive as bounded
in space and time, however the time taken by a local collection invocation in
DMOS is unbounded; hence DMOS is disruptive. The mechanisms in this
thesis avoid this disruption by providing asynchronous reassociation and train
joining protocols, and also by enabling concurrency and parallelism within a
site.

� Reassociation of objects for which there are remote references does not require
message passing.
In DMOS, a remote reference is required to encode the train in which the
target object resides. When the target object reassociates, its home site must
send messages to sites that possess a remote reference so they can update the
information in the remote references. Hudson et al [HMMM97] suggest that
opaque remote references that do not encode train residency can be used with
DMOS, however Zigman [Zig04] has identi�ed scenarios in which the algorithm
would fail. The mechanisms in this chapter assume that remote references are
opaque, and do not require sites performing reassociation of an object to send
messages to other sites that possess remote references to the object.

� Deferral of local pointer record processing.
The DMOS algorithm requires a pointer record that is generated at the same
site as the refset it updates to be immediately processed. There is no oppor-
tunity to bu�er a record at the car where it will be processed until a more
convenient time. The approach in this thesis provides more exibility, and
allows sites with persistent or very large object heaps to optimise the overhead
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of refset updates. In particular, the approach in this thesis allows a mutator
thread to only incur overhead for the generation of pointer records and avoid
any overhead for their processing.

� Alternate distributed train control topologies.
The DMOS algorithm features a single ring-based mechanism for detecting the
isolation of trains. The approach in this thesis is more general; it o�ers the
ability to use any wave control topology, including rings, to manage and detect
the isolation of distributed trains.
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This chapter describes an implementation of the mechanisms for distributed train-
based collection introduced by the previous chapter. The Candi system is a Java
application that simulates the behaviour of a distributed object system. In particular
it simulates a distributed object system that conforms to the requirements given in
Section 4.1; i.e. it simulates a system that is able to supporting the approach
to distributed train-based collection described in Sections 4.2 through 4.5. The
distributed collection mechanisms are implemented within this context.

The Candi system is a proof-of-concept implementation for the distributed Train
Algorithm mechanisms described in this thesis. However Candi does not simulate
forms of behaviour such as migration and caching of objects between sites, which
are common in modern distributed object systems. Hence the demonstration of fea-
sibility o�ered by Candi is limited to the context of simplistic distributed object
systems. None-the-less, Candi facilitates direct observation of the behavioural qual-
ities of the mechanisms from Chapter 4 and provides an experimental counter-point
for comparison with the expected behaviour established by theoretical analysis.

The following discussion is focussed on describing how the Candi system solves
the issues that arise when multiple threads (both mutator and collector threads) are
concurrently acting within a site. These issues have not been canvased in prior lit-
erature discussing Train Algorithm implementations, distributed or otherwise. The
design and simulation methodology adopted in Candi is briey described, however
analysis of the methodology and comparison with alternatives is not attempted.

Although the Candi system o�ers an opportunity for quantitative investigation of
distributed train-based collection, this thesis does not aim to make a contribution in
this regard. The reason for avoiding quantitative analysis is that the literature body
has yet to receive a discussion of appropriate methodologies for pursuing this. To the
best knowledge of this author, Abdullahi's thesis [Abd95] is the only prior discussion
of implementing distributed garbage collection algorithms within a simulated dis-
tributed object system. Abdullahi's simulator uses a course-grain, single-threaded
approach and does not emulate any concurrency within a site. However �ne-grained
concurrent behaviour within each site is an important aspect of the new approach
described in Chapter 4. Further Abdullahi's discussion of experimental design is
heavily focussed on the issue of generating realistic mutator workloads to drive sim-
ulations. So the only prior literature o�ers little insight into e�ective methods to
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obtain meaningful quantitative data from a simulator such as Candi.

5.1. Overview of the Candi Simulation System

A Candi simulation is a multi-threaded application that executes within a single
Java Virtual Machine (JVM). A thread does not require any special properties to act
as a Candi simulation thread; i.e. any instance of java.lang.Thread may act as a
mutator thread. Threads that simulate the behaviour of the application are bound to
virtual sites within the simulation (see Figure 22). The set of N virtual sites within
a simulation are identi�ed by integers within the range [0 . . . (N − 1)]. There may
be multiple mutator threads per site, and also there may be zero mutator threads
to emulate server sites that provide storage resources but only perform computation
in response to remote requests.

simulated distributed
object space

per simulated site)
(distributed, multiple threads

ANDIC

mutator  references

simulation interface

Site A Site B . . .

threads
application

IMULATEDS
WORKLOAD

objects

Figure 22: Candi system overview

The identities of simulation objects are formed by a pair of integers containing
the home site of the object together with a site-speci�c identi�cation number. The
site-speci�c component is e�ectively a sequence number; the �rst object created at
the site is given the local identity ‘1’, the second is given ‘2’, and so on. The
identi�cation number ‘0’ is reserved at each site to denote a `null' reference value,
and the null reference values associated with each site are treated as equivalent. Since
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references do not encode the car in which an object resides, each site maintains a
table to map its local object identi�ers to the car in which the object resides.

Virtual Site Architecture

The interface between a mutator thread and the virtual site at which it is registered
revolves around the CANDIref and VirtualSite classes (see Figure 23).
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Figure 23: Candi Virtual Site details

An instance of the CANDIref class represents a reference value held by the mutator.
The value is also mostly opaque in that a mutator may determine if a given value is a
remote reference or a null reference, but beyond this a mutator gains no information
about an object by possessing a reference to it. The encapsulated value is immutable;
i.e. an instance represents a particular reference value rather than a mutable variable
of reference value type within a thread stack. As a result an instance may be safely
shared between the mutator threads bound to a given virtual site.
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A notable feature of this approach is it allows a mutator thread to operate with-
out any concern for the requirements of the Train Algorithm. To implement the
requirements for pointer tracking, this class features a �nalization method that gen-
erates a `-' pointer record corresponding to values that has been destroyed. This
has a side-e�ect of making the behaviour of a Candi simulation dependent on the
behaviour of the JVM's own garbage collector. A reference value held by a mutator
thread is actually destroyed when the JVM's own collection mechanism recognises
the CANDIref instance as garbage, which is necessarily delayed to some extent from
the time when mutator threads discard the reference.

Mutator behaviour is driven within a Candi simulation by a thread obtaining a
CANDIref instance and invoking operations to read or write the data encapsulated
by the simulation object. The object operations are invoked upon the mutation
interface provided by a VirtualSite object. There is an instance of this class for
each virtual site within the simulation. These encapsulate the internal components
of the virtual site they represent as well as providing the mutation interface.

Other simulation behaviour is driven by internal threads within each virtual site.
Each virtual site is given one or more threads for responding to messages inde-
pendently of local mutator threads. Each site also has one or more threads for
performing collection duties. Amongst other duties, these threads emulate the ac-
tion of a car-based, copying collector within each site. The collection follows the
requirements described in the previous chapter (e.g. if multiple collector threads
are acting in parallel, then they may not act on the same car in parallel).

Distributed Object System Behaviour

The representation of a simulation object is held within the local store component of
the virtual site where the object is allocated. The local store at each site maintains a
mapping from local object identi�er to the representations of the simulation object.
When a mutator thread performs an object operation through the mutation interface,
the virtual site delegates the operation to the local store that contains the object.
If the operation is invoked on a local reference, then the local identi�er component
of the reference is extracted and passed directly to the local store at the same site
(see Figure 24).

When a mutator performs an object operation upon a remote reference, the virtual
site where the operation is invoked employs the communication subsystem to pass
the operation to the site where the target object resides. The invoking thread is
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Figure 24: Distributed object system behaviour

blocked while a (simulated) message is passed to the virtual site containing the
object. Upon arrival a message processing thread at the destination site performs
the desired operation, acting as if it where a mutator thread at the destination site
performing a local operation. The message processing thread operates concurrently
to any mutator threads at the destination site.

During the execution of a mutator operation two ancillary actions related to
garbage collection are also undertaken. Firstly the creation and destruction of refer-
ence values during mutator operations causes the pointer records required for pointer
tracking to be generated. This occurs automatically and transparently to the mu-
tator, regardless of whether the reference value is within a simulation object or is a
mutator-held CANDIref instance.

Secondly the thread invoking an operation (be it mutator thread or message-
processing thread) is forced to obtain a read or write lock on the object, accord-
ing to whether the object is to be modi�ed. Object locks are allocated under the
concurrent-readers-exclusive-writer discipline that is su�cient for interaction with a
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train-based collector (c.f. previous chapter). The locks are allocated reentrantly; a
given thread may obtain multiple instances of the same lock or simultaneously pos-
sesses read and write locks on a single object. A mutator thread is also permitted to
explicitly gain an object lock and retain the lock over a number of object mutations.

5.1.1. Simulation Engine Design

The activity of a thread participating in a Candi simulation is moderated by a
scheduling and simulation control engine. Each site maintains a local clock which
indicates the passage of simulation time with respect to that site. The completion
of a simulation event by a thread within a site causes the local clock of that site to
increase. Conversely, the value of the local clocks across all sites are used to control
when any given thread may commence execution. This allows the scheduling of
simulation events to be controlled in a manner that ensures the behaviour of a
Candi execution is causally consistent across all virtual sites.

The basic approach is to adopt the traditional synchronisation technique from the
realm of parallel discrete event simulation (PDES). The PDES literature often refers
to this technique as the CMB protocol, after originating work by Chandy and Misra
[CM79] and Bryant [Bry84]. It is also often referred to as conservative synchroni-
sation, in contrast to optimistic synchronisation based on Time Warp [Jef85]. The
reviews by Ferscha [Fer95] or Fujimoto [Fuj90] are suggested for a detailed descrip-
tion and comparison of these two fundamental families of synchronisation technique.

A well-known property of CMB synchronisation is that it is prone to deadlock, and
PDES literature o�ers a number of solutions. Within Candi the solution adopted
is the straight-forward approach of having a `watch-dog' thread periodically inspect
the simulation and break any deadlock amongst the simulation threads.

Adapting CMB Synchronisation for Candi

The scheduling and thread control implemented in Candi features an adaption of
the CMB protocol, necessary due to the divergence between Candi and the PDES
execution paradigm. Within the PDES paradigm, the actions of a thread are deter-
mined by a queue of simulation events that, as a result of prior events, have been
scheduled for future execution. These events are atomic and cause instantaneous
transitions in the state of the system. However this is not the manner in which a
Candi thread executes simulation events. A Candi thread is a Java thread execut-
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ing a sequence of Java byte-code instructions. Within this sequence, the thread will
delineate the discrete points in time at a logical simulation event starts and ends. So
simulation events occur over time, and during the execution of a given event other
threads will be able to perceive partial results; i.e. the modi�cation of state caused
by the event occurs incrementally with respect to the events of other threads. This
is fundamentally inconsistent with the PDES paradigm, and so the implementation
in Candi of necessity involves an adaption of the traditional CMB technique.

The inconsistency between the PDES paradigm and simulation event execution
in Candi stems from the foundation of PDES upon Lamport's model of time and
causality in distributed systems [Lam78]. Within Lamport's model it is not possible
to describe a system in which multiple state changes occur within a process at the
same time. A process in Lamport's model cannot describe the behaviour of a virtual
site in Candi, since the state in a virtual site does not make transitions in the
manner of a Lamportian process. However the threads executing at a virtual site
share access to all state encapsulated by the site, and in particular they share the
clock of the site. Hence for the CMB protocol to be used as-is, it must be that
a Candi virtual site does correspond to a Lamportian process. The solution to
this issue adopted in Candi is to adapt the CMB protocol so that it upholds an
alternative to Lamport's model of distributed time and causality.

Within the �eld of distributed predicate detection (e.g. [BM93, CM91, Gar96]),
Lamport's model has been criticised as overly conservative because it introduces
false causality [CS93, SBN+97, TG98a]; i.e. the model may suggest a dependency
between events when in fact the events are independent. To address this issue,
Tarafdar and Garg [TG98b] suggest a relaxation of Lamport's model. Instead of
adopting a strict total ordering on the events within a single process or site, Tarafdar
and Garg base their causality relation (denoted

p
↪→ or `potential causality') on an

irreexive partial ordering of the events within a process or site. This relaxation
allows

p
↪→ to describe events occurring concurrently within a single site. This is

precisely what is required to describe the causality of simulation events in Candi.
In short, the Candi system adopts a simulation execution approach based on

`Tarafdar-Gargian' virtual time instead of Lamportian virtual time. The local clocks
at each virtual site produce a causally consistent partial ordering on the events at
each site. This allows each site in a Candi simulation be treated as a process within
the `potential causality' model. Enforcing global constraints on the commencement
and completion of simulation events across the sites ensures that all events are given
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timestamps consistent with the
p

↪→ relation. The constraints enforced are those of the
CMB synchronisation protocol, adapted to respect `potential causality' as described
by the

p
↪→ relation, rather than Lamportian causality as described by the `happens

before' relation.
A detailed examination of the idea used in Candi and exploration of alterna-

tives is beyond the scope of this thesis. To the best knowledge of this author, the
use of Tarafdar and Garg's causality model to replace Lamport's within the PDES
paradigm in novel. The idea requires further analysis and investigation, however
this thesis is not an appropriate venue. The outline above is o�ered as to date the
literature has paid little attention to the development of simulation methodologies
for investigating distributed garbage collection algorithms. In particular there is
no prior discussion of methodologies suitable for investigating algorithms that allow
concurrency within each site.

5.2. Implementing Distributed Train Collection in Candi

The following discussion relates some details of how the mechanisms described in
Chapter 4 are implemented within Candi. The focus for discussion is how the
issues raised by concurrency within sites have been addressed, since this aspect of
the mechanisms is novel and has not been discussed in prior literature regarding the
Train Algorithm. The implementation of distributed isolation detection given some
attention.

5.2.1. Concurrent Access to Collector Metadata

The various actions that comprise the garbage collection mechanisms in Chapter 4
centre around the metadata associated with each car and train represented at the
site. All collector and mutator threads acting at a site must access these records, so
the management of concurrent access to the records is a vital design issue. There are
CarRecord and TrainRecord classes in Candi to described capture this metadata.
A car record encapsulated a refset table that maps object identi�ers to refset en-
tries for the object, a bu�er for holding pointer records awaiting processing, and an
assortment of ags used for collection. Train records encapsulate ags used during
isolation detection.

Concurrent access to these records is controlled in Candi through a dedicated
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structure manager class that encapsulate the list of car and train records present at
the site, and provides a locking mechanism by which threads gain read and write
access to the lists and records. In general the use of read and write locks to enforce
concurrency control over multiple resources in this manner can open the potential
for deadlock11. Candi avoids this potential for deadlock by the straight forward
approach of placing a total order on the various locks that are available, and forcing
threads to adopt the discipline of obtaining and relinquishing locks in order.

If a thread depends upon a particular car or train remaining extant for the duration
of some operation, it obtains a read lock on the car or train list respectively. To
remove a car or train record, a thread must obtain a write lock. However to add
a new car no lock is required; a thread can append a new car to the end of the
list at any time. Since inspection of a record is a common action and removal of a
record relatively rare, this exclusion protocol does not cause a signi�cant restriction
on concurrency within a site. In particular, if a mutator thread must create a new
car before it can allocate a new object then concurrent activity by other threads will
not prevent this.

Threads also use locks to manage concurrent access to the metadata encapsulated
by a particular car record. To process a pointer record (i.e. remove it from the car's
bu�er, and modify the refset table) a thread must obtain a write lock on the record.
Similarly to add or remove a row from the refset table (when an object is allocated,
reclaimed, or reassociated) a thread must have a write lock on the record. If a thread
is inspecting a car record, it gains a read lock to ensure concurrent activity does not
modify the value. Concurrent access to a train record is managed in the same way.

Adopting this approach to prevent incoherent interaction over the collector meta-
data at a site imposes a restriction on the extent to which the potential for concur-
rency o�ered by the mechanisms in Chapter 4 can be realised in practice. Speci�cally
it will lead to cases of false sharing where two threads are prevented from operat-
ing concurrently even though allowing the concurrent action would not jeopardise
correct behaviour and there is no algorithmic reason to prevent it. If this occurs
between local collector and message processing threads responding to train man-
agement messages it leads to reduction in the potential timeliness of collection. Al-
though undesirable, a more pressing concern is the interaction between these threads

11If threads obtain and relinquish locks in any order, it is possible for a group of threads to concur-
rently obtain a subset of the locks they require, and in doing so mutually exclude each other from
obtaining the full set.
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and mutator threads or message processing threads responding to remote operation
requests.

5.2.2. Limits to Concurrency Between Mutation and Collection

The fundamental algorithmic constraint on concurrency between mutation and col-
lection imposed by the mechanisms in Chapter 4 results from the collector obtaining
read locks on the objects within a car that is being evacuated (c.f. Section 4.7).
This allows the collector to obtain a consistent perspective of the references held
by objects in the car and correctly generate pointer records that are required by
reassociation actions. However an implementation may force additional constraints
as a result of ensuring correct interaction between mutator and collector threads.

One of the techniques Candi uses to avoid unnecessary disruption of a mutator
thread is to allow a pointer record to be enqueued at the bu�er for a car without
obtaining a write lock on the car's record. The bu�er for each car acts as a FIFO
queue and ensures safety by serialising actions on the queue. This avoids the need
to obtain exclusive write access to the entire metadata stored in the car record. If
this were required, then there would be no opportunity for pointer record delivery to
occur concurrently to other actions involving the car's metadata. In most cases this
would be false sharing; for example there is no algorithmic reason why a collector
thread cannot mark a car as closed concurrently to a mutator thread delivering a
pointer record to the car. Avoiding a lock on the car record for pointer record
delivery o�ers the potential for a high degree of concurrency between mutation and
collection activities.

However Candi features additional constraints on the concurrency between local
collection and mutation so as to ensure pointer records are delivered correctly. The
problem can be seen in the scenario depicted in Figure 25. A collector thread is
operating upon car C to reassociate an object O to another car. Concurrently a
mutator thread operates in a separate car D, destroying a reference to O. To reect
this action the mutator generates a pointer record and delivers the record to the car
holding object O.

The scenario in Figure 25 involves a race between the collector and mutator thread
over access to the table that maps an object identi�er to the car in which the object
resides. The mutator must inspect this table to determine where the pointer record
it has generated must be delivered. There is a potential for the mutator to inspect
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Figure 25: Race between collector and mutator over pointer record delivery

the table before it is updated to reect the new location of O, and then attempt to
deliver the pointer record to car C after object O has reassociated to another car.
This interaction must be controlled to ensure the pointer record is forwarded to the
destination that O reassociates to.

In Candi a thread that is delivering a pointer record concerning object O is
required to either possess a write lock on object O, or possess a read lock on the
record of the car holding object O. If a collector were to reassociate object O it
would require a read lock on O and a write lock on the metadata for both source and
destination car. As a result a thread delivering the pointer record can be con�dent
that O will not concurrently reassociate to another car. Either the pointer record
is delivered to the old location before the collector reassociates the object in which
case the collector will transfer the record to the new car during reassociation, or
the record is delivered after the object-to-car map is updated, in which case it is
delivered directly to the new location.

The side-e�ect of this protocol for ensuring correct pointer record delivery is a
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reduction in the potential for concurrency between mutation and local collection
within a site. In the scenario depicted in Figure 25, the mutator is not directly
accessing either the car or object that the local collector thread is operating upon.
The dependency between the mutator and the collector's action is a transitive result
of the particular value of a reference the mutator manipulated. Despite this the mu-
tator may need to pause for the period of time that the collector takes to transfer the
refset entries and queued pointer records for object O. The disruption is amortised
to some extent; it will not occur at other stages of the collector's operation (e.g.
while the collector traces within the car, or reassociates other objects).

The fundamental cause for this constraint on concurrency is an implementation
concern, rather than an algorithmic restriction. The discussion in Section 4.4 noted
the potential for this problem, but did not describe a solution and left the extent
to which concurrency is to be restricted as an implementation decision. The im-
plementation found in Candi stems from the use of indirection to associate objects
with cars. References do not encode the car in which an object is located, and a
lookup table performs this function. So when an object reassociates between cars,
the collector is only required to update a single `pointer'; viz. the lookup table entry.
However in a system where local references directly locate the car in which an object
resides, the collector would be forced to update any number of references to reect
the object's new location. For such systems the technique seen in Candi would not
be suitable, so an alternative approach for addressing concurrent mutation and local
collection would be required.

Complexity of Parallel Collection Implementation

The complexity of implementing local collection is another factor that needs to be
considered. The implementation in Candi produces a counter-intuitive result in
this regard. Intuition would suggest that a local collector designed to operate in the
absence of other local collector threads would be simpler to implement. However the
implementation in Candi reveals this is not the case in general. The local collector
implementation in Candi operates under the assumption that any number of threads
may be evacuating other cars cars in parallel within the same site. Examination of
the code in Candi reveals little potential for simpli�cation if a local collection thread
could assume there was no parallel collection by other threads.

When performing local car collection, a thread will use attributes on car records
to indicate which car it is evacuating, and how many objects it plans to relocate
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to a given car. These attributes must be inspected by a thread that is selecting an
appropriate car to commence operation upon, and also when a thread is selecting
a destination to receive a reassociating object. This is necessary to ensure a given
local collection thread does not `step on the toes' of another; for example not �lling
up a car that another collector is intending to relocate objects to. If it could be
assumed that only one local collector thread operates within a site, then these tests
could be omitted. However the attributes would still need to be set for the bene�t
of threads performing isolated train detection, so there would be little reduction in
the complexity or overhead of local collection.

5.2.3. Train Management Implementation

Chapter 4 describes a generic wave-based approach to the management of distributed
trains that permits a site to select any wave topology to manage a given train for
which it is the master site. Section 4.5 gives examples of ring- and tree-based control
mechanisms for isolated train detection. Candi contains an implementation of both
these forms of train management.

Most aspects of train management discussed in Chapter 4 are independent of
the wave topology in use, so this suggests that implementations of di�erent wave
topologies will share a signi�cant amount of common behaviour. In Candi this is
exploited by using an abstract class to provide the topology-independent aspects
of train management, and alternative concrete subclasses to provide the topology-
dependent aspects. The experience with implementing train management in this
fashion is that it simpli�es the implementation task. For example, private trains can
be managed without waves at all since they do not spread across multiple sites. An-
other example is the use of channel ushing during isolation detection. While this is
a function of wave execution, the details are independent of the particular topology
in use. Placing common behaviour in a shared superclass leads to a signi�cant reduc-
tion in the volume of code. The ring-based subclass contains approximately 375 lines
and the tree-based subclass approximately 525 lines, while the topology-independent
superclass contains approximately 1050 lines of code that would otherwise need to
be replicated within the alternative topology implementations.

Train Joining and Leaving

The implementation of ring-based collection within Candi reveals a de�ciency in
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the train joining protocol used in DMOS. The problem may arise when two sites A

and B simultaneously attempt to join a train by sending a request to the same site
C through which the train currently passes. Consider the request from A arriving
�rst, and C giving a positive response and indicating that A should take site X to
be its successor in the ring (C will have updated its successor to be A, so that the
ring is maintained). While this response is still in transit, the request from site B

arrives. Again C gives a positive response, this time giving A as the successor and
updating its own successor to B.

In this scenario there is a period of time during which the ring is e�ectively broken.
It is possible that the response from B arrives �rst, and further a closure message
may start circulating around the ring to initiate isolation detection. It may be that
the join response from C to A is delayed to such an extent that the closure message
arrives at site B and is forwarded to A before this site aware that it has successfully
entered the train.

This problem must be addressed in some manner, although it is not di�cult to do
so. For example if a site receives a close message for a train that is not represented,
it can assume that a positive join response will be received in the future, so it simply
defers processing the close message until this point in time.

It should be noted that the above scenario does not occur in tree-based manage-
ment. Joining sites are added as leaf nodes to the control tree, so two sites may
simultaneously become children of the same node without jeopardising the traversal
of a wave. However it should also be noted that Candi does not currently implement
train leaving (an omission can be justi�ed since collection will still be scalable12).
Intuition suggests that this omission may have obscured the potential for further
race conditions between train joining and leaving that have not been identi�ed in
prior literature. For example, in a tree-based topology a site that is leaving the train
may be required to `orphan' children and have them `adopted' by other sites in the
topology. The implementation in Candi does not o�er any insight into this issue.

5.3. Observing Collection Behaviour in Candi Simulations

This section describes observations that have been made of Candi simulations. As
noted in the preamble to this chapter, the literature body does not currently o�er

12By the practical de�nition rather than the strict de�nition adopted in this thesis, c.f. Section
4.6.3.
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established methodologies for simulation and quantitative analysis to support com-
parison of the various policies open to a distributed train collector, or comparison
to other garbage collection techniques. The simulation technique adopted in Candi
is, of necessity, an adaption of established techniques and so the manner in which
useful quantitative data can be obtained from Candi for this purpose requires an
investigation which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The purpose here is to describe quantitative data that has been obtained in the in-
terest of con�rming the claims made in Chapter 4.6. The strongest evidence obtained
in this regard is that safe collection was observed in all executions. The strength of
this claim derives from the use of the Merlin tracing algorithm [HBM+02] to examine
collection behaviour after a simulation has completed. The Merlin algorithm o�ers
an e�cient technique to determine the precise time at which an object becomes
garbage. At the completion of a Candi simulation the Merlin algorithm is used to
ensure that any reclaimed object did indeed became garbage before the time of its
reclamation. To obtain the results reported here 90 simulations involving over 60
million mutator operations upon over 20 million objects have been executed, and
safe collection occurred in all cases. The observations made of Candi simulations
are also consistent with scalable collection. The application workloads have been
constructed such that the behaviour that should be observed can readily be pre-
dicted, giving the potential to reveal collector behaviour that is inconsistent with
these qualities.

Platform and Limitations

The platform used to obtain the results below is the HotSpot Client VM from Sun
Microsystems (build 1.4.2 05-b04) for Linux, running upon a typical desktop ma-
chine with a 2GHz Athlon processor and 512MB of RAM and Linux kernel version
2.4.26. The ability to conduct experiments for investigation of asynchrony and scal-
ability were hampered by three particular limitations that arise from the design of
Candi.

Firstly, Candi cannot support simulations of distributed systems with more than
128 sites. This limitation stems from use of the utility classes provided by the
standard java.lang.util package, and the fact that the int primitive type in
Java is a 32-bit two's complement value. To make use of the static methods in
java.lang.util classes that produce ordered collections, or the set-based struc-
tures, it is necessary for a class to de�ne a hashCode() method that returns an int
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value. Candi uses these standard utilities for collecting and ordering train identi-
�ers and other data associated with train identi�ers. Hence it is necessary for the
train identi�er class in Candi to produce unique, totally ordered hash codes that
correspond to the natural ordering of train identi�ers. A train identi�er is a tuple
value with four components, and only 7 bits could be allocated to the site identi�er
component. Thus Candi can only operate correctly if there are no more than 27 site
identi�ers.

Secondly, Candi is a rather ine�cient simulator. The Candi design features
numerous choices where e�ciency is sacri�ced in the interest of convenience. In par-
ticular, the throughput (in terms of simulation time progress relative to real time)
becomes quite poor under con�gurations that involve a large number of threads. For
example, the `SimpleTest' workload program described subsequently executes quite
rapidly for a small number of virtual sites; with a con�guration of 4 sites the simu-
lation completes in under 10 minutes. However an execution with a con�guration of
128 sites takes over 48 hours to complete. The non-linear decrease in throughput is
partly due to Candi's ine�ciency, and partly due to the heavy demands on the host
JVM; over 512 threads are rapidly allocating data and over 1 gigabyte of live data
will be in the JVM's heap at one time. Under these circumstances the overhead
of context switching, virtual memory paging, and the JVM's own collector tends
to dominate the time taken to execute a simulation. Cursory examination of the
performance under the `SimpleTest' workload and 128 sites revealed that processor
utilisation by the simulator was under 30% due to virtual memory paging, and the
JVM's collector consumed over 50% of the utilised processor time.

Thirdly, the results are limited by the design feature noted in Section 5.1 that
binds the simulation behaviour of a workload thread to the �nalisation of CANDIref
instances. The Java object model requires a JVM to invoke the �nalisation method
for a garbage object before it is reclaimed. However the JVM is permitted to defer
the �nalisation and reclamation for any period of time after its collector identi�es an
object as garbage. In a Candi simulation the time at which a workload application
discards a reference it holds is the time at which the CANDIref instance representing
it is �nalised. Hence the behaviour of the JVM's collector inuences the amount
of time a workload thread in the simulation appears to retain references into the
simulated object space.
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SimpleTest

This application consists of `master' threads that continually allocate subgraphs of
objects, manipulating the recently allocated subgraphs for a period of time, and then
discarding the subgraphs. Concurrently a `slave' thread traverses the subgraphs re-
cently allocated by the master. A master and slave thread operate at each site of the
system, and their actions are entirely localised (i.e. there is no interaction between
sites). The tests were performed using simulation con�gurations in which each vir-
tual site possesses a single local collection thread and a single background thread for
responding to messages from other sites, in addition to the mutator threads at each
site.

This workload was initially developed to stress test the local collector implemen-
tation in Candi. The local collector adopts an `aggressive' policy and schedules
car collection with a high frequency. The workload executes under a con�guration
that deactivates distributed train management, although each site continues create
and manage private trains as usual. Given these collection policies, the SimpleTest
workload can also be used to con�rm the ability for sites to independently reclaim
private garbage. The sites behave as isolated systems, so in general any statistic
obtained by averaging across all objects in an execution should remain constant if
the number of sites is varied. In particular any garbage that is reclaimed must be
private, so the timeliness with which garbage is reclaimed should remain constant if
private garbage is indeed being reclaimed independently.

Table 6 shows results obtained under con�gurations involving 8, 16, 32, and 64
sites. The Candi design can support simulations with up to 128 sites, however
an execution of the SimpleTest workload under a con�guration with this many sites
places heavy demands on the host JVM; over 512 threads are actively allocating data
and over 1 gigabyte of live data will be in the JVM's heap at one time. Under these
circumstances the overhead of context switching, virtual memory, and the JVM's
own collector tends to dominate the time taken to execute a simulation.

Table 6 shows results obtained under con�gurations involving 8, 16, 32, and 64
sites. For analysis the objects from a simulation are divided into live, oating
garbage, and reclaimed garbage categories. For live objects, the lifetime of the
object is calculated. For garbage objects, the time spent oating in the heap is also
calculated. This is done with the results accumulated from ten executions in each
con�guration. The times are normalised as fractions of the total execution time (as
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measured by the simulation's internal virtual clock, rather than wall clock time).
The results indicate that the collector succeeds in reclaiming a vast majority of

garbage. For example in executions involving 64 sites, 93.38% of objects became
garbage by the end of the execution and were reclaimed, while only 1.13% of objects
became garbage yet were not reclaimed by the end of the execution. That is, over
98.8% of objects that became garbage are reclaimed. The average time that a garbage
object spends oating before being reclaimed does not change much between the
di�erent con�gurations. This suggests that private garbage objects can be reclaimed
by each site independently of the other sites.

It is the case that some garbage objects being created near the start of the exe-
cution are not being reclaimed until the very end of the execution, if at all. This
is indicated by the results for the maximum oating time of the garbage objects.
However the average time that a garbage object spends oating is typically less than
the amount of time the object was live. This is the case for the average value ob-
tained by either mean or median. This indicates the collector's actions are relatively
timely. The result from 16 sites is notable for the median oating time for oating
garbage being zero (partly due to rounding error, the actual result is non-zero). This
indicates the majority of garbage left oating in the heap was comprised of objects
that became garbage momentarily before the simulation �nished executing.

A curious feature of the results in Table 6 is that the fraction of objects that are
in the heap and live at the end of a simulation seems to decrease as the number
of sites is increased. Given the nature of the SimpleTest workload, this is contrary
to the expectation that this statistic would not vary with the number of sites in
the system. The observed variance in Table 6 might be explained by variation
in the behaviour of the simulation workload occurring as a result of the design
feature noted previously that binds the simulation behaviour of a workload thread
to the �nalisation of CANDIref instances. Variation in the performance of the JVM's
collector may explain the variation seen in the results. In particular, this might
explain why the fraction of objects remaining live at the end of the execution shows
a large variation. A Candi simulation allocates a large amount of short-lived data
in a JVM's heap, so the con�gurations with larger numbers of sites will force the
JVM's collector to operate more frequently. If this prompts the JVM's collector to
�nalise CANDIref instances more rapidly, within the simulation this may appear as
the workload mutator retaining references for shorter periods of time.
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Sites = 8
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 07.41 11.68 21.14 21.47 100.00

Floating garbage life time 02.62 11.56 46.75 52.20 100.00

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 24.91 34.97 98.67

Reclaimed garbage life time 89.97 00.17 38.11 37.73 98.14

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.01 22.33 30.43 97.70

Sites = 16
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 15.91 11.57 31.03 31.09 100.00

Floating garbage life time 01.67 11.56 40.89 53.51 100.00

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 00.00 33.25 98.71

Reclaimed garbage life time 82.42 00.22 38.19 35.86 91.70

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.01 25.53 30.78 90.75

Sites = 32
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 02.66 11.72 17.32 18.31 100.00

Floating garbage life time 02.51 11.56 26.71 54.43 100.00

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 11.26 45.07 98.72

Reclaimed garbage life time 94.83 00.15 23.50 31.02 97.92

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.00 18.13 26.60 97.58

Sites = 64
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 04.89 11.56 21.91 21.73 100.00

Floating garbage life time 01.13 11.56 93.85 68.34 99.57

Floating garbage floating time 04.45 93.32 60.97 96.69

Reclaimed garbage life time 93.98 00.07 21.89 30.99 99.38

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.01 18.67 27.23 95.97

Times normalised as percentage of total execution time.

Table 6: Object demographics at end of execution; SimpleTest workload
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Monte

The SimpleTest results suggest that asynchrony is observed in an extreme case.
When sites do not interact the distributed collection mechanisms allow them to
operate as if they were isolated systems. A more general case to investigate is where
the workload generates a randomly inter-connected graph of objects spread across
the entire system.

The Monte workload consists of two mutator threads per site, all executing upon
a shared global object graph. Each thread randomly divides its time between adding
new objects, traversing the object graph, manipulating connections between objects,
and disconnecting objects from the graph. The threads concentrate on creating,
inserting, and removing connections between local objects, however a small fraction
of operations are devoted to creating remote references. Subsequent random traversal
and manipulation may then result in the creation of more inter-site connectivity and
the creation of distributed subgraphs of garbage. This behaviour leads to the object
graph establishing an equilibrium in which approximately 30% of objects become
public during their lifetime.

Table 7 shows demographics for private objects, accumulated from ten executions
using the same con�gurations as before, and also a con�guration with 128 sites.
Although there is variation, this is mostly in the fractions of objects in each category
rather than the statistics from each category. The collector's behaviour is fairly
consistent across the con�gurations with a majority of private garbage reclaimed.
The oating private garbage that remains are objects that become garbage near
the end of the execution. This indicates that the collector is able to independently
reclaim the private garbage in each site regardless of the number of other sites that
posses references to public objects.

Table 8 shows the complementary results for public objects under the Monte
workload. The results are quite similar to those for private objects; the collector
performs almost as well for public object that have become reachable outside their
home site. A majority of the public garbage is being reclaimed, and note the amount
of time a public garbage object spends oating in the heap before being reclaimed
is typically less than the amount of time the object was alive. The consistency
of the results as the number of sites increases suggests the collector's actions are
determined by inter-site object connectivity rather than the number of sites; i.e. it
is acting scalably.
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There seems to be a faint trend in the variation between con�gurations for the
Monte workload, similar to what was seen with the SimpleTest workload; viz. the
amount of live objects in the heap at the end of the simulation seems to be reduced
for larger con�gurations. As with SimpleTest, the logical behaviour of the workload
should be constant and cannot explain this, however the inuence of the JVM's
collector on the apparent behaviour of a simulation workload might explain the
slight trend.
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Sites = 8
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects live time 08.41 00.37 07.33 09.48 32.61

Floating garbage life time 06.64 00.48 13.72 14.13 38.35

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 00.99 03.16 13.37

Reclaimed garbage life time 84.94 00.04 08.92 10.20 41.87

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.01 03.40 4.40 35.82

Sites = 16
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 08.84 00.66 09.00 10.72 33.22

Floating garbage life time 07.26 00.84 14.73 15.99 44.66

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 02.34 03.56 27.18

Reclaimed garbage life time 83.81 00.19 8.83 10.12 49.07

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.00 03.08 04.11 37.59

Sites = 32
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 08.84 00.69 07.65 08.23 26.99

Floating garbage life time 04.26 00.80 16.34 17.20 42.68

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 04.41 05.31 16.05

Reclaimed garbage life time 86.90 00.00 09.22 10.54 44.76

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.00 03.14 04.12 44.15

Sites = 64
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 06.16 00.88 09.47 11.15 31.83

Floating garbage life time 12.17 00.92 15.60 15.73 48.64

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 02.80 03.01 29.70

Reclaimed garbage life time 81.67 00.00 08.68 09.97 47.94

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.00 02.92 03.96 42.38

Sites = 128
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 07.03 00.96 05.90 06.25 20.88

Floating garbage life time 03.63 01.01 16.84 17.17 50.52

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 08.00 06.49 31.88

Reclaimed garbage life time 89.34 00.00 09.66 10.88 47.90

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.00 03.33 04.27 42.63

Times normalised as percentage of total execution time.

Table 7: Private object demographics at end of execution; Monte Workload
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Sites = 8
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 11.88 00.32 08.54 10.85 100.00

Floating garbage life time 08.82 00.48 17.44 16.76 100.00

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 00.99 04.21 68.02

Reclaimed garbage life time 79.30 00.05 12.71 14.08 79.70

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.01 04.33 5.40 56.97

Sites = 16
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 12.31 00.66 10.08 12.01 100.00

Floating garbage life time 10.49 00.84 18.75 19.27 100.00

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 02.40 04.51 98.69

Reclaimed garbage life time 77.20 00.20 12.92 14.21 78.29

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.00 04.10 05.19 61.93

Sites = 32
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 12.21 00.69 08.46 09.66 100.00

Floating garbage life time 07.00 00.80 20.81 21.12 99.17

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 04.47 06.79 93.90

Reclaimed garbage life time 80.79 00.00 13.35 14.75 82.90

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.00 04.13 05.25 66.84

Sites = 64
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 09.68 00.88 08.80 11.89 100.00

Floating garbage life time 15.77 01.10 17.88 18.38 100.00

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 02.85 03.34 91.25

Reclaimed garbage life time 74.55 00.00 12.86 14.28 95.45

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.00 03.95 05.16 77.79

Sites = 128
Object category frac min median mean max

Live objects life time 10.49 00.96 07.16 08.09 100.00

Floating garbage life time 07.11 01.13 21.46 22.02 100.00

Floating garbage floating time 00.00 09.30 07.93 95.61

Reclaimed garbage life time 82.40 00.01 14.28 15.39 90.50

Reclaimed garbage floating time 00.00 04.45 05.46 70.27

Times normalised as percentage of total execution time.

Table 8: Public object demographics at end of execution; Monte Workload
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5.4 Chapter Summary

5.4. Chapter Summary

This chapter describes the Candi system; a proof-of-concept implementation for the
distributed train-based collection mechanisms presented in Chapter 4. The imple-
mentation is within a simulation of a distributed object system. A Candi simulation
executes as a multi-threaded application within a single JVM, with the activity of
threads constrained to reect the spatial and temporal characteristics of a distributed
system.

The implementation in Candi demonstrates that the mechanisms from Chapter 4
can be deployed in a manner that realises at least some of the algorithmic potential
for concurrent execution of both mutator and collector activity within each site.
Section 5.2 gives a discussion on the limits to the realisation of this potential in
relation to the the issues that are left as implementation choices in Chapter 4.

The results of some Candi simulations are given in Section 5.3, and analysis leads
to the conclusion that the desired qualities of safety and scalability are exhibited.
The conclusion of safety is particularly strong, as the Merlin tracing algorithm is
used within Candi to obtain a post-hoc veri�cation that any object reclaimed during
any simulation is in fact garbage. The conclusion of scalability is confounded by two
factors. Firstly the synchronisation technique within the Candi simulation engine
is, of necessity, a novel extension to a well-established technique. Investigation of
this extension is omitted from this thesis, so con�dence in any behavioural quan-
ti�cation obtained from a Candi simulation is limited. Secondly, design features
of the Candi system cause the run-time behaviour of an application workload in
Candi to be dependent on the run-time behaviour of the host JVM's own garbage
collection. Ironically, this dependence stems from a simulation design choice that
causes the train-based nature of the collection mechanisms to be transparent to the
simulation application. However, this also introduces variability to the results and
limits experimental control.
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6. Conclusion

This thesis proclaims the Train Algorithm as a source of high quality distributed
garbage collection solutions. This is justi�ed by describing a new approach to ex-
ploiting the Train Algorithm in distributed object systems, and demonstrating the
new approach displays a number of desirable qualities. The collection activity across
the system is shown to be globally safe and complete. Each site has the ability to
scalably reclaim both private and public garbage. Within each site the program may
execute in the form of multiple threads, and these may act concurrently to collection
activity. Further the collection activity within each site may itself be realised in the
form of multiple threads that perform collection tasks in parallel. Although there
is prior distributed Train Algorithm literature discussing techniques for achieving
most of these qualities in isolation, this is the �rst presentation of a comprehensive
approach to achieving all the qualities at once.

The contribution of this thesis is made by developing a top-down approach to
deployment of the Train Algorithm within a distributed object system. Firstly a
formal model of Train Algorithm behaviour is presented. The model gives a novel
perspective of the essential characteristics of correct train-based collection, indepen-
dent of a target object system for deployment of the algorithm. The model o�ers
a self-contained description of the algorithm and provides insight into prior train-
based collection techniques by de�ning their common factor. Analysis of the model
demonstrates that it generally describes safe and complete collection behaviour; i.e.
any instance of the model will be a correct train-based collector.

Secondly an approach for instantiating the Train Algorithm model within dis-
tributed systems is provided. Based on the assumed properties of a generic dis-
tributed object system, a set of collection tasks and associated policies for achieving
train-based collection are given. A description of how prior techniques can be re�ned
and reorganised with new techniques to perform the tasks is included. The behaviour
conforms to the model and hence is safe and complete, and further analysis shows
the mechanisms operate asynchronously and scalably.

The result is a exible approach that o�ers a range of mechanism and policy choices
to the sites of a distributed system. Each site may independently choose a variety
of local collection mechanisms and may choose to adopt di�erent mechanisms at
di�erent times for di�erent portions of its heap. Techniques from single-site literature
concerning generational collection, nurseries, and special treatment of popular or
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6.1 Suggestions for Additional Research

immortal objects can be integrated into the local collection mechanisms at each site.
A site may also choose mechanisms suitable for e�cient operation over a local store
that is backed by stable storage.

The distributed mechanisms ensure that the sites interact in an appropriate man-
ner to obtain the desired behavioural qualities regardless of the local choices made
in each site. There is also a signi�cant degree of exibility within the distributed
mechanisms regarding the policies used to govern interaction of sites. They can
tolerate arbitrary delays in the transmission of their messages without causing dis-
ruption, and it is feasible for them to operate entirely by piggy-backing messages
onto normal tra�c and avoid generating any additional (physical) network tra�c.
Neither mutation or the local collection of private garbage will be blocked as these
are independent of the progress of the distributed collection mechanisms. The cir-
cumstances where sites synchronise their actions are isolated to the single task of
train isolation detection, and sites are o�ered a range of mechanisms and policies to
decide how the group of sites involved in a given train will interact. Again there is
a signi�cant degree of exibility o�ered, as di�erent choices may be made for each
train and each site is free to create any number of trains.

Additional con�dence in the new approach is obtained by observing the behaviour
of an implementation within a distributed object system simulation. The simulation
system displays the basic properties of a generic distributed object system, and
implementation within this context provides evidence that the new approach is both
feasible and capable of achieving high-quality distributed collection in practice.

In summary, this thesis leads to the conclusion that the Train Algorithm has a
general potential to o�er high quality distributed garbage collection. A distributed
object system may exhibit a variety of collection behaviours under the umbrella of
distributed train-based collection, and the behaviour of each site can be coordinated
via an approach such as this thesis describes with an expectation of correct and
e�cient behaviour.

6.1. Suggestions for Additional Research

The top-down approach in this thesis follows from the aphorism `�rst get it right,
then get it fast'. It must be admitted that the evidence presented only gives con-
�dence that the approach does get it right, and does so in a manner that won't
preclude getting it fast. However this thesis does not canvas how to get it fast, and
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6.1 Suggestions for Additional Research

there are a numerous issues requiring additional research before this step could be
undertaken with con�dence.

Comparative Investigation of Distributed Train Algorithm Policy Choices

An vital issue for obtaining good performance from the Train Algorithm, as with
any algorithm o�ering exible policy and implementation choices, is the selection of
appropriate policies and mechanisms for a given deployment context. An investiga-
tion of policy selections for the distributed Train Algorithm has yet to be performed.
A solid understanding of the inuence of policy and mechanism choices will be vital
before the distributed Train Algorithm can be treated as a `pluggable' algorithm
with generic and reusable yet e�cient implementations.

The ability of the approach described in this thesis to deliver high quality collec-
tion remains uncertain to some degree until it can be demonstrated that knowledge
of distributed application and object system behaviour can be correlated to policy
choices that lead to good performance. However pursuing an investigation of dis-
tributed Train Algorithm policies will itself require some additional research e�ort.

Efficient Methodologies for Simulation of Distributed Garbage Collection

Using simulation-based studies for investigation of distributed garbage collection
policies o�ers distinct advantages over using a `real' system. A greater degree
of experimental control can be gained, and very large scale systems with thou-
sands or even millions of sites can be simulated (assuming the implementation is
more e�cient than Candi, of course). However as noted in Chapter 5 there has
been very little discussion of methodologies for achieving this. Within single-site
collection literature there are a number of sources of discussion regarding the de-
sign of garbage collection simulations and interpretation of the data obtained (e.g.
[CWZ93, HKWZ00, Zor89]). However this ground work remains largely absent from
the distributed collection literature.

Investigate the Potential For Speed-up on Multiprocessor Hardware

Another question left open by this thesis is whether the potential for concurrency
and parallelism within a site will actually provide any bene�t to the e�ciency of
collection. The algorithmic ability to display concurrency (internally, to achieve
parallel collection or externally, to achieve concurrency with the mutator) does not
necessarily lead to an implementation having the ability to obtain a speed-up from
multiprocessor hardware.
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6.1 Suggestions for Additional Research

While the implementation in Candi o�ers some insight into the issues involved, an
implementation in a `real' system that can execute on such hardware is required to
gain con�dence that good utilisation may be obtained. However the issues involved
here can be investigated independently of distribution. There are already implemen-
tations of sequential train-based collection within ProcessBase [MBG+99, Nor04], an
experimental object system initially developed to operate sequentially that has since
been extended to support multi-threading. This o�ers a starting point whereby the
existing implementations could be `retro�tted' with the ability to accommodate
concurrent and parallel collection techniques in the manner suggested by this thesis.

Interaction with Distributed Object System Technologies

One of the most important questions avoided in this thesis is how the Train Algo-
rithm interacts with other distributed object system technologies. The issues and
opportunities that arise with the interaction of distributed garbage collection and
remote reference implementation, object migration, etc. are vital for construction
of a high-performance, state-of-the-art distributed object system. These issues are
complex and continue to evolve over time as the theory and practice of distributed
object systems develops. The discussion in this thesis has purposely avoided these
issues in the interest of a general understanding of the distributed Train Algorithm,
and avoiding assumptions that may become unrealistic in the near future.

The discussion in this thesis facilitates two distinct avenues for additional inves-
tigation on this topic. One opportunity is to extend the model in Chapter 3 to
include more complex descriptions of object system behaviour. The model treats
objects as residing in an amorphous object space and does not include any notion
of distribution, as this is not necessary to describe and analyse safety and complete-
ness. The model could be extended to include notions of distribution, and typical
distributed object system features such as object migration. This would facilitate
the development of new mechanisms that accommodate migration, etc.

Alternatively, the mechanisms in Chapter 4 could be adapted to the context of
object systems that feature these behaviours. This can be achieved by assimilating
the behaviour of the migration, caching, etc. mechanisms into the manner in which
the collector interacts with the mutator. E�ectively the mechanisms would appear
to be special forms of mutation activity from the perspective of the collector. An
approach to achieve this for the particular case of a migration mechanism has been
described for DMOS [HMMM98], and the MOSAIC algorithm [MFLV01] proposes
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6.1 Suggestions for Additional Research

this approach for integration of train collection with a distributed shared-memory
mechanism. However these ideas remain sketchy and deserve greater attention.

Alternative Mechanisms for Local Collection

The last suggestion is to explore opportunities to combine the distributed Train Al-
gorithm with forms of local collection that do not relocate objects. The approach in
this thesis places a fundamental restriction on the style of local collection performed
by each site; they must engage in the relocation of objects between partitions. Local
collection based on partition collection can have distinct advantages, and numerous
partition-based techniques from prior literature collection can be exploited within
the approach described by this thesis. However the model in Chapter 3 clearly
demonstrates that this is an implementation convenience for pursuing a particular
style of reassociation and train isolation detection. This suggests there is an oppor-
tunity to develop radically new mechanisms for realising the Train Algorithm that
entirely avoid physical partitioning and copying. If feasible, this would lead to a
new family of Train Algorithm implementations that o�er unique and interesting
properties in contrast to the family that has descended from MOS.
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A. Train Algorithm Model Summary

This appendix provides a summary of the Train Algorithm model from Chapter 3.

A.1. Basic Model

The components of the state of a system within the basic model are listed in Table
9. The events executed by mutator and collector to manipulate this state are listed
in Tables 10 and 11 respectively. Table 12 lists constraints regarding the scheduling
of a collector's operation that must be satis�ed to guarantee completeness.

State Entity Notation Function

Objects O = {O1, . . . , ON} Reects the existence of objects.

References X
R→ Y

Reects existence of references instances
according to source and destination crite-
ria (the set of edges is not explicitly enu-
merated).

Train identi�ers TO = {T1, . . . , TN}
Set of identi�ers for grouping objects;
must be totally ordered.

Train map train(O) 7→ TO

Arbitrary partitioning of the set of ob-
jects, de�ned by mapping the object iden-
ti�er set onto the train identi�er set.

Mutator train TMute

Distinguished train identi�er denoting the
group of `virtual objects' that can hold
references outside the object space (e.g.
thread activation stacks, in-transit mes-
sages within distributed systems, etc.).

Refset metadata ref(TMu ∪ TO , O) 7→ I

A function mapping the Cartesian prod-
uct of train and object identi�ers to in-
tegers. Manipulated in conjunction with
the train mapping.

Table 9: State components of the abstract Train Algorithm model
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A.1 Basic Model

Mutator Event Mutator’s Action Collector’s Action

ALLOC(ONew, Ti)

Allocate a new object into
train Ti, receive a single
reference to the object.

Update train mapping for new
object, update refset to indicate
new reference.

CREATE(Ti
R→Oj)

Create a new reference in-
stance, held in train Ti, re-
ferring to object Oj.

Increment refset value ref(Ti, Oj)

if Ti 6= train(Oj).

DESTROY(Ti
R→Oj)

Destroy a reference in-
stance, held in train Ti, re-
ferring to object Oj.

Decrement refset value
ref(Ti, Oj) if Ti 6= train(Oj)

Table 10: Mutator events of the abstract Train Algorithm model

Collector Event Collector’s Action Precondition

REASSOC(Oj, TD)

Reassociation object Oj from
source train TS to destination
TD. For each reference held by
Oj to an object OX, and for
each reference to Oj held in TS,
update refset values to main-
tain accuracy.

Destination train is higher
then the object's current
train, and a reference to the
object is held in the desti-
nation train or some higher
train.

NEWT (TNew) A new train TNew is created.

The new train is lower the
then mutator train, and
higher then some extant
train.

RECL(Ti)

All objects in train Ti are re-
claimed. If an inter-train ref-
erence is destroyed decrement
the appropriate refset value.

The train is isolated; i.e.
there is no object in the
train that is referred to from
outside the train.

Table 11: Collector events of the abstract Train Algorithm model
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A.1 Basic Model

Constraint
Stipulates

C1
If an object becomes referred to from a higher train it must eventually
reassociate to a higher train unless subsequent activity results in the
object no longer being referred to from a higher train.

C2
The reassociation scheduling criteria of a collector must be able to recog-
nise and win a particular race condition between reassociation and pro-
gram activity, with regard to a lowest train at least.

C3
If a lowest train is isolated, it must be reclaimed within a �nite number
of events.

C4 Once a given train is allocated, the number of trains subsequently allo-
cated that are lower must be �nite.

Table 12: Constraints of the abstract Train Algorithm model
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A.2. Asynchronous Metadata Updates

The re�nements in Section 3.2 describe an extension that allows refset metadata
to be updated asynchronously. Primarily the re�nements remove the synchrony
(as much as possible) between mutator or collector actions that update metadata.
Additionally the reassociation event is made dependent on the contents of refset
metadata, rather then the existence of references. This has the e�ect of remov-
ing a synchronisation dependency between mutator and collector events; using the
metadata as an intermediary.

The state de�nitions of the basic model are unaltered. An additional component
is incorporated; the set of pointer records, denoted

P = ([±, Ti, Oj], . . . , [±, Tk, Ol])

Their function is to deferred updates to the refset metadata. The events of both
the mutator and collector are altered to make use of the pointer records. Tables 13
and 14 list the events that can be executed under the asynchrony re�nements. Table
15 lists the re�nements and additions beyond the constraints of the basic model that
must be satis�ed to guarantee safety and completeness.

Mutator Event
Mutator’s Ac-

tion
Collector’s Action

ALLOC2(ONew, Ti) As before.
Generate a pointer record
[+, Ti, ONew].

CREATE2(Ti
R→Oj) As before. Generate a pointer record [+, Ti, Oj].

DESTROY2(Ti
R→Oj) As before. Generate a pointer record [−, Ti, Oj].

Table 13: Mutator events for the asynchronous metadata update re�nement
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A.2 Asynchronous Metadata Updates

Collector Event Collector’s Action Precondition

REASSOC2(Oj, TD)

For each reference held by Oj

to an object OX generate pointer
records of the forms [+, TD, OX]

and [−, TS, OX]. For each refer-
ence to Oj held in source train
TS generate pointer record of the
form [+, TS, Oj]. Directly update
ref(TD, Oj) = 0.

Destination is higher then
the object's source train,
the collector's metadata in-
dicates that a reference to
the object is held in the
destination train or some
higher train, and the col-
lector's metadata satis�ed
a given consistency condi-
tion.

NEWT2(TNew) As before. As before.

RECL2(Ti)

Generate pointer records of the
form [−, Ti, OX] for any reference
destroyed by reclaiming an object.

As before, and in addi-
tion a consistency condition
must be satis�ed by the col-
lector's metadata.

PROCESS(p1)

A pointer record p1 is processed
and discarded. If it describes an
inter-train reference, increment or
decrement the refset as indicated.
Otherwise simply discard.

None.

Table 14: Collector events for the asynchronous metadata update re�nement
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A.2 Asynchronous Metadata Updates

Constraint
Stipulates

C1A
As before, but in terms of the re�ned REASSOC2 and PROCESS

events.

C3A As before, but in terms of the re�ned RECL2 event.

C5
A given pointer record is discarded (through processing or annihilation)
within a �nite number of events after being generated.

C6

If a pointer record generated by the destruction of a given reference in-
stance is processed, and the reference was duplicated before destruction,
then at least one pointer record generated by duplication must have been
processed �rst.

Table 15: Constraints for the asynchronous metadata update re�nement
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A.3 Building Trains From Cars

A.3. Building Trains From Cars

The re�nements in Section 3.3 decomposed the train groups of objects into sub-
sidiary partitions called cars. The car subgroups facilitate incremental approaches
to performing reassociation, detecting the isolation of trains, and generally making
progress with garbage reclamation.

State Entity Notation Function

Objects O = {O1, . . . , ON} As before.

References X
R→ Y As before.

Train identi�ers TO = {T1, . . . , TN} As before.

Car identi�ers C = {C1, . . . , CN} Car identi�ers.

Car map car(O) 7→ C

A partitioning of the set of objects by map-
ping the object identi�er set onto the car
identi�er set.

Train map train2(C) 7→ TO

A partitioning of the set of cars by mapping
the car identi�er set on the object train iden-
ti�er set.

Mutator train TMu As before.

Mutator car CMu

Any of the one or more distinguished mutator
car identi�ers used to denote the locations of
references held outside the object space.

Refset metadata ref(C , O) 7→ I
A function mapping the Cartesian product of
car and object identi�ers to integers. Manip-
ulated in conjunction with the car mapping.

Table 16: State components of the car-based re�nement
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Mutator Event Mutator’s Action Collector’s Action

ALLOC3(Ci, ONew)

Allocate new object into
car Ci. Receive a single
reference to the new ob-
ject.

Update car mapping for new object,
update refset to indicate new refer-
ence.

CREATE3(Ci
R→Oj)

Create a new reference
instance, held in train Ci,
referring to object Oj.

Generate a pointer record [+, Ci, Oj].

DESTROY3(Ci
R→Oj)

Destroy a reference in-
stance, held in train Ci,
referring to object Oj.

Generate a pointer record [−, Ci, Oj].

Table 17: Mutator events of the car-based re�nement
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Collector Event Collector’s Action Precondition

PROCESS2(p1)
As before, but in terms of cars
rather than trains.

As before (none).

REASSOC3(Oj, CD)

As before, but for each refer-
ence held by Oj to an object
OX, generate pointer records
of the form [+, CD, OX] and
[−, CS, OX]. Directly update
refset values indexed by the ob-
ject Oj itself.

The destination car is in
same train as the source
car, or in a higher train and
the collector's metadata in-
dicates that a reference to
the object is held in some
higher train.

NEWT3(TNew) As before. As before.

NEWC(CNew, Ti)
Create a new car CNew in train
Ti.

None.

RECAR(Ci)

Generate pointer records of the
form [−, Ci, OX] for any refer-
ence destroyed by reclaiming an
object.

As before, and in addi-
tion a consistency condition
must be satis�ed by the col-
lector's metadata.

RECL3(Ti) Discard a train identi�er.

There are no cars (and
hence no objects) associ-
ated with the train identi-
�er.

Table 18: Collector events of the car-based re�nement

Constraint
Stipulates

C5
A given pointer record is discarded (through processing or annihilation)
within a �nite number of events after being generated.

C6

If a pointer record generated by the destruction of a given reference in-
stance is processed, and the reference was duplicated before destruction,
then at least one pointer record generated by duplication must have been
processed �rst.

Table 19: Constraints of the car-based re�nement
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B. Collector Optimisations

This appendix describes some optimisations to the behaviour of the collection mech-
anisms described in Chapter 4. The optimisations are all techniques introduced by
prior literature that can be adapted to the context of train-based collection, although
whether the potential bene�ts o�ered by the techniques described would be realised
when adapted and deployed with train-based collection is an open question.

B.1. Local Collection Policies

The local collector at each site may employ any policy for scheduling car collection
that ensures a given car is not starved of attention. There is some prior literature
that o�ers suggestions in this regard. Cook et al [CKWZ96] present policies for
controlling the rate at which partitions of an object heap are selected for collection.
The policies are adaptive, aiming to minimise the collection rate given a level of
oating garbage acceptable to the application. Cook et al [CWZ98] and Munro and
Brown [MB00] present policies for a selecting a partition to operate upon during
a particular collector invocation. The results of Munro and Brown are especially
pertinent as their investigation is in the context of a single-site persistent object heap
collected using the Train Algorithm (speci�cally the PMOS algorithm [MMH96]).

It is also possible to integrate, by way of particular train management policies,
techniques for improving collector performance with regard to infant, immortal, or
popular objects. The basic idea is to use distinguished `nursery' and `root' train
identi�ers for creating special car to hold particular classes of objects (see Figure 26).
Train management and reassociation policies are specialised to exploit the nursery
and root cars, and this allows the collector to treat the objects specially and gain
knowledge of the connectivity between objects of di�erent classes.

Root Train

Figure 26 depicts the use of a root train to hold immortal objects. Object-based
computations typically create some objects that are used through out the program's
execution and never become garbage [BR01b, HHDH02]. Such objects can be iden-
ti�ed by program analysis, program annotation, or knowledge of the run-time im-
plementation. Given certainty that an object is immortal, a collector may reduce
overhead by avoiding these objects and this will not jeopardise completeness. This
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ordering
Train

Nursery train

Mutator train

Root trainobjects ignored
References to root

Root train never collected.

about connectivity between
Refset provides information

infant and normal objects

Normal trains

Figure 26: Specialising local collector behaviour with root and nursery trains

idea can be pursued within the Train Algorithm by placing immortal objects in a
root train that is never collected. This allows the collector to dispense with the over-
head of maintaining refset information for root cars, although the references held by
object in the root train must be tracked as usual.

Some empirical observations [MB00, SG95] have found that a signi�cant fraction
of pointer tracking overhead can arise from the presence of popular objects. The
existence of objects which are the target of a large number of references may occur as
a consequence of program behaviour, or as a result of the run-time creating popular
internal objects. In either case, popular objects tend to impose a disproportionate
overhead on partitioned collectors. By making popular objects root objects, and
hence discarding refset entries and pointer records concerning them, the impact on
pointer tracking overhead can be ameliorated. However placing popular objects in
an uncollected root train jeopardises completeness if the popular objects are not
actually immortal. Intuition suggests that popularity will induce immortality, al-
though the two can occur independently. Empirical data regarding this correlation
is still emerging in the literature [HHDH02].

Nursery Train

A straight-forward approach to age-based collection in single-site systems is to use
a special nursery partition in which new objects are allocated and held separately
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from more mature objects. This allows the collector to focus attention on a partition
where higher than average rates of garbage creation can be expected. It is possible
to pursue this idea orthogonally to the Train Algorithm. Each site would maintain
a nursery, ignoring the existence of an object until promoted out of the nursery. A
reference held in a nursery object would be treated as a mutator reference. However
the site would need some mechanism to gain knowledge of references to nursery
objects so that the nursery objects that become connected to the main object graph
for a signi�cant period of time can be promoted. This is precisely the information
provided by the refsets of cars, suggesting there may be a bene�t from integrating
nurseries into train-based collection.

It is possible to integrate the idea of a nursery as a special train management policy.
A distinguished identi�er would be used to identify a private nursery train which
holds nursery cars at each site of the system. This identi�er would be treated as
the lowest possible identi�er for the purpose of reassociation; in this way promoting
a nursery object becomes a normal act of reassociating an object to a higher train.
However for the purpose of isolation detection the nursery train is to be ignored.
Allocation of objects to the nursery train is not considered violation of the `do not
allocate to lowest train' rule, while an object being promoted from the nursery train
must not reassociate to the lowest normal train.

Using a nursery train identi�er in this manner gives the collector pointer tracking
information describing how a nursery object has become connected to the wider
object graph. This information can be used to pursue object clustering optimisa-
tions at the time of promotion. Some particular nursery management techniques
described in prior literature can be adopted; for example the `eager copy-out' and
`lazy copy-out' policies described creation of a reference to a nursery object from a
non-nursery object is trapped, the creating thread blocked, and the target nursery
object immediately promoted [Vau94]. Under this management strategy there is no
need to provide nursery cars with refset metadata.

B.2. Reducing Pointer Tracking Overhead

The distributed pointer tracking mechanism in Section 4.4 describes the lifetime of
any given pointer record under the assumption that all pointer records are physically
generated, transmitted, and processed by discrete actions. However it is possible to
reduce the physical generation of pointer records and consequent refset updates
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while still obtaining the desired behaviour from the mechanism. Some techniques
for achieving this are described below.

B.2.1. Cancelling and Compressing Pointer Records

The obvious optimisation available when the bu�er for a refset is empty is to not
physically generate a record destined for the refset; simply update the refset directly.
The behaviour of the collector is equivalent to the logically distinct actions of gener-
ation, queuing, and processing of the record being executed as a single atomic action.
Even if the bu�er is not empty, a record describing the creation of a reference can
alway be immediately processed if this is more convenient than using space in a
bu�er.

Another optimisation is to compress records that describe modi�cation of the same
refset element. If a bu�er contains a record of the form [+, O,C] for any given pair
O, C and another record of the form [−, O, C], then the two records can simply be
discarded. A similar optimisation can be pursued if records are extended to contain
an integer delta, rather then a simple +/− delta. Two records of the form [+, O, C]

could be replaced with a single record of the form [+2,O, C].
These cancelling and compression optimisations produce behaviour equivalent to

reordering records so they are adjacent within a bu�er and processing the records at
the same time. It must be ensured that the result is equivalent to properly ordered
transmission and processing of the individual records. This can be achieved by
conglomerating pointer records when compression occurs.

Figure 27 depicts an example where a record that has already been bu�er is being
cancelled by a newly generated record. The conglomeration applies to the extent
necessary to cover the records that are conceptually being overtaken when compres-
sion occurs. A sequence of records that has been glommed must be transmitted and
processed en masse (i.e. a bu�er cannot `half ush' a glommed set of records).
When a glommed set of records arrive at a site piggy-backed on a message, the
records destined for a given refset must delivered and bu�ered or processed with-
out interspersal by records from other sources. By conglomerating the intervening
records, the optimised behaviour becomes equivalent to retaining the records and
them and the intervening records en masse ; the optimised behaviour produces the
same �nal refset state since the two discarded records have no cumulative e�ect.
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Figure 27: Conglomerating pointer records after cancelling or compression

B.2.2. Reducing Root Reference Tracking Overhead

It is common for object systems to exhibit a high degree of volatility in the references
held within thread stacks [JL96]. The cost of tracking references can be signi�cantly
reduced by avoiding generating pointer records for mutator-held references that are
only extant for short periods of time. There are optimisations to pointer tracking
that can be pursued in this regard.

Figure 28 depicts an example of a mutator inspecting a reference value within and
object O to and duplicating the value within another object Q. To achieve this the
mutator obtains a reference to P, but has no direct interest in manipulating P and
discards the reference afterwards.

In this example, there is no need to generate a pointer record for the reference to
P that the mutator temporarily holds. If the mutator retains read access privilege
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Figure 28: Avoiding pointer record generation for volatile references

to object O (which it must have been obtained before inspecting the object), then
deferring the generation of a pointer record is valid. Provided the mutator is dis-
carding the reference to P without using it again, it is su�cient to simply register
the creation of the new object-to-object reference before releasing read consistency
on object O. In general this can be extended to a scenario involving any number of
reference values being duplicated into any number of objects.

The extreme of this optimisation is to totally ignore references held in thread
stacks until refset information is use to perform local collection or isolated train
detection. When a collector thread wishes to inspect a refset, any mutator threads
are suspended and thread stacks are scanned. The reference values found are incor-
porated into the information in refsets at this time. Once the scanning is complete,
the mutator threads can continue executing concurrently to the collector thread.

Thread stack scanning is equivalent to unoptimised pointer tracking if there is no
opportunity for a mutator to operate concurrently to scanning (although a mutator
can operate concurrently once scanning is complete). In general any system can
pursue this optimisation if the scheduler supports exclusive, non-preemptable oper-
ation for collector threads. This level of control can be expected in virtual machine
or transaction-based systems. However pursuing this optimisation in a system where
sites have multiple physical processors might have a deleterious e�ect on processor
utilisation.

From an implementation perspective, the primary signi�cance of this optimisa-
tion is that it avoids the read barrier that is implied by a strict interpretation of
the pointer record generation rules. It o�ers a trade-o� by eliminating the read
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barrier overhead required to tracking mutator-held references `in real-time', while
on the other hand causing disruption by suspending mutator threads before col-
lection can commence. The presence of barriers to trap the creation and destruc-
tion of references will necessarily incur overhead, but the factors inuencing this
issue are still contentious and depend on the implementation context (see, e.g.
[BCR03, BH04, BM03, KCKS99, ZR02]).

B.2.3. Reducing Reassociation Overhead

A special form of the pointer record compression optimisation is to avoid generating
and processing the full set of pointer records mandated during reassociation. For
example, consider the scenario where two objects O and O currently in car C are
both relocated to car D. If they refer to each other, the collector must behave at if
it where acting according to the following discrete actions:

1: Relocate O; transfer refset entry and eliminate count of references from D.
2: Generate [+, O, C], delivered to the refset of car D.
3: Generate [+, P,D], delivered to the refset of car C.
4: Relocate P; transfer refset entry and eliminate count of references from D.
5: Generate [−, O, C], delivered to the refset of car D.

In this scenario all the pointer records are superuous. The �rst and third records
simply cancel each other out and have no overall e�ect. If the second record where
processed before P reassociates, then the modi�cation it caused would be discarded
when P reassociates. If the record was not processed when P reassociates then it
would be redirected to car D and then discarded because it now describes an intra-car
reference.

In general a signi�cant fraction of the pointer records generated by `verbose'
pointer tracking during reassociation will be superuous once the entire process
has been completed. However the optimisation must be pursued in a manner that
has overall behaviour equivalent to correct unoptimised behaviour. For example, not
generating the �rst and third records in the scenario above assumes that no other
thread will generate and deliver a pointer record of the form [−, Q,C] for some object
Q in car D. If this occurred after O was reassociated but before P was reassociated,
then the optimised behaviour would correspond to valid unoptimised behaviour.

To ensure that optimised pointer generation during reassociation does not result
in other threads perceiving inconsistent refset information, the following constraint
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will need to be introduced:
1 : If a collector thread T is evacuating car C and relocates objects to cars

D1, . . . , Dn, then other collector threads may not commence collection on
cars D1, . . . , Dn until collection of C is complete.

2 : The collector retains read privilege to all objects in car C until collection
is complete.

If either a mutator or another collector thread is operating concurrently to col-
lection of C by thread T , these constraints prevent interaction in a manner that
could causes the perception of an invalid refset state. Note that mutator threads
are constrained to a greater extent then required under unoptimised pointer record
generation. When pointer records are `verbosely' generated by T , the thread is able
to release read privilege after completing the relocation of some object O even if the
full car collection is not yet complete.

The constraints above reduce the potential for concurrent local collection by mul-
tiple threads within a single site. In the extreme case of a site only possessing two
cars (which is valid under the train management constraints in Section 4.2), it would
be impossible for multiple local collector threads to act concurrently. However using
multiple local collection threads at a site is unlikely to aid performance unless there
are many objects and hence many cars within the site. Thus it can be expected
that the constraint will not be burdensome in a situation where concurrent local
collection is actually likely to improve performance.

Complexity of local collection implementation

Adopting the optimisations to pointer tracking described above will inuence the
complexity of implementing local collection. The implementation in Candi suggests
that the complexity of local collector implementation can actually be reduced by
adopting the optimised form of pointer record generation.

The technique for optimising pointer record generation during local collection al-
lows a collector to defer the generation of pointer records until the end of collection
and avoid generating unnecessary records. However the collector must retain object
locks until the end of collection, rather than incrementally releasing the locks dur-
ing collection as an `unoptimised' collector would. So optimising the generation of
pointer records during local collection has a side e�ect of reducing the potential for
concurrency between collector and mutator threads. Candi contains an implemen-
tation of both the optimised and unoptimised forms of collection. Comparing the
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two implementations reveals another factor in the trade-o�; the optimised form of
pointer record generation is simpler to implement.

Candi includes a utility data structure that provides an automatically compressed
pointer record bu�er; i.e. as pointer records are added the to the bu�er the thread
queueing a record is `stolen' to compress the bu�er. The primary purpose of the data
structure is to support the storage of pointer records that are awaiting transmission
between sites. The local collector reuses the data structure as a way of optimising
pointer record generation. The collector acts as if it were generating the full set of
pointer records, and uses the data structure to automatically produce a compressed
set of records. Reducing the complexity of the local collector code by reusing a data
structure in this manner is not available for the `unoptimised' implementation.
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